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Introduction
Thepurpose ofthis index is to provide a subject guide to the SDSU Collegian. Included are allarticles writtenby
the staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are brief announcements, notices, and minor sport events.
This issue cumulates two publishingyears, September 1980-July1982.A future index also willbe publishedbien
nially at the end of every other academic year, including any summer issues.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject headings are not automatically assigned from key-words out
of headlines. Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the content of the article, appropriate subject
heading(s) are assigned. Names of the editor, columnists, andstaffwriters onthe opinion pageare included in sub
ject headings. Excluded are names of letter writers (to the editor) and other reporters.
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete
headings are sometimes necessary. For example. Student Association Elections are listed as SA-Elections. Across
reference is made whenever necessary, for example.Student Association see SA.Place names in subjectentries are
also abbreviated to save space (cities and states in two letters; counties in three letters) but are spelled out in the
notation whenever possible—e.g.:
Chamber of Comm—BR 801026 SDSU, Brookings endorse Mutual Sounding Board.
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index:
* An asterisk at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) At the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
(Ed) At the end of a notation denotes an editorial.
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at the end of notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings arearranged alphabetically under each main heading. The entries are arranged chronologically.
The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings—e.g.; SA-Elections
2. A nine-digit code containing the date (year, month, and day) and pagination (section, page, and column)—e.g.:
820803 012
82 = 1982
03 = March
03 = the day
01 = the page
2 = the column
* = illustration
3. Theheadline notation—e.g.: "Candidates stress involvement." Thusan entry composed of the above units would
read:
SA-Elections 820303 012 *Candidates stress involvement.
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INDEX
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
AANDERUD WALLACE 820421 193
ABDNOR JAMES 800917 081
800917 094
800924 016
800924 044
801001 041
801001 043
801001 101
801008 092
801022 055
801026 083
801029 093
801105 085
820217 061
ABORTION 810429 044
820324 043
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
810923 041
811111 053
820120 051
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 810325 014
810415 061
811021 032
820428 031
ACADEMIC SENATE 811014 065
811104 013
ACCIDENT AUTO 801119 031
810916 Oil
810930 086
ACCIDENT CYCLE 801001 Oil
810128 054
ACCREDITATION 811111 013
ACTIVITY CARDS 800924 031
801119 041
ADMISSIONS 811118 015
820120 041
820120 081
820203 041
820721 101
ADULT EDUCATION 810325 091
ADVISERS 810408 051
820421 061
AERONAUTICS 820421 054
AFRICA 820210 151
820505 211
AG EXPERIMENT 810506 192
AG EXTENSION WORK 800910 121
801105 021
AG MUSEUM 810506 192
810923 161
AG-SD 820623 014
AGRICULTURE
SD FARMERS COULD SEE 12 PERCENT INTEREST
'•FORD VOICES SUPPORT OF ABDNOR
SDSU GRAD ENJOYING CAMPAIGN GRIND
NO PODIUM--ABDNOR LIKES TO MINGLE
ABDNOR INSULTS STUDENTS (LAWRENCE)
ABDNOR AIDE--EMPTY PODIUM OK (FREEMAN)
NOT INSULTED (L)
COLLEGE STUDENTS CANVASS SD FOR ABDNOR
'•'LOCAL POLL SHOWS MCGOVERN, ABDNOR IN TIGHT RACE
ABDNOR VS SDEA...(L)
FREEMAN REVEALS ABDNOR'S TACTICS--CRITICIZES PRESS
ABDNOR RUNS 'PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE' CAMPAIGN
MCGOVERN-ABDNOR RACE WAS BEST IN SD
'•'ABDNOR VISITS BROOKINGS
AN 'AFTER-BIRTH' TASK FOR 'PRO-LIFERS' (GARVEY)
ABORTION, CIVIL WAR DEBATES SIMILAR (L)
SEE ALSO BERRY RUSSELL
ACADEMIC FREEDOM IS ON TRIAL (SPRINGER)
ACADEMIC FREEDOM (L)
ACADEMIC FREEDOM (BERRY)
PROGRAMS QUESTIONED
STUDIES PROGRAM WOULD 'INTERNATIONALIZE' STUDENTS
COLLEGE OF GR NATIONAL MODEL
PRIORITY LIST RANKS PROGRAMS
ACADEMIC SENATE INTERACTS WITH REGENTS (SCHNEIDER)
ACADEMIC SENATE ASKS FOR INFORMATION ON FIRINGS
DERBY OUTCOME UNRESOLVED YET
'•'STUDENT PARALYZED IN CAR ACCIDENT
DAVIDSON RECOVERS FROM CAR ACCIDENT
'^STUDENT KILLED IN CYCLE CRASH
• STUDENT INJURED ON CAMPUS
ACCREDITATION IMPORTANT TO DEPARTMENTS
CARD LOAN PUNISHABLE
FEE CONTROL STUDENTS' JOB
UPGRADING ADMISSIONS WOULD TURN BACK STUDENTS
TOUGHER ADMISSIONS EQUALS UNFAIR TREATMENT (BUTLER)
REGENTS INCREASE ADMISSIONS STANDARDS (SOMMER)
HIGHER ADMISSIONS STANDARDS
NEW ADMISSIONS POLICY IN EFFECT
NEW COURSES OFFERED FOR ADULTS
THE BEST ARE THOSE WHO DIRECT TOWARD SELF-DEPENDENCE
A HELPFUL HAND--OR UNINTERESTED & UNCARING
SPACE PROGRAM NEEDS PUBLIC LIFT-OFF
THE SDSU-AFRICAN CONNECTION (WIEDERICH)
AFRICAN RESEARCH-IMPROVE FARM QUALITY
NO CHANGE SEEN FOR RESEARCH BUDGET
•'EVERYONE LOSES IN $0.5 MILLION AG CUTS
BIG TEETH AGAIN TAKE BITES OF EXTENSION, EXPERIMENT
AGRICULTURAL MUSEUM TO OPEN
"'CAMPUS HISTORY THRIVES IN RENOVATED PAVILION
"'REGENTS SET UP AG COMMITTEE, DELAY HOUSEMOMS
SEE AG, FARMS & FARMING
1-
SUBJECT
AIRLINES
ALCOHOL
ALCOHOL & DRUG CTR
ALCOHOL FUELS
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
ALPHA PSI OMEGA
ALUMNI
ALUMNI CENTER
AM INDIAN MOVEMENT
ANDERSON DON
ANDERSON JACK
ANDERSON JOHN
ANIMAL SCIENCE
ANIMALS
ANTHEM
ARCHEOLOGY
ARCHIVES
ART CENTER
ARTISTS
ARTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810211 Oil POSSIBLE AIRLINE STRIKE COULD RUIN SPRING BREAKS
811104 065 NEW AIR SERVICE BEGINS (POWERS)
801001 015 FINE STIFF FOR ALCOHOL POSSESSION
801001 041 THINK BEFORE YOU DRINK (LAWRENCE)
820127 091 ALCOHOL, DRUG CENTER GUIDES SEEKERS
SEE GASOHOL
820203 Oil FRATS TURN TO LEGISLATURE ON TAX QUESTION
820120 111 CAPERS SALUTES HOLLYWOOD SPARKLE (YEAGER)
801022 152 FORMER JACK GRIDDERS REUNITE
810923 064 ALUMNI TO BE HONORED
820721 094 ALUMNI CENTER BUILDS PATIO
810429 151 '"-STAKING THEIR CLAIM
810218 071 '"'NON-TRADITIONALS ON THE INCREASE
811028 104 MUCKRAKER PRAISES REAGAN, US
801001 045 PREFERS ANDERSON (L)
801119 111 STUDENT BUTCHERS WORK AT MAKING ENDS MEAT
810909 156 '"'SDSU GRAD NEW HEAD OF ANIMAL SCIENCE
811014 163 '"-ANIMAL WELFARE--OUT OF FOCUS (WENCK)
820120 045 MILITARY, ANTHEM OUT OF LINE AT GAME
820127 044 RAG-TAG WRITER (HELGESON)
820127 045 LAWERENCE OFF-BASE (MAHONEY)
820127 051 READERS--LAWERENCE MISUNDERSTANDS
820203 046 A LOT OF RESPONSE ON LAWRENCE'S COLUMN
801001 131 NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE STUDY--FINDING ARTIFACTS
810506 072 ARCHEOLOGISTS PAVE WAY FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
820609 032 RESOURCE CENTER WILL CONDUCT FORUM
800903 104 TOAVERS TO EXHIBIT 33 WORKS AT SD MEMORIAL ARTS CTR
800917 111 '-UNIQUE ARTIST PAINTS BARNWOOD
801001 111 AREA ARTISTS TO DISPLAY WORKS AT SD MEMORIAL ART CTR
801022 101 '"-ARTIST CAPTURES LOVE FOR ANIMALS (DARR)
801026 092 SENIOR ARTISTS TO SHOW WORKS
801105 091 BIZARRE ARTISTS--PART OF THE JOB (DARR)
820303 121 '"-CRAFTSWOMEN DAUBLE IN 'FUNCTIONAL ART'
800903 025 ARTS FACULTY TO SHOW WORK
800924 121 PROFESSOR'S ART SELECTED FOR MISSOURI DISPLAY
801008 114 FOUR PROJECTS ACCEPTED FOR ARTS FUNDING GRANTS
801015 105 '"-SCULPTOR--TRUE ARTISTS CREATE TO EXPRESS
801022 104 JAZZ ARTIST GILLESPIE HIGHLIGHTS FINE ARTS WEEK
801022 113 ART CRITICISM FOCUS OF CONFERENCE (WELSH)
801026 091 BICENTENNIAL EXHIBIT A MELTING POT OF ART
801029 101 '"-HIDDEN CRAFT CENTER OFFERS INEXPENSIVE ITEMS
801112 091 PHOTOGRAPHY, PAINTINGS EXHIBITED AT MEMORIAL ART CTR
801112 103 '"-'DEJA VU' COMES TO LIFE ON SATIN
810128 091 END OF FINE ARTS \i?EEK NOT END OF FINE ARTS
810128 103 BAAC ACCEPTING AREA ART PROJECTS APPLICATIONS
810211 104 STUART EXHIBIT HEADS LIST OF ART ON DISPLAY
810218 124 STUART EXHIBITION CLOSED
810218 151 '"-SDSU'S ARTS SHOW CENTURY OF GROWTH
810303 091 LEGS SHOWN AT EXHIBITION
810325 113 '"^MODERN ART BIZARRE, WIERD, JUST PLAIN UGLY
810401 051 READERS--CRITIC DOES NOT UNDERSTAND MODERN ART (L)
810408 025 TICKETS ON SALE FOR ARTS BENEFIT
810408 041 INCLUDE ME OUT (GAARDER)
810408 121 REAGAN ARTS CUTS DEVASTATING...
810429 055 BEGGING TO DIFFER (L)
810429 116 ART MAJORS TO PRESENT EXHIBITIONS
810506 051 ART OFFERS NECESSARY CHANGE IN SOCIEIT, SCHOOLS
810902 132 ARTS GRANTS
810909 111 ARTS CENTER EXHIBITS VERSATILITY
810923 101 "FACULTY ART SHOW IS PUZZLING (DECOCK)
2-
SUBJECT
ARTS
ARTS & SCIENCES
ARTS FESTIVAL
ASSASSINATIONS
ASSAULTS
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
ATHLETES
ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS-COACHES
AUCTIONS
AUDUBON SOCIETY
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
AUSTEN DOUG
AUTO LICENSES
AUTO PARKING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810923 105 WATER-COLORIST PAINTS COLOR DESIGNS, NOT PICTURES
811111 083 "NEW IDEAS IN MARKETING ARTS
820120 105 ART CENTER HOSTS NEW EXHIBITS
820127 105 *MYTHS TOOLS IN EXHIBIT
820210 093 RITZ FEATURES THIEN EXHIBIT
820217 111 '̂ ARTIFACT PRESERVATION AN 'ART FORM' tYEAGER)
820303 125 'WIND' INCORPORATES SIGHT, SONG
820303 125 EXOTIC EXHIBIT SUBJECT OF EDWARD EVANS
820331 131 GALLERY FEATURES JURIED ARTWORK
820421 125 STUDENT ART .'MASTERS' EXHIBIT
820428 105 ALL ART SEEN IN POLITICAL SENSE
820505 131 IMAGES OF GREAT DEPRESSION ON EXHIBIT
810211 Oil PRESENT FINE ARTS FACILITIES 'INADEQUATE, OUTDATED'
810218 Oil. '̂ RENOVATION, NEW COMPLEX SUGGESTED FOR FINE ARTS
811104 021 A & S COLLEGE MAY GO 'INTERNATIONAL' (ZUTZ)
820721 061 ''-BROOKINGS' JULY FEST
810415 031 ''-AMERICAN LEADERS--LIKELY TARGETS
801026 Oil SDSU CHARGED IN ASSAULT CASE
811111 016 FOREIGN STUDENT ASSAULTED
810401 111 ASTROLOGY UNIVERSAL LOVE POTION
801026 064 NEW TELESCOPE... COURSE CREDITS BY TV
801026 101 ''-VOYAGER PHOTOS-DISCOVERIES LEAD TO SPECULATION
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
801022 152 FORMER JACK GRIDDERS REUNITE
801112 051 -'SDSU'S INCREDIBLE HULK (DUNCAN)
810204 132 THE GREATEST TEN
810218 012 EARLY ATHLETES 'BRUTAL'
810325 161 ^ATHLETES, YOUTHS BECOME FRIENDS IN NCAA VOLUNTEER P
811021 041 THE SPOTLIGHT CAN BE REVEALING (DUNCAN)
820127 031 CONVICTED FOOTBALL PLAYERS DON'T RETURN
SEE ALSO INTRAMURALS, SPORTS, NAMES OF ATHLETICS
801029 131 FIELD HOCKEY TEAM WINS TWO
810114 115 SKI SLOPE, BIKE TRAILS, INDOOR RINK TO BE BUILT
810121 041 TIME TO GET TOGETHER NCCA WITH AIAW (COLE)
810121 131 FUTURE OF AIAW RESTING IN 4 YEAR TRIAL PERIOD (COLE)
810225 161 SDSU POWERLIFTERS CAPTURE SCHOOL MARKS
810303 031 SA REVIEWS ATHLETIC BUDGET-QUESTIONS FORSYTE
810325 151 RULES MAKE STRONG TEAMS
810325 154 INTRAMURAll CHAMPIONS ARE CROWNED
810902 282 SDSU WINS THIRD STRAIGHT NCC CROWN
810902 291 ''^SUCCESSFUL SEASONS REFLECTED IN RECRUITING
810909 072 TITLE IX CUTBACKS INSULT TO WOMEN (SPECK)
811014 131 STRENGTH TRAINING POPULAR AMONG SDSU ATHLETES
811021 015 SENATE EXAMINES ATHLETIC BUDGET
811104 111 ATHLETIC DEPT TO RECEIVE $7500 FOR REGIONALLY TELEVI
820120 121 ZELL NAMED FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
820331 171 WOMEN'S TEAMS TO PLAY ONLY IN NCAA
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
810506 145 ''-ESBOLDT, JANSON RESIGN
810909 121 NEW COACHES JOIN JACKS ATHLETICS STAFF
811118 104 ''-HAENSEL TAKES HELM AS NEW FOOTBALL COACH
811118 121 ''-ZULK OPTIMISTIC ABOUT YOUTHFUL SQUAD
810902 191 '-AUCTIONEERING--MORE THAN FAST TALKING
820331 192 AUDUBON HOLDS PHOTO CONTEST
810325 071 ''-CHURCH, MILITARY CLASH OVER EXTENSION BID AT AUGIE
801112 121 ^AUSTEN LOOKS TOWARD NATIONALS
820303 085 AUTO LICENSE DEADLINE NEARS
800910 051 PARKING--DOUBLE STANDARD
800917 012 SDSU STAFF OWES $3,000 IN FINES
800917 034 PARKING"PROPOSAL CONSIDERED
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SUBJECT
AUTO PARKING
AUTO-SD
AUTO-SDSU
AVIATION
BACKPACKS
BAIL ROBIN
BAILEY HAROLD
BALLOONS
BAND MARCHING
BARKER KEN
BARNETT CAROL
BASEBALL
BASEBALL-PROF
BASKETBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
800917 041 TALK NOW OR PAY CONSEQUENCES LATER (L)
801001 012 ORDINANCE REFERENDUM COULD CREATE SPLIT
801001 064 TICKET ERRORS
801008 015 DELINQUENTS TOTAL 70
801008 031 ODD/EVEN PARKING DECISION REVERSED
801008 041 TOO MANY CHANCES UNFORTUNATE (LAWRENCE)
801008 081 COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE PARKING PROBLEM
810506 031 PARKING FINES UNPAID
810909 025 HOUSING, PARKING MEANS WORK FOR SA OFFICIALS
811118 056 UPD BLUES (L)
820217 026 WE ARE ALL CREATED EQUAL
820623 Oil SUMMER MONTHS YIELD FEWER PARKING TICKETS
820203 085 -SOUTH DAKOTA WINTERS HARD TIME FOR CARS
820210 041 NOBODY KNOWS THE CAR TROUBLES I'VE SEEN (ED)
810121 032 CARS 'QUAKER STATED'
811014 064 "STUDENT AVIATORS TAKE TO THE FRIENDLY SKIES
820203 072 ''"PACKING IT
820428 141 "SDSU'S ROBIN BAIL REIGNS OVER RODEO
820428 031 PRIORITY LIST RANKS PROGRAMS
801015 131 "HOT AIR HIGH OVER THE MISSOURI (JENSEN)
800903 091 *...AND THE PRIDE MARCHES ON
800924 054 PROUD OF THE PRIDE (L)
810114 Oil ''-SDSU 'PRIDE' TO MARCH IN INAUGURAL PARADE
810121 086 BROOKINGS MALL MERCHANTS AID BAND
810128 Oil INAUGURATION MEMORABLE FOR THE 'PRIDE'
810128 041 PROUD 'PRIDE' FANS (L)
810128 101 "BAND'S DC IMPRESSIONS MIXED
810902 182 *NEW DIRECTOR PROUD OF 'PRIDE'
801210 Oil ROAD TO ACHIEVEMENT PAVED WITH RED TAPE
801210 091 BARKER ENJOYS ACTIVE STUDENT GOV'T VOTE
810225 Oil ''-INCUMBENTS, CHALLENGERS WIND UP CAMPAIGN WEEK
810303 012 AGRICULTURE VOTE SWINGS ELECTION
810303 041 THANKS TO WILSON AND BARKER (ED)
810415 081 -'BARKER FINDS A NEW JOB
820210 015 COLLEGES LOSE IN LEGISLATURE
820210 041 BARKER SPENT 16 DAYS AT LEGISLATIVE SESSION
820303 081 ^STUDENT FEDERATION PRESIDENT LOBBIES
820324 041 IN PRAISE OF BARKER (L)
800917 031 '''BEAUTY CONTESTANT BENEFITS
810211 091 '''MISS SOUTH DAKOTA TO TRAVEL WITH USO
800917 151 BASEBALL TEAM GETS SET FOR SPRING SEASON--IN FALL
810325 151 *JACKS LOSE HOME OPENER
810325 161 DEFENSIVE PLAY CRUCIAL TO SDSU BASEBALL SUCCESS
810401 151 BASEBALL TRIP SOUTH GOOD FOR SOMETHING
810408 161 BASEBALL SQUAD SHELLED ON TRIP-PREPARING FOR 8 GAMES
810415 131 *JACKS DEFER TO WEATHER
810429 231 HITTERS SHINE IN FOUR JACKS' WINS
810506 153 '''JACKS CLAIM 3RD IN NCC RACE
810909 131 BASEBALL TEAM TAKES SUMMER TRIP TO EUROPE
820303 171 INFIELD KEY FOR JACKRABBIT BASEBALL TEAM
820324 144 BASEBALL TEAM WINS TWO
820421 164 '"'BASEBALL TEAM TAKES TWO OF THREE
820428 041 TWINS PROVE LOSING CAN BE FUN (ED)
801026 111 *BIG MYSTERY SOLVED, JACKS SHOOT BISON
801026 123 WOMEN BEAT SW STATE, BOUNCED BY GRAND VIEW COLLEGE
801112 125 VETERAN JACKRABBITS BEGIN YEAR IN CANADA
801119 122 WOMEN SPLIT IN CANADA
801119 131 '^CAGERS HOPE TO REPEAT SUCCESS (GERLACH)
801210 151 JACKS SWEPT OUT WEST, DROP 3 DURING WEEK
801210 161 SEVEN TEAMS CHASE JACKS IN TIGHT NCC RACE
SUBJECT
BASKETBALL
BEARDSLEY DICK
BEAUTY CONTESTS
BECKSTROM BRAD
BEEF
BEER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810114 121 "JACK WOMEN TAKE CLASSIC TITLE
810114 121 ZULK CONFIDENT JACKS CAN WIN NCC TITLE
810114 124 SDSU CAPTURES FIFTH PLACE IN HOLIDAY TOURNEY
810114 131 SDSU-USD WAR TO RESUME
810114 141 JACKS GET TWO ON ROAD
810121 121 *JACKS SPLIT NCC GAMES--ROUGH CONTESTS AHEAD
810121 133 WOMEN DROP Tli/O ROAD GAMES
810128 121 *SDSU GETS TWO BIG WINS
810128 141 LATE RALLIES SEND WOMEN TO WINS
810204 071 ''-road TRIP TO USD (JENSEN)
810204 132 *JACKS MISS SHOT AT NCC LEAD
810204 141 SHOOTING AVERAGES SPELL OUT SDSU VICTORY
810204 144 MCDONALD LEARNS SKILLS FROM 'FATHER-COACH'
810211 015 PLAYERS SUSPENDED BUT KEEP SCHOLARSHIPS
810211 131 *JACKS NUDGED FROM NCC RACE
810211 142 LAST SECOND FREE THROWS ARE RABBITS' FOLLY
810218 043 A PRODUCT OF THE SYSTEM (LAWRENCE)
810218 185 "'JACKS KEEP HOLD ON HOME COURT
810218 191 RABBITS RIDE ROLLER COASTER TO FIFTH PLACE FINISH
810225 025 BASKETBALL FANS' BEHAVIOR GOOD, WITH EXCEPTIONS
810225 141 STATE WINS STATS, MAVERICKS SWIPE CONTEST
810225 163 UND, NDSU DRILL JACKS--WINZENBURG CLAIMS NCC SCORING
810303 121 JACKS JINXED AT SIOUX CITY AGAIN--END SEASON
810303 131 WOMEN AVENGE EARLIER BASKETBALL LOSS TO AUGUSTANA
810401 141 *JACKRABBIT GUARD NAMED TO AIAW ALL-REGION HONOR TEA
811118 101 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM STARTS YEAR WITH LOSSES
811118 121 "ZULK OPTIMISTIC ABOUT YOUTHFUL SQUAD
811209 161 '"'DEPTH KEY TO JACKS VICTORIES
811209 171 SIOUX FAVORITES TO WIN IN CONFERENCE RACE
820120 121 '"'WINZENBURG LEADS SDSU OVER COYOTES
820120 135 COMEBACK ATTEMPT BY SDSU WOMEN FAILS
820127 123 ROAD TRIP NORTH DISASTROUS FOR JACKRABBITS
820203 123 JACKRABBITS SALVAGE SPLIT IN NCC ACTION
820203 145 WOMEN SINK UND
820210 101 JACKRABBITS SUFFER TWO MORE NCC LOSSES
820210 105 AUGUSTANA SERIES COMING UP THS WEEKEND
820210 111 '"'WOMEN LOSE UNO MATCH
820217 121 '̂ HOLWERDA.'S SHOT AT BUZZER WINS GAME
820217 143 '"'JACKS' "TOP FRESHMAN SEES PLENTY OF ACTION
820224 111 WEEKEND SPLIT LEAVES JACKS TIED FOR FOURTH
820224 131 *JACKS LOSE CLOSE GAMES TO UND, NDSU
820303 165 CLOSE LOSS TO BISON ENDS BASKETBALL YEAR
820303 171 WOMEN WIN FOURTH STATE AIAW TITLE
820324 143 UND LEADS ALL-NCC HONOR TEAM
820324 173 '?'IM BASKETBALL CHAMIONSHIPS
820428 133 *JACKS SIGN TOP AREA HOOP PROSPECTS
810401 135 BEARDSLEY TIES FOR WIN IN A 'STRANGE' FINISH
820421 151 '"'FORMER JACKRABBITS STILL RUNNING
800917 031 '^BEAUTY CONTESTANT BENEFITS
810204 101 '^NURSING MAJOR WINS MISS SDSU TITLE
820127 101 BEAUTY NOT ONLY FACET OF PAGEANT (UKEN)
820203 111 '"'HOOBIN CROWNED WITH THUMBS UP
801015 015 JACKRABBIT CO-EDITORS SELECTED FOR '81 BOOK
810211 115 VEND-A-MEAT PROMOTES DAKOTA BEEF
SEE ALSO LIQUOR "TRAFFIC
801029 031 BEER ORDINANCE PETITIONED
801105 121 '"'HOME BREWING REBORN FROM PROHIBITION DAYS
810225 016 DRINKING BILL COULD CREATE PROBLEMS
810225 071 '"^HORATIO'S CLOSES AFTER 21 YEARS
810325 031 BEER PRIVILEGES REVOKED BY IRHC
5-
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BEER 810325 081 .
820707 Oil :
BEES 801008 071 •
BELK WILLIAM 810415 103 ;
810429 121 •
BELUSHI JOHN 820324 053 1
BERBERIAN HRATCH 810218 146 i
BERG SHERWOOD 800917 012 :
800924 Oil 1
801001 031 :
801026 035 :
810902 083 ;
811118 oil :
811118 021 •
820324 071 •
BERGLAND BOB 811021 024 :
811028 oil •
BERRIGAN DANIEL 810916 073 .
BERRY RUSSELL 800903 041 :
801022 013 •
801026 053
801112 031
810114 Oil
810121 052 :
810303 035
810303 044 '
810325 091
810401 016
810902 061
810916 012
810923 041
810930 045
811007 Oil
811007 054
811028 045
811111 053
820120 051
820120 095
820127 042
820331 085
820623 051
BIBBY JOHN 820324 085
BICYCLES 801022 031
810303 071
BIERLE LARRY 811028 071
BIGFOOT 811014 161
BIGGAR FAYE 811104 024
BINNEWIES HALL 801015 072
810204 061
810429 013
810429 041
810429 054
810506 Oil
810506 053
810506 054
810902 122
820127 Oil
820217 051
BIOETHICS 810902 122
BIOLOGY 811111 121
NOTATION
JANKLOW POURS BEER BILLS DOWN THE DRAIN
BEER REACTION VARIED (WIEDERICH)
'•'NOT MANY FRANK RITCHIES LEFT
BELK RELATES ORDEAL
*EX-HOSTAGE BELK NOT BITTER TOWARDS IRANIANS
ON THE PASSING OF JOHN BELUSHI (MILLER)
SPENCER, BERBERIAN GIVE RECITALS
BERG TAKES HINT, PLANS CUTS
CUTS NOT 'DESPERATE' (CURRY)
BUDGET BATTLE TAKES SHAPE
BYLAWS AWAIT BERG'S FINAL APPROVAL
BERG SAYS HIGH ENROLLMENT NO PROBLEM
BERG--SRSTKA 'SPLITTING HAIRS' ON FIRINGS
*SDSU PRES BERG LOOKS AT CENTENNIAL PLAQUE FOR WOMEN
*BERG REMAINS OPTIMISTIC... CECIL ASSISTS
BERGLAND TO SPEAK
"BOB BERGLAND--GRASS ROOTS FARMER, STATESMAN
ANTI-WAR ACTIVIST TO SPEAK ABOUT NUKES
RETIREMENT POLICY INSULT TO ELDERLY (GARVEY)
^PROFESSOR CLAIMS MINOR VICTORY
POPULARITY OF VIEWS SHOULDN'T LIMIT TEACHERS
BERRY CONTINUES TO BUCK SYSTEM
OVERLOOKED STATE LAW MAY GIVE BERRY A BREAK
MISPLACED-CALL UPON SDSU TO REINSTATE (L)
BERRY'S JOB APPEAL GETS FED'S SUPPORT
WHO SPEAKS FOR UNIVERSITY...(L)
*BERRY COLLAPSES-TRIAL CONTINUES
FORMER PROFESSOR LOSES CASE
EX-PROF FIGHTING RETIREMENT POLICY
TEACHERS' GROUP AIDS BERRY FIGHT
ACADEMIC FREEDOM IS ON TRIAL (SPRINGER)
GIVE UP BERRY (L)
BERRY PLEADS HIS CASE...AGAIN
BERRY JUSTIFIED (L)
APOLOGIES TO BERRY (KINYON)
ACADEMIC FREEDOM (L)
ACADEMIC FREEDOM (BERRY)
BERRY LOSES APPEAL, NOT FIGHT
BERRY AGAIN
BERRY'S LAWSUIT PARTIALLY DISMISSED
BERRY DENIED AGAIN IN COURT
BIBBY TO BE HONORED SATURDAY
BIKES AND MOPEDS HAZARDOUS
'•'BUILDING BIKES
'•'STUDENT CHIMNEY SWEEP ON TOP OF BUSINESS
'BIGFOOT' RETURNS
FINANCIAL AID AND FAYE HAVE COME A LONG WAY
SUANA POPULAR IN BINNEWIES HALL
BINNEWIES RESIDENTS PAY MOST FOR DORM DAMAGES
'•'THE PARTY'S OVER--BINNEWIES RESIDENTS EVICTED
GUILT BY ASSOCIATION
MOVE BREEDS RUMORS (L)
EVICTIONS CREATE HOUSING HASSLES
UNFAIR TO FRESHMEN (L)
END OF GOOD TIMES (L)
BINNEWIES FILLED WITH FROSH
BINNEWIES 'EXPERIMENT' LABELED SUCCESS
'REFUGEES' DISPUTE ARTICLE (L)
BIOETHICS--SEND IN THE CLONES
LEMMON TEACHER LOST JOB FOR CREATIONISM (POWERS)
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SUBJECT
BIRDS
BLACK HILLS
BLACK HILLS STATE
BLAIR KATHY
BLIZZARD
BLOCK & BRIDLE
BLOOD
BOCKLUND LORI
BONDE BRAD
BOOHER JIM
BOOKS
BOOKSTORE
BORCHARD GREG
BOTSWANA
BOWLING
BOYD DON
BOYD LIONA
BRADLEY OMAR
BRANDT JOEL & PAUL
BRANDWEIN BERNARD
BRANUM ALLEN
BREHM DARYL
BREWING
BRIDGES
BRIGGS HILTON
BROADCASTING
BROCKELSBY JEFF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
820421 181 BIRD HUNTERS MAY HAVE SOMETHING
800903. 061 SIOUX DON'T OWN HILLS AFTER ALL (NACHTIGAL)
800917 043 SIOUX DO OWN HILLS (L)
800917 061 MORE THAN ONE SIDE TO INDIAN LAND (NACHTIGAL)
800924 051 ANSWERS DON'T COME IN BLACK & WHITE (L)
801001 044 CONSULT LAKOTA ON INDIAN ISSUES (L)
801001 055 RACIST SENTIMENT (L)
810916 041 AVOID A CONFLICT (ED)
810923 051 LET'S NOT MAKE BLACK HILLS A WOUNDED KNEE REPEAT
801210 093 PHYSICAL EDUCATION BUILDING PLANS AXED
801022 111 STUDENT TO PLAY, SING WITH GOSPEL GROUP
820127 Oil 'I COULD SIT & FREEZE TO DEATH, OR WALK'
810930 156 SDSU HOSTS BLOCK & BRIDLE REGIONAL CONFERENCE
820303 162 BLOCK & BRIDLE CLUB HAS FIVE GOALS
811118 056 BLOODMOBILE (L)
801022 151 ^BOCKLUND A WINNER DESPITE LATE BEGINNING
800917 111 -'fUNIQUE ARTIST PAINTS BARNWOOD
810506 141 TRAINER JUMPS FROM HURTS TO BOOKS
800924 111 BENEFACTOR'S BIOGRAPHY AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORE
820120 071 *NEED A BOOK--GET IT FREE (BOSSMAN)
800903 044 BOOKSTORE PROVES BARGAIN FOR STUDENTS
800910 053 BOOKSTORE PRICES HIGH (L)
801210 031 BOOKSTORE TO OFFER DISCOUNTS ON TEXTBKS NEXT SEMESTE
810121 034 *EX-STUDENT SOLVES HIS JOB PROBLEM
820324 023 BOOKSTORE BURGLAR HAD PROFITABLE BREAK
801210 101 "BORCHARD NEW FEDERATION SPOKESMAN
810114 111 SDSU HELPING STOP SANDS FROM COVERING AFRICAN NATION
810121 111 SDSU PROFS HEADED TO BOTSWANA
810128 012 BOTSWANA-SDSU PROJECT A SUCCESS--ALMOST
810128 041 JOINT VENTURE MOLDS 'FISHERMEN' (HAGEN)
810128 061 '-SDSU-AFRICAN VENTURE--HELPING TO FEED THE WORLD
810128 071 BUGS MAKE STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
810128 074 *JUST LEARNING ABOUT THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PULA
801119 051 BOWLING NOT JUST FOR FAT HAMM'S DRINKERS (DUNCAN)
810506 051 ART OFFERS NECESSARY CHANGE IN SOCIETY, SCHOOLS
811028 121 WORLD-TRAVELED GUITARIST, LIONA BOYD TO PERFORM
810415 Oil ''-FIVE-STAR GENERAL SHOWED CONCERN IN YEAR AT SDSU
801105 153 "BRANDTS CAUSE DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR OPPONENTS
801001 111 ''-CHEMISTRY PROF PRACTICES MAGIC
810902 131 PSYCHOLOGY HEAD NAMED
801001 033 ''-PEACE CORPS STINT ALTERS VIEWS (D BLACK)
810429 051 PEOPLE-NOT MONEY-OFFER CURE TO SOCIETY'S AILMENTS
801105 121 '''HOME BREWING REBORN FROM PROHIBITION DAYS
820331 072 '''BRIDGE WITH PULLEY WAS ONE OF MANY EXHIBITS
811014 024 BRIGGS HONORED BY AMERICAN POLLED HEREFORD ASSOCIATI
820707 012 BRIGGS TO TOUR CHINESE AG PROGRAMS (ONKEN)
801026 123 ECONOMY TO DETERMINE FUTURE OF JACKS' WNAX BROADCAST
810204 051 PUBLIC BROADCASTING THREATENED BY THRIFT
810218 052 FANS MUST FUND ETV (L)
810902 241 *LIVE FROM VOLGA, IT'S KV91
810909 101 PUBLIC BROADCASTING--AN ALTERNATIVE (RIETMAN)
810909 105 RADIO MYSTERY DRAMA TO PREMIERE ON KESD
811209 101 ROCK'N'ROLL RADIO (LAWRENCE)
820120 Oil '-EXISTENCE OF PUBLIC RADIO THREATENED. . .
820120 041 KEEP PUBLIC RADIO GOING (ED)
820127 016 KESD-TV PRESERVED IN COMMITTEE
820203 015 NETWORK OPERATION MAY SAVE PUBLIC RADIO
820331 016 PUBLIC RADIO SURVIVES AS STATE SYSTEM (DANIEL)
820505 061 '''BUDGET CUTS HIT HOME FOR KESD TECHNICIAN
820210 042 EL SALVADOR AND HAIG'S FOLLY
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NOTATION
SPRING'S HOPES ETERNAL (BROCKELSBY)
JANKLOW NOT RE-ELECTED YET (BROCKELSBY)
SOVIETS NOT LIKELY TO START NUCLEAR WAR
MCGOVERN JUST NOT A TIMELY POLITICIAN
MAN'S CONDITION--NOT HINCKLEY'S--THE REAL PROBLEM
SDSU, CITY DEEMED GOOD FRIENDS
SOME BUSINESSES SUFFER WHEN SCHOOL'S OUT
BROOKINGS IN THE SUMMER
''•LEGISLATIVE INJUNCTION AGAINST BRUCELLOSIS (WENCK)
GOVERNOR TO ANNOUNCE BUDGET CUTBACKS ON TV
'••GOVERNOR TIGHTENS BUDGET REINS
BUDGET CUTS WORRY COLLEGE GROUPS
BIG TEETH AGAIN TAKE BITES OF EXTENSION, EXPERIMENT
BUDGET CUTS DISRUPTIVE, UNNEEDED (GUARNIERI)
AID, TUITION INCREASE PLAN CONSIDERED FAIR
JANKLOW PROPOSES NO GROWTH BUDGET--1 NEW PROG ADDED
REGENTS MEET--PRESENT BUDGET REQUEST
BUDGET CHANGE WOULD LIMIT COLLEGES' POWER
JANKLOW--COLUMN LACED WITH DISTORTIONS
NO CHANGE SEEN FOR RESEARCH BUDGET
-'EVERYONE LOSES IN $0.5 MILLION AG CUTS
CUTS NOT 'desperate' (CURRY)
FUNDING MERRY-GO-ROUND GOES ON (WILSON)
BUDGET BATTLE TAKES SHAPE
FIVE PERCENT CUTS...TRY STAFF
'•'ATHLETIC BUDGET APPROACHES $.5 MILLION
NO JOBS WILL GO UNDER BUDGET KNIFE
SIX WILL LOSE JOBS IN $720,000 BUDGET CUTS (MEYER)
REGENTS MAY BE WITHHOLDING MONEY
DEMOCRATS CALL BUDGET CUTS DECISIVE
BUFFALO MEAL IS BIG DEAL
MONEY IS MAJOR OBSTACLE FOR FURTHER REMODELING
CAMPUS STRUCTURES TORN DOWN
PRIORITY NOT IN BUILDINGS
PROFESSOR RENTS TRAILOR TO SDSU STUDENTS
'•'BOB WANTS TO PRACTICE WHAT HE TEACHES
'UNKNOWN' GRATEFUL TO SDSU DESPITE LOSS
BURNS TO PLEAD CASE AT SUPREME COURT
BURNS TO APPEAL ELECTION (DANIEL)
BUSH PROMISES REDUCTION IN NUCLEAR ARMS
BUSHNELL BASH DISRUPTED BY FIRE
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
'•'LOCAL BUSINESSES FALL TO SAGGING ECONOMY
SOME BUSINESSES SUFFER WHEN SCHOOL'S OUT
BENEFACTOR'S BIOGRAPHY AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORE
TOUGHER ADMISSIONS EQUALS UNFAIR TREATMENT (BUTLER)
LOSS OF MED SCHOOL WAIVER PLAN SICKENING (BUTLER)
BARKER SPENT 16 DAYS AT LEGISLATIVE SESSION (BUTLER)
JUST TRIPPIN' OUT WITH A FEW FRIENDS (BUTLER)
REAGAN'S CUT IN AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION (BUTLER)
REAGANOMICS HURTING ROBERTS (BUTLER)
RIGHTS IGNORED BY LOCAL POLICE (BUTLER)
MEDICAL EXPENSE UNHEALTHY (BUTLER)
COLLEGIAN EDITOR RESIGNS
'^'CUCKOO'S NEST' CAST DELIGHTS CRITICS, CROWDS
'•'CAMPBELL ENDURES DISTANCE FOR REWARD
PE CLASS SLEEPS UNDER THE STARS (GIESE)
SDSU CAMPER TACKLES COLD TEMPERATURES
'^CAMPUS GETS SUMMER TOUCH-UPS
CAMPUS TO UNDERGO FACE-LIFT
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BROCKELSBY JEFF 820224 043 1
820324 046 .
820421 043 ;
820505 053 1
820707 041 1
BROOKINGS SD 801026 012 ;
820505 084 i
820505 091 :
BRUCELLOSIS 811028 183 •
BUDGET-SD 800910 023 1
800917 Oil •
800917 094 ;
801105 021 ;
801105 051 •
801210 oil .
801210 -104 ,
810114 081 :
810225 085 :
810325 051 ,
810506 192 1
BUDGET-SDSU 800910 121 •
800924 Oil 1
800924 044 :
801001 031 :
801001 051 :
801015 196 •
801029 016 i
801105 012
811104 oil :
BUDGET-US 820421 015 :
BUFFALOES 811104 035 :
BUILDINGS 800910 063 ;
810325 061 1
820127 085
BURKE ROBERT 801015 075
BURNS BOB 800924 093 •
801112 oil
820609 014
820623 051
BUSH GEORGE 820421 081
BUSHNELL BASH 801001 061
BUSINESS
820224 071
820505 084
BUTLER FRANK 800924 111
BUTLER PAT 820120 041
820127 041
820210 041
820217 045
820303 041
820331 041
820428 045
820609 043
820623 Oil
BYMERS NANCY 810303 091
CAMPBELL HUNTER 801008 151
CAMPING 811007 131
820203 153
CAMPUS 810902 141
820505 021
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
CAMPUS POLICE
CANADA 811007 051
CANCER 801119 013
CANOEING 800910 131
810401 061
820421 195
CARD DAVE 811014 064
CAREER SERVICE 820721 021
820721 041
CAREERS
CARTER MICHAEL 810211 093
CARTER SUZANNE 820623 111
CARTOONISTS 800924 111
CARTOONS 820428 053
CATTLE 800903 121
801210 084
810325 143
810401 093
CECIL CHUCK 810204 032
820324 071
CENSKY STEVE 810225 Oil
810303 012
810303 044
811209 Oil
CENSORSHIP 811014 041
CENSUS 801105 051
CENTENNIAL 800903 041
801210 022
810114 094
810128 Oil
810204 031
810211 021
810211 061
810218 012
810218 121
810218 131
810225 061
810225 064
810303 026
810506 051
810506 191
810930 013
811118 021
CHAMBER OF COMM-BR 801026 024
CHARLSON DON 820421 151
CHECKS 801001 061
810429 061
CHEEVER KAY 801112 103
CHEMISTRY 810930 151
811014 061
CHENG MARIA 811028 131
CHILI 800924 081
801001 062
820609 111
CHIMNEY 811028 071
CHRISTENSEN GARY 801001 054
CHRISTMAS 801210 031
CHRISTOPHER WILL 820421 133
820428 014
820505 111
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
THANKS JOHN (L)
••BIG SIOUX WATER TO BE STUDIED FOR CANCER LINK
•'WILDERNESS CANOE TRIP
"CONCRETE CANOE
BIG SIOUX RACE
"STUDENT AVIATORS TAKE TO THE FRIENDLY SKIES
CAREER SERVICE EMPLOYEES FACE DOUBLE TROUBLE
EMPLOYEES DEAD-ENDED (ED)
SEE OCCUPATIONS
'•CARTER RASPS COFFEEHOUSE BLUES
CAREER SERVICE--LOW PAY, LITTLE ADVANCEMENT
'•'MILK COW, LOAN SPUR MAULDIN'S CAREER
BAD CARTOON (L)
'̂ CATTLEMEN HIT BY DOUBLE WHAMMY--DROUGHT, EXPENSIVE
•'STEERS AID BIOLOGY STUDY
CATTLE CAN RUIN SHELTERBELTS
TEST COW TRANSMITTING ON LOCAL RADIO WAVES
"MODESTY MARKS ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
•'BERG REMAINS OPTIMISTIC... CECIL ASSISTS
•'INCUMBENTS, CHALLENGERS WIND UP CAMPAIGN WEEK
AGRICULTURE VOTE SWINGS ELECTION
MADE A DIFFERENCE
RECKARD, CENSKY RATE HIGH MARKS SO FAR
WILL IT PLAY IN SULLY BUTTES...(ED)
SDSU CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON '80 CENSUS
SDSU'S lOOTH BIRTHDAY PARTY A PSUEDO-CELEBRATION
SDSU COMMITTEE PLANS CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS
OAKWOOD FOCUS HISTORICAL
POLITICAL ROAD PAVED WAY FOR SDSU'S BEGINNINGS
EARLY SDSU STUDENTS HAD STRONG MORALS, HARSH DISCIPL
CENTENNIAL BALL TICKETS ON SALE
CAMPUS A MILITARY CAMP AS SDSU CONTRIBUTED TO WAR
EARLY ATHLETES 'BRUTAL'
BIRTHDAY BASH BEGINS CENTENNIAL
•'SDSU ALBUM
'•SDSU'S 100-YEAR BIRTHDAY PARTY
SDSU CAMPUS PRIDE--HAS IT FALLEN BY THE WAYSIDE...
CENTENNIAL TOOK PLENTY OF FROSTING
LET'S BURY THE SDSU CENTENNIAL (L)
'^CENTENNIAL TREE
SDSU--100 YEARS AND HOW RICH...
'•'SDSU PRES BERG LOOKS AT CENTENNIAL PLAQUE FOR WOMEN
SDSU, BROOKINGS ENDORSE MUTUAL SOUNDING BOARD
•'JACKRABBITS HIRE DEFENSIVE COACH
ORGANIZATION PROMOTES BUSINESS
BUSINESS FORMS ON BAD CREDIT
'•''DEJA VU' COMES TO LIFE ON SATIN
•'SDSU LAB ANALYZES FARMERS' FEEDS (FISCHER)
CHEMICAL OLYMPICS IS CHANCE FOR ACADEMIC 'STARS' TO
•'MARIA CHENG--SHE IS GRACE IN MOTION (ROBINSON)
CHILI COOKS CONJURE CONCOCTIONS
^TRIALS OF A JUDGE--A LITTLE CHILI, A LITTLE BEER
HOBOES TAKE UP CHILI CHALLENGE
'•STUDENT CHIMNEY SWEEP ON TOP OF BUSINESS
SD HAS LESS URANIUM THAN YOU THINK
HOLIDAY MAY BRING GLOOM
'MASH' PRIEST TO LECTURE
'•'POPULAR PRIEST
*'MASH' MAN OF THE CLOTH
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
CHURCH BAPTIST 820721 111
CIRCUS 820324 Oil
CITY COMMISSIONER 810325 Oil
810325 041
810401 .021 '
810401 034
810902 Oil
CITY GOVERNMENT 811007 061
CITY ORDINANCES
CITY PLANNING 810121 031
CLASS ATTENDANCE 811111 062 '
CLAYTON JOHN 800910 115
CLERGY 820217 071
CLINE D J 810909 031
CLODFELTER DUANE 810401 151
CLOUDS 800910 101
CLUBS 800903 043
800910 125
800917 131
801015 153
811007 025
COFFEEHOUSE 801119 101
801210 112
810204 091
810204 092
810211 093
810218 141
810225 121
811014 105
811021 091
811028 121
811104 084
820203 103
820217 115
820303 125
COHE
COLE DELLAS 810902 082
810916 043
811007 051
811014 051
811028 041
COLLECTORS 810902 022
COLLEGE BOWL 820224 065
COLLEGES/UNIV-ND 810429 101
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD 800917 094
800924 Oil
801015 Oil
801022 Oil
801105 051
801119 084
810114 016
810121 Oil
810128 085
810204 082
810218 031
810225 085
810429 094
810429 101
810506 081
810902 041
NOTATION
EMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH REOPENS STUDENT QUARTERS
''•THE ROYAL LICHTENSTEIN CIRCUS
STUDENTS COULD ELECT NEXT COMMISSIONER
STUDENTS SHOULD ENDORSE (LAWRENCE)
WOMEN VOTERS SPONSOR MEETING
CITY COMMISSIONER LABELED 'SINCERE'
COMMISSION REJECTS RENTERS' INCREASE
INFLATION BLAMED FOR INCREASED CITY EXPENDITURES
SEE ORDINANCES
SORORITY DELAYS ZONING REQUEST
TO SKIP OR NOT TO SKIP.,.(ZUTZ)
EX-ATHEIST TO DISCUSS EXISTENCE OF GOD
''•FEMINIST PASTOR PREACHES EQUALITY (UKEN)
''•CLINE CRUSADER FOR MEDIA
SDSU GRADS INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
''•BORED-BROKE. . .PUT YOUR HEAD IN THE CLOUDS (WELSH)
GREEKS ARE INDIVIDUALS, TOO (L)
AG CLUBS OFFER STUDENTS CHANCE TO TAKE A FLING
AG CLUBS SOLVE BOREDOM
''•APPLE CIDER PRODUCTION DOUBLES
NO FUNDS FOR TWO CLUBS
COFFEEHOUSE SINGER CLOWNS WITH SILLY, SERIOUS
''•MAN OF FEW WORDS CROONS IN COFFEEHOUSE
''•YOU NAME IT, RUSSELL SINGS IT
BLUES SINGER MICHAEL CARTER HERE
''•CARTER RASPS COFFEEHOUSE BLUES
••COFFEEHOUSE PERFORMERS VAN MERTZ, CAHILL DELIGHT
POET BRINGS 'BEATNIK' STYLE TO COFFEEHOUSE (LAUGHLIN
COFFEEHOUSE OPENING HIGHLIGHTS GUITARIST •
•'MARK SMITH OPENED COFFEEHOUSE SEASON LAST WEEK
COFFEEHOUSE HIGHLIGHTS TALENTED GUITAR TRIO
BARRY DRAKE, ENTERTAINING GUITARIST, PERFORMS AGAIN
COFFEEHOUSE PERFORMERS SEEK PARTICIPATION
FRENCH CHARM ENHANCED IN VINCENT'S MUSIC
'WIND' INCORPORATES SIGHT, SONG
SEE FACULTY UNION
COLLEGE--A MOVING EXPERIENCE (COLE)
OF BERMUDA SHORTS AND BEING A KID (COLE)
MAMA COLE TO DELLAS--Y0U'RE ALL RIGHT, SON (L)
WHO'S AT CENTER, WHAT'S AT TACKLE...
PICK AN ISSUE, ANY ISSUE, IT'S EASY
'•CAN COLLECTING
SDSU TEAM TAKES FIFTH AT COLLEGE BOWL
NORTH DAKOTA OUTSPENDS SOUTH DAKOTA
BUDGET CUTS WORRY COLLEGE GROUPS
REGENTS DISCARD FEE INCREASE, REDUCE AID REQUEST (SP
RECIPROCITY DOLLARS EXITING STATE (MEYER)
REGENTS PRESCRIBE EXTRA MONEY FOR HEALING CUTS
SDSU CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON '80 CENSUS
SDSU--USD LEADERS FORM NEW GROUP
SD VOTERS COULD DECIDE COLLEGES' FATE
REGENTS TRIM BUDGET, REDUCE 'FRILL' FUNDING (SPECK)
MED SCHOOL CHIDED, USD/S BETTER DEAL...
'"COLLEGE SUPPORT IS STRONG--REALLY
SDSU SETS ENROLLMENT RECORD
BUDGET CHANGE WOULD LIMIT COLLEGES' POWER
STUDY SHOWS PROGRAM COSTS
NORTH DAKOTA OUTSPENDS SOUTH DAKOTA
CITIZENS AIR OPINIONS
REGENTS BEGIN LENGTHY BUDGET PROCESS FOR SCHOOLS
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SUBJECT
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGIAN
COLLINS MIKE
COLONNESE MIKE
COMMISSIONER
COMMUNITY ACTION
COMPUTERS
CONN HARRY
CONSTRUCTION
CONSUMERS
DATE PAPER
810902 061 :
810902 081 1
810923 Oil 1
810923 014 ]
810923 086 ]
811028 Oil •
811028 041 ]
811028 091 ]
820127 081 ]
820421 131
800910 Oil 1
800910 041 i
800910 041 ;
800924 041 '
801029 041 1
801029 044 1
810415 041 :
810429 044 1
810429 056 I
810506 Oil 1
810506 012 1
810506 043
810506 051 ]
810506 052 ]
810506 063 1
810902 281 .
811104 051
811111 041 ;
811111 051 1
820331 101 1
820421 Oil •
820421 041 i
820421 053 1
820623 Oil (
810121 013 1
810408 031 •
810303 081 (
820331 075 (
810225 131
810303 115 (
810909 Oil (
810909 014 1
810916 071 (
810923 045 (
810923 071 ]
810930 Oil 1
810930 024 1
810930 051 I
811028 013 (
811111 131 -
811118 071 1
820203 093 1
820224 071 1
820303 071 •
820324 Oil ;
820324 081 :
820331 081 I
810408 031 ;
810506 181 ;
800910 111 •
NOTATION
LIMITED ENROLLMENT--PROPOSAL UNATTRACTIVE, BUT A SOL
STUDENTS--STRIKE OUT (ED)
COLLEGES DEALT $9 MILLION BUDGET CUT BY REGENTS (RIE
REGENTS APPROVE TUITION HIKE OF AT LEAST 7 PERCENT
ENROLLMENT INCREASES RECORDED STATEWIDE
THE STATE OF HIGHER ED--IN THE REGENTS' HANDS
REGENTS OFFER TRICKS, FEW TREATS (ED)
REGENTS ADOPT GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATION (RIETMANN)
REGENTS REQUEST STUDY ON DUPLICATE PROGRAM
'MIND POWER' COLLECTION PROMOTES EDUCATION
SENATE DECISION RETAINS PRESS INDEPENDENCE
BYLAWS DISPUTES SETTLED
LIMITED VOCABULARY (L)
TIME FOR COLLEGIAN TO BE ON ITS OWN (WOSTER)
WILSON CRITICIZES COLLEGIAN, DEFENDS COMMITTEE'S ACT
SCROOGES (L)
INFORM YES-PUBLICIZE NO (ED)
SDSU ENQUIRER...(L)
NEWSWORTHY OR NOT...(L)
COLLEGIAN WILL CLOSE FOR SUMMER
SENATE APPROVES PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
IT'S A NEWSPAPER, NOT A NEWSLETTER (LAWRENCE)
DERELICTION OF DUTY (L)
RESPONSIBLE ACTION (L)
COLLEGIAN DENIED RECORDS IN CONDUCT CASE
JACKS ARE NOT TOP PICK
'OUTDOORS' MISLED (L)
PRESS VS GOVT ALIVE WITH COLLEGIAN SENATE (SPECK)
WHY NO NAMES...(L)
NATIONAL MIDNIGHT COLLEGIAN STAR NOTATION
PUBLICATION COUNCIL NOMINATES EDITORS
ABSENCE OF COLLEGIAN--NO MALICE (DUNCAN)
COLLEGIAN REMISS
COLLEGIAN EDITOR RESIGNS
WILL THE REAL UNION BOSS STAND UP
SAN SALVADOR 'MYTHS' DISPELLED
COMMISSIONER POST ABOLISHED
CAP OFFICE COUNTS ON AREA FUND RAISING
1984 IS NOW, ON THE FARM
COMPUTER USE GROWS
COMPUTER FREEZE LEAVES SDSU COLD
STATE CLASHES WITH COMPUTER FIRM IN COURT
COMPUTER DECISION EXPECTED FRIDAY
COMPUTERS VITAL (L)
REGENTS DENY COMPUTER REQUEST
COMPUTER DENIAL IRKS DEPARTMENT
CONTINUING ED COURSES
COMPUTER GAMES (L)
COMPUTER FREEZE LIFTED BY REGENTS
AGNET--COMPUTER ANSWERS FARMERS' QUESTIONS
COMPUTER ILLS NOT CURED
NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SDSU SITUATION
COMPUTER DEGREES PROPOSED
"COMPUTER SCIENCE DEGREE TO HELP MAJORS
REGENTS REJECT COMPUTER DEGREES
REGENTS COMMENT ON COMPUTER DEGREE (DANIEL)
COMPUTER REQUEST IN WORKS--AGAIN
ECONOMIC ADVISER TO SPEAK AT SDSU
SUMMER CONSTRUCTION PLANS
•STEREO BUYERS BEWARE--CHECK OUT ALL THE FACTS
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NOTATION
'FUN' COURSES OFFERED HERE
GESTALT CLASS
COLLEGE GRAB REVEALS HIS COOKING, EATING TIPS
''-FOREIGN COOKS' SPECIALTY--INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
HOBOES TAKE UP CHILI CHALLENGE
COOKS GET EDUCATIONAL MENU AT SDSU (ONKEN)
'•NEW CHIEF SEEKS NEW IMAGE
HOLIDAY MAY BRING GLOOM
OUTREACH PROGRAM TAKES HELP TO STUDENT
COWBOYS FORCED TO WIN JUST TO AFFORD RODEO TRIPS
SEE ALSO EVOLUTION
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES PUSH CREATIONISM (SUMMER)
LEMMON TEACHER LOST JOB FOR CREATIONISM (POWERS)
CREATION VS EVOLUTION (HARMSEN)
*CRIME INCREASES AT SDSU
PETTY THEFTS TOP SDSU CRIME LIST
BROOKINGS CRIME RATE SHOWS INCREASE-1981
GAG ORDER CHOKES RAPE DETAILS
DISCRETION, YES--GAG ORDERS, NO
STUDENTS CONVICTED IN 75 PERCENT OF CASES
INJUSTICE FOR ALL (L)
WHEELS OF JUSTICE RUN AMUCK (DUNCAN)
MAN'S CONDITION--NOT HINCKLEY'S--THE REAL PROBLEM
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS OPEN YEAR WITH WINS
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM RUNS AWAY FROM USD
WOMEN RUN YEAR'S BEST MEET--MEN FINISH THIRD
MEN WIN OWN MEET, WOMEN 2ND IN IOWA (GERIACH)
WOMEN RUN 2ND WITHOUT BOCKLUND, MEN FINISH 4TH
'-BOCKLUND A WINNER DESPITE LATE BEGINNING
WOMEN BREEZE PAST FIELD, SET FOR CONFERENCE MEET
WOMEN WIN CONFERENCE, MEN RUN PAST CORNHUSKERS
CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS STRIDE INTO NATIONAL MEETS
*AUSTEN LOOKS TOWARD NATIONALS
*GIESKE WINS BIG MEETS
CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD WINS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
JACKS 15TH, BRANDT ALL-AMERICAN
CC TEAMS OPEN SEASON--WOMEN SWEEP MEET
RUNNERS TAKE TOP SPOTS TO GAIN LATEST VICTORY
WOMEN'S TEAM FARES WELL (MAMMENGA)
"WOMEN LOOKING FOR SECOND CROWN
MEN LOOKING FOR CONSISTENCY
''•WOMEN SWEEP INVITATIONAL--MEN FINISH 2ND
CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD PREPARES FOR NCC
'^RUNNERS IMPRESSIVE IN WEEKEND MEET
WOMEN HARRIERS SWEEP REGION
SDSU MEN FINISH NINTH IN NATIONALS
••WOMEN TAKE 2ND CONSECUTIVE NATIONAL TITLE
WOMEN'S CC TEAM WINS HONOR
SEE SKIING
''•PUBLICATION COUNCIL NOMINATES EDITORS
MINISTER--CULT MISLEADS UNWARY
''^LABORING TOWARD THE GOAL
TOUR DE AURORA SEEN FROM THE REAR (GARVEY)
DAIRY TEAM WINS THIRD-IN-A-ROW
EARLY HOURS, HARD WORK GREET DAIRY WORKERS
ANTI-DAKOTA PROPOSITION GROUPS PLAN FALL MEDIA CAMPA
TAX CUT COULD HURT HIGHER EDUCATION
DAKOTA PROPOSITION ADVERSARIES DABATE
PANEL SLATED
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
CONTINUING EDUC 801001 024
801026 066 1
COOKING 801015 111 1
811104 071 •
820609 111 ]
820623 091 (
CORBETT KEITH 810902 111 •
COUNSELING 801210 031 ]
810218 075 1
COWBOYS 810401 151 (
CREATIONISM (
811111 121 .
811111 121 :
820120 083 1
CRIME & CRIMINALS 810401 031 •
810909 Oil :
820217 075 :
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 800910 oil 1
800910 041 ;
810408 073 ;
810415 054
810429 051 !
820707 041 1
CROSS COUNTRY
800917 151 1
800924 175 1
801001 161 1
801008 143 •
801015 191 1
801022 151 •
801022 155 1
801029 124 '
801105 151 ^
801112 121 •
801112 122 •
801119 Oil
801119 122
810916 113
810930 141 :
811007 125 '
811014 121
811014 124 :
811021 131
811028 144
811104 102
811111 115 '
811118 125
811209 141
820120 131 '
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CURRY COLLEEN 820421 Oil
CUTSHALL DAVID 810506 032
CYCLING 800903 051
810916 053
DAIRY 801008 123
810218 163
DAKOTA PROPOSITION 800903 082
800910 093
801008 091
801022 061
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SUBJECT
DAKOTA PROPOSITION
DAKOTA STATE COL
DANCE
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
DANIEL CHRIS
DANIEL DORINDA
DARBY FIELD
DARR DEANNA
DASCHLE TOM
DAVIDSON CASEY
DAVIDSON ROBERT
DAY CARE
DEAN'S LIST
DEBATE TEAM
DEBOER PAUL
DEER
DEFENSE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
801112 084 DAKOTA PROP FOES/PROS PLEDGE MORE REFORM EFFORTS
801210 093 PE BUILDING PLANS AXED
800924 111 DANCING COUPLE TO GIVE CONCERT, WORKSHOP
801001 123 "ENERGY SPARKS DANCE CONCERT
801008 083 DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY (STORM)
801105 092 "ART, TECHNOLOGY BLEND AT CONCERT (DARR)
801210 111 SDSU DANCERS TO PERFORM IN STUDIO CONCERT
810204 106 BILL EVANS, 'GURU' OF MODERN DANCE, IS GUEST TEACHER
810218 034 "DANCE ORGANIZERS SET LOFTY GOALS
810303 012 -'-NORTH AMERICAN DANCES PERFORMED AT MEMORIAL ART CTR
810401 101 *DANCE CONCERT DAZZLES
811028 131 *MARIA CHENG--SHE IS GRACE IN MOTION (ROBINSON)
811118 092 EXPERIMENTAL DANCE SCHEDULED
820203 101 DANCE THEATER TO VISIT
820210 081 ^THEATRE DANCES...ON AND ON...AND ON
820324 131 ''-THE DANCE AT SDSU
820324 131 JOFFREY BALLET CONCERT THURSDAY, FRIDAY
820505 121 DUGOUTS, PATIOS SITES FOR STUDENT DANCE
SEE DYSTROPHY DANCE
810401 091 "LITTLE I--THE BIGGEST SHOW IN TOWN
820721 041 EMPLOYEES DEAD-ENDED (ED)
820217 041 LET ME TAKE YOU DO\ifN TO DARBY FIELD (GARVEY)
820224 043 GLUTTONY--A SICKNESS OR FOOD FOR THOUGHT
820505 032 -'JACKRABBIT SHOULD ARRIVE ON TIME
800924 091 TOM DASCHLE SAYS HE'S NO MUDSLINGER
801015 153 DASCHLE TO HEAD WORLD HUNGER PANEL
801022 081 ''-DASCHLE PUSHES RECORD--KULL CALLS FOR A CHANGE
801022 081 INFLATION ISSUE HOTTEST IN DASCHLE-KULL DEBATE
801022 121 --HUNGER--FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY, REPRESSION, APATHY
820331 016 DASCHLE, ROBERTS SCHEDULE DEBATE
820421 013 PRESIDENT'S MAN VS SD DEMO'S HOPE
810916 Oil ^STUDENT PARALYZED IN CAR ACCIDENT
810128 111 PROFESSOR LEADS A WILDLIFE LIFE
800910 082 NEGOTIATIONS UNDERWAY TO MOVE STUDENT DAY-CARE CTR
801001 044 DAY CARE UPDATE (DERSCHEID)
801119 071 *A DAY WITH THE LITTLE PEOPLE (SPRINGER)
810204 012 DAY CARE EXPANSION DILEMMA STILL UNSOLVED
810204 041 CO-OP'S PROBLEMS PERSIST (ED)
810916 081 DAY CARE CENTER UNDER CONSTRUCTION
820203 061 THE DEAN'S LIST IS OUT
801210 123 FORENSICS SQUAD FACES TOUGH COMPETITION
810114 066 FIRST ANNUAL JANUARY THAW DEBATES
810.128 091 DEBATERS MAKE FINALS, HOST WEEKEND TOURNEY
810218 143 SDSU DEBATERS FACE NEW ZEALAND LAWYERS
810401 115 DEBATERS IN TENNESSEE-4 WIN SPOTS AT NATIONALS
810415 102 DEBATERS 'EXCELLENT' ON THE ROAD
810506 115 DELATORS WIN SD TITLE--ORATOR MAKES NATIONALS
820303 131 FORENSIC STUDENTS CLAIM WINTER ROLES
820421 124 FORENSIC TEAM FLOODED BY SPRING HONORS
820505 123 6TH SWEEPSTAKES WON BY FORENSICS SQUAD
810303 071 ^BUILDING BIKES
801210 131 STEER CLEAR OF DEER
801119 051 CHURCH, SOCIETY EFFORTS CAN PREVENT 'NIGHTMARE'
810218 054 MOST STUDENTS NOT BOTHERED BY 'CLEAN' BOMB'S POTENTI
810225 Oil NUCLEAR ARMS REFERENDUM ON BALLOT
810916 041 PROTEST NUKES (L)
811209 055 STOP NUKES NOW (L)
820217 052 CONTROL NUCLEAR ARMS (SPANTON)
820217 053 NO TO NUKES CONTROL (AUCH)
820224 041 NUCLEAR WAR (PERKINS)
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SUBJECT
DEFENSE
DEMARA FRED
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
DENTISTS
DENTON CLARENCE
DIET
DISASTERS
DISCRIMINATION
DISEASES
DOGS
DORMITORIES
DOVES
DRAFT (MILITARY)
DRAMA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
820303 045 FIGHT AGAINST THE ARMS RACE (L)
820421 043 SOVIETS NOT LIKELY TO START NUCLEAR WAR
820428 041 DEFENSE SPENDING DANGEROUS, COSTLY (L)
820428 055 ANTI-NUKERS TOO SIMPLISTIC (L)
820428 174 NUCLEAR WAR--EFFECTS WOULD BE DISASTROUS
820505 055 WAR NOT DESIRED (L)
820721 051 HIS UNDOING WAS USUALLY THAT HE DID SO WELL (GARVEY)
800910 082 PROFESSOR ATTENDS DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
801008 092 HEAD SD DEMOCRAT BOOSTS CANDIDATES
811209 081 ''"AH YES--THE COMFORTS OF A DENTAL OFFICE (WIEDERICH)
810303 091 CUCKOO'S NEST' CAST DELIGHTS CRITICS, CROWDS
SEE ALSO FOOD
800917 061 *DIETING--JUST COMMON SENSE
820224 043 GLUTTONY--A SICKNESS OR FOOD FOR THOUGHT
811021 Oil ''-MOCK DISASTER STAGED AT PIERSON
SEE ALSO EQUAL EMPLOYMENT, BERRY RUSSELL
810401 016 FORMER PROFESSOR LOSES CASE
811209 Oil DISCRIMINATION, PREJUDICE STILL APPARENT AT SDSU
811209 052 ATTITUDE QUESTIONED (L)
810916 151 USE SOME HORSE SENSE AND VACCINATE (WENCK)
811021 074 '"'KENNEL OWNER LEADS DOG'S LIFE
820428 071 LOST DOGS HAVE 7 DAYS TO BE CLAIMED
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
800917 121 '"^DOVE HUNTING ARGUMENT CENTERS ON MORAL QUESTION
801001 052 DOVE DEBATE NEEDED (L)
801001 054 PIGEONS, NOT DOVES (L)
801029 111 '"'DOVE ISSUE INVOLVES NESTING HABITS (JENSEN)
801210 043 VIEW ON SELECTIVE SERVICE (L)
801210 104 SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS NOT REQUIRED FOR DRAFT
810114 034 DRAFT REGISTRATION GOES SMOOTHLY
SEE ALSO THEATER
800903 024 'A FLEA IN HER EAR' TO KICK OFF SEASON
801008 102 ''''FLEA'--A FRENCH FARCE OF MISTAKEN ID'S (EMERY)
801015 101 FEYDEAU'S 'A FLEA IN HER EAR' (EMERY)
801026 091 MEMORY PLAY TO BE STAGED
801210 111 CAPERS '81 TRYOUTS ANNOUNCED
801210 121 SUCCESS OF 'KING' NOT PUZZLING TO AUDIENCE (WELSH)
810114 105 STORY OF 70'S IN CAPERS DRAMA
810121 091 '"'CAPERS '81
810128 105 CAPERS RELIVES HIGHLIGHTS OF 70'S
810204 101 'CUCKOO'S NEST' PLAY BREAKS FROM FILM VERSION
810303 041 ANY TIME FOR A WORD ON PLAYS...(GARVEY)
810303 091 '̂ 'CUCKOO'S NEST' CAST DELIGHTS CRITICS, CROWDS
810408 111 '"^"THE QUALITY OF SHAKESPEARE WAS S"rRAINED
810415 091 THEATER STAGES CLASSIC TRAGEDY
810415 101 PLAY EXPLORES THE WAYS OF SOUTH, TWAIN
810429 111 '^COMPLEX SCRIPT TARNISHES CAST'S TALENTS
810902 171 '̂ SUMMER REP ACTS LIKE FAMILY (DECOCK)
810902 175 COMEDY PRODUCTIONS HIGHLIGHT FALL THEATRE
811007 085 STUDENTS PERFORM ORIGINAL, UN"rRIED PLAYS (LOVITT)
811014 101 '^'SLY FOX'--A SUGGESTIVE, FUN COMEDY DEBUT (LOVI"rT)
811021 043 'YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BE A ZOMBIE' (GARVEY)
811021 092 'SLY FOX'--A COMEDY TRIUMPH (DECOCK)
811104 045 'SLY FOX' BANAL (L)
811118 083 UPCOMING MUSICAL HITS TARGET
811209 054 ERRORS ON 'ANNIE' (L)
811209 122 '^THE ANTICS OF ANNIE AND CREW
820120 111 CAPERS SALUTES HOLLYWOOD SPARKLE (YEAGER)
820127 111 'V'PVT WARS' FEEDS STUDIO'S STATURE
820224 081 '^ACCLAIMED COMEDY 'PLAYS THE BOARDS'
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SUBJECT
DRAMA
DRIVEWAYS
DROUGHT
DRUGS
DRUNK DRIVING
DUMMERMUTH DAN
DUNCAN PAT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
.820224 092 'FLYING CARPET' TO LAND AT SDSU
820303 122 'DA' COMEDY PREMIER EXPERTLY HANDLED (LOVITT)
820324 124 '-FIERY EMOTIONS SHOWCASED IN 'RYDER'
820331 121 'DUDLEY' TO DELVIER DELIRIUM
820421 121 '^THESPIAN QUARTET TO PRESENT 'MENAGERIE'
820428 101 CHARACTERS' CONTRADICTIONS MAKE 'MENAGERIE'
820505 131 STUDENT DIRECTORS, ACTORS PRESENT PROJECTS
820623 071 PRAIRlE REP OFFERS ACTORS TOTAL THEATER (DANIEL)
820707 023 'CHARLEY'S AUNT' CONFUSING FUN (DANIEL)
820721 031 CRITICS SAY TV AND IMPATIENCE HURTS THEATER
810909 062 BROOKINGS POLICE GET DRIVEWAY DEFINITION
SEE ALSO WEATHER
800903 122 DROUGHT INDEX REVEALS EXTENT OF DRYNESS
800924 021 THRILL WEARS OFF, BUT STIGMA LINGERS
801029 012 CAMPUS DRUG BUSTS NUMBER 4 A WEEK (LAWRENCE)
810114 031 ^COUNSELOR SAYS STUDENTS USE MARIJUANA AS CRUTCH
820127 Oil HOUSING--DRUG USE IN DORMS DOWN
820127 043 DANGEROUS DRUGS (HOPPONEN)
820210 062 *LOOK-ALIKES CONFUSE BUYERS (GLIARMIS)
820224 Oil 19 STUDENTS NABBED IN DRUG BUST
820224 . 014 DRUGS ON CAMPUS--DIFFERENT RULES
820224 041 ARRESTS SHOULD DETER DRUG USE (ED)
820224 041 DRUG BUST MORE HYPE THAN DRUG ABUSE HELP
820303 Oil DRUG BUST SURPRISES STUDENTS (GLIARMIS)
820303 085 AGENT, CASH CONTRIBUTE TO DRUG ARRESTS
820324 085 SUSPECTS PLEAD INNOCENT
820324 102 DRUG BUST COSTLY, INEFFECTIVE (SOMMER)
820428 051 BUST DIDN'T REVEAL REAL DRUG PROBLEM (L)
820721 Oil 16 STUDENTS, 28 TOTAL GUILTY ON DRUG CHARGES
800917 071 DRUNK DRIVING--A COSTLY MISTAKE
810211 041 SUSPENSION YES, BANISHMENT NO (LATOENCE)
810923 142 ''-DUMMERMUTH LOOKING TO PROS
801026 051 NON-HUNTER PROVIDES DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
801105 041 COLLEGE LIFE FORCES STUDENTS TO PARENTS, PILLOWS
810121 101 CRITIC'S ROLE--INFORM, CRITICIZE CONSTRUCTIVELY
810902 081 STUDENTS--STRIKE OUT (ED)
810909 071 ERA NOW (DUNCAN)
810916 041 AVOID A CONFLICT (ED)
810923 041 REGENTS--STOP BEING BULLIES (ED)
810930 041 REGENTS FLEX MUSCLES (ED)
811007 041 FIRINGS ILLEGAL...(ED)
811014 041 SUNDAY BEER NOT ONLY ISSUE (ED)
811028 041 REGENTS OFFER TRICKS, FEW TREATS (ED)
811104 041 LECTURES, PERFORMANCES ENHANCE CLASSROOM WORK (ED)
811111 041 SRSTKA--THE ARTFUL DODGER (ED)
811118 041 REGENTS PLAYING WORD GAMES (ED)
811209 041 STUDENT FEDERATION A STUDENT VOICE (ED)
820120 041 KEEP PUBLIC RADIO GOING (ED)
820127 041 THE CASE FOR KESD-TV (ED)
820203 041 HANDGUNS--THE NATION'S PROBLEM (ED)
820217 041 FEW SENATE CANDIDATES DUE TO LATE ENTRIES (ED)
820224 041 ARRESTS SHOULD DETER DRUG USE (ED)
820303 041 ELECTION BEGINS ON CLEAN SLATES (ED)
820324 041 PARTIAL VICTORY GAINED FOR KOEPSELL (ED)
820331 041 PHONE CO LACKS COMMUNICATION (ED)
820421 041 FAULTY REASONING BEHIND CUTS (ED)
820421 041 ABSENCE OF COLLEGIAN--NO MALICE (DUNCAN)
820428 041 TWINS PROVE LOSING CAN BE FUN (ED)
820505 051 GOING TO COLLEGE FOR KNOWLEDGE, NOT JOBS (ED)
820721 043 STRANGE POLITICAL BEDFELLOWS (DUNCAN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
DUNPHY CHRIS 801022 121
820421 Oil
DYSTROPHY DANCE 810401 033 :
810408 Oil
810408 064
810415 041
810415 053
810415 054
810415 056
810429 054
820217 062
820421 064
820421 103
EAGLES 820217 151
EARTH DAY 810415 115
EASTER 820421 Oil
EDUCATION
801112 041
801112 063
801119 084
810114 051
810204 Oil
810204 082
810204 084
810211 085
810225 Oil
810225 103
820331 051
820505 051
EINERWOLD RON 810114 031
EL SALVADOR 810225 051
810303 051
810408 031
810916 025
810916 103
810923 061
820210 042
820421 051
ELECTIONS-SD 80 801022 021
801022 081
801029 041
801029 061
801105 024
801105 031
801105 081
801105 085
801112 072
801112 081
ELECTIONS-SD 81 800910 091
ELECTIONS-US 80 801105 041
ELM TREES 801008 131
820428 071
EMPLOYMENT-SD 810121 061
810415 085
820120 095
820609 141
820623 111
820721 021
820721 041
ENERGY 801210 061
NOTATION
''•HUNGER--FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY, REPRESSION, APATHY
4 ARRESTED DURING PROTEST
DANCE-A-THON TO DRAW 700
''^DYSTROHPY DANCERS SURVIVE
'•'SDSU STUDENTS DANCED AND SWAM
GREEKS SPECIAL (L)
GREEK'S GRIPES (L)
COVERAGE LACKING (L)
UNSELFISH DEVOTION (L)
DANCE WAS FOR HOPE (L)
'D FOR D' REGISTRATION BEGINS
'''LINDGREN RAISES $3,000 FOR MD
-DANCIN' DAKOTA STYLE
BALD EAGLE TO BE HONORED
DEARTH DAY PROTESTS ENVIRONMENTAL ABUSE
4 ARRESTED DURING PROTEST
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL
STUDENTS' APPEALS FOR SUPPORT NOT EMPTY PLEAS
COLLEGE GENERATION GAP BROKEN
PUBLIC EDUCATION FINANCING QUESTIONED (CURRY)
COLLEGE EDUCATION BREEDS COMPETITION, NOT CREATIVITY
NO BACK SET IN EDUCATION FOR JANKLOW
COLLEGE SUPPORT IS STRONG--REALLY
LEGISLATURE STUDYING EDUCATION BILLS
STUDENTS GET MIXED VIEWS FROM LEGISLATORS
OFFICIALS DISAGREE ON EDUCATION'S LEGISLATIVE POWER
BILL COULD CHANGE EDUCATION POST
SUPPORT EDUCATION (L)
GOING TO COLLEGE FOR KNOWLEDGE, NOT JOBS (ED)
"COUNSELOR SAYS STUDENTS USE MARIJUANA AS CRUTCH
WAR HAS TO STOP (L)
'•'EL SALVADOR COULD BE CENTRAL AMERICAN VIETNAM
*SAN SALVADOR 'MYTHS' DISPELLED
'MUSIC ON THE FARM'
BENEFIT CONCERT FOR EL SALVADOR
"MUSIC ON THE FARM, A BENEFIT CONCERT FOR EL SALVADO
EL SALVADOR AND HAIG'S FOLLY
ANOTHER VIETNAM (L)
REGISTRATION DRIVE IS HARD HITTING
INFLATION ISSUE HOTTEST IN DASCHLE-KULL DEBATE
STUDENTS' VOTES COUNT (ED)
STUDENTS WIND UP ELECTION BIDS
'••SDSU VOTES ON THE VOTEMATIC MACHINE
CAMPUS BEING CONSIDERED AS ONE PRECINCT (SPECK)
SOUTH DAKOTA--BIRTHPLACE OF INITIATIVES
MCGOVERN-ABDNOR RACE WAS BEST IN SD
REPUBLICANS WIN DIST 6 LEGISLATIVE SEATS
DASCHLE-ROBERTS PREVAIL (BLAIR)
LOCAL FORUM HOSTS SENATE CANDIDATES ON SEPT 19
COLLEGE LIFE FORCES STUDENTS TO PARENTS, PILLOWS
FIGHT FOR LIFE
^BROOKINGS CHOPPING AWAY DUTCH ELM DISEASE
1981 JOB SEEKERS FACE TOUGHER TIMES (BUTLER)
SD STUDENTS IN SCHOOL--OUT-OF-STATERS GET JOBS
FREEZES COOL FACULTY (DANIEL)
SUMMER JOB OUTLOOK POOR
CAREER SERVICE--LOW PAY, LITTLE ADVANCEMENT
CAREER SERVICE EMPLOYEES FACE DOUBLE TROUBLE
EMPLOYEES DEAD-ENDED (ED)
WEATHER SAVES FUEL...WITH STUDENTS' HELP
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SUBJECT
ENERGY
ENERGY NUCLEAR-
ENERGY SOLAR
ENERGY WIND
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
ENROLLMENT
ENTERTAINMENT
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
EQUAL RIGHTS AMEND
EROS DATA CTR
ETSI
EUROPEAN STUDIES
EVANS CATHY
EVOLUTION
EXPEDITION
EXPERIMENT STATION
EXTENSION SERVICE
FACULTY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810401
811111
801026
801210
810506
801119
800924
801210
810114
810121
810211
810218
810408
811028
811104
820324
820505
820609
820203
800903
801112
810218
810429
810902
810902
810902
810930
811014
820303
820707
800903
800924
810114
811007
811007
810303
810909
820331
820421
820421
820421
820428
820505
820707
811104
820324
810415
820303
811111
801112
801119
810114
810211
811021
820120
062
091
102
141
031
112
013
051
024
081
083
041
134
111
051
091
066
032
Oil
011
081
031
012
013
061
083
034
081
073
051
091
055
061
081
091
071
041
041
042
043
051
042
041
121
041
061
015
1^
061
021
041
Oil
041
095
CONSERVATION EFFORTS PAY OFF
NUCLEAR ENERGY SUPERIOR SAY PHYSICIST
NO GIMMICKS ON THE WAY
*EARTH HOME-SOLAR HEAT--COMBINES OLD WITH NEW
SOLAR ENERGY POSSIBLE
'••WINDMILLS COMING BACK (JENSEN)
ENGINEER FEE RAISE PROPOSED
ENGINEERING PROGRAMS RE-ACCREDITED
SDSU STUDENTS TAKE 4TH IN ENGINEERING COMPETITION
REGENTS' BUDGET CUTS INCLUDE ENGINEERING EXTENSION
PROGRAM FEE BILL JUGGLED
'IMPROVEMENT FEE' IS A RAW DEAL (ED)
ENGINEERS BUILD GAS-SAVING CART
MINES TO TEST DIFFERENTIAL TUITION (RIETMANN)
SA VICE PRESIDENT CLARIFIES POSITION ON PIF
INCREASED TUITION FOR ENGINEERS (HUMMICUTT)
SDSU GETS CURVE TRACER
CIVIL ENGINEERS RECEIVED LETTER OF HONORABLE MENTION
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT CLIPS CLEP TESTS
SLUMPING ECONOMY, POOR CROPS HIKE ENROLLMENT
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT SETS RECORD
SDSU SETS ENROLLMENT RECORD
RECORD ENROLLMENT SPURS OPTIONS
RECORD ENROLLMENT EXPECTED
LIMITED ENROLLMENT--PROPOSAL UNATTRACTIVE, BUT A SOL
BERG SAYS HIGH ENROLLMENT NO PROBLEM
FEWER YOUTHS CREATE COMPETITION
'••STUDENTS, FACULTY FACE ENROLLMENT HARDSHIPS DAILY
ENROLLMENT LEVELS OFF THIS SEMESTER
ENROLLMENT DROP (RITTER)
'CULTURED RABBIT' SCHEDULE SET
SDSU SHORT OF CULTURED RABBITS (LAWRENCE)
PINBALL TILTS GAMEROOM PROFITS
'^CAVORTS, AMUSEMENT, AND MUSIC (LOVITT)
SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES A DEAL AT A BUCK
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, BERRY RUSSELL
BERRY'S JOB APPEAL GETS FED'S SUPPORT
ERA NOW (DUNCAN)
ERA BURIED IN ITS OWN TRIVIALITY (GOODMAN)
ERA THREATENS MEN (L)
HUFFY INDIGNATION (L)
ERA NOT TRIVIAL (L)
OPPOSES ERA (L)
MORE FOR ERA (L)
ERA RIP IN CIVIL RIGHTS FIGHT (ED)
*EROS SCALES DOWN ITS JOB, FUNDING
AIDE TO JANKLOW RAILS AGAINST COLLEGIAN
STUDIES PROGRAM WOULD 'INTERNATIONALIZE' STUDENTS
SDSU WOMAN ENJOYS JOB AS MORTICIAN (UKEN)
SEE ALSO CREATIONISM
DARWINISM CREATED EVOLVING CONTROVERSY (LAWRENCE)
FIRM WILL OFFER CHANCES FOR EXPLORATORY JOURNiES
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY
FACULTY MORALE IS VARIED
TEACHER EVALUATION FORMS--FAIR DEPICTION...(L)
'SCANTY' PAY RAISE HAS FACULTY DISGRUNTLED
HISTORICAL PRECEDENCE FOR REGENTS' FIRING
FREEZES COOL FACULTY (DANIEL)
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SUBJECT
FACULTY
FACULTY UNION
FAIR KATHY
FAIRS-SD
FALKLAND ISLANDS
FALWELL JERRY
FAMILY DAY
FARM EQUIPMENT
FARMS & FARMING
FASHION
FAULMANN ROGER
FEDERAL GRANTS
FEDERALISM
FEEDS PLAZA
FIELD HOCKEY
FILM FESTIVAL
FINANCIAL AID
FINCH JESSIE
FINE MARSHALL
FIRE PROTECTION
FIREARMS
FIRES
FISH
FISHING
FOLK FESTIVALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
820210 Oil SDSU TEACHERS-INCREASE NOT ENOUGH (DANIEL) '
820505 071 MAJORITY OF DEPARTMENTS WON'T LOSE TEACHERS
800903 082 COHE SEEKS BETTER CONTRACT
801029 082 CUTS CAUSE CHARGES (LAWRENCE)
810128 081 COHE BARGAINS NEW CONTRACT
810218 041 MISLEADING ARTICLE (L)
820127 Oil 'I COULD SIT & FREEZE TO DEATH, OR WALK'
810902 045 'FAIR FEVER' EXPECTED TO TAKE OVER STATE
810909 051 *STATE FAIR NOT A GREAT PLACE FOR SOUND SPENDING
820721 113 BRITON--FALKLANDS A LESSON
810225 055 JERRY FALWELL'S MORALITY MIXES CHURCH, POLITICS
810930 041 FAU^ELL--AT MY HOUSE...(LAWRENCE)
811021 021 PARENTS TO CHECK UP ON STUDENTS
820303 191 IMPLEMENT DEALERS PREDICTING GOOD SALES
801001 131 COLLEGE STUDENTS CAN HELP SAVE FAMILY FARMS
810225 131 1984 IS NOW, ON THE FARM
810415 111 CORPORATE FARMING--IS IT A DEMON...
811021 025 FAMILY FARM WORKSHOP
811021 143 FIRST IT RAINED, THEN BLEW, NOW PRICES HURT TOO
811028 171 '"'ADVANCEMENTS IN TECHNOLOGY BROUGHT HOME
811111 131 AGNET--COMPUTER ANSWERS FARMERS' QUESTIONS
820421 191 RECENT MOISTURE DELAYS SPRING PLANTING
820421 193 SD FARMERS COULD SEE 12 PERCENT INTEREST
811028 064 SDSU STUDENTS BUCK SOME TRENDS...(SCHNEIDER)
820203 093 BRIDES TO BE
810902 182 "NEW DIRECTOR PROUD OF 'PRIDE'
810128 111 GRANT GIVES 'WORDLY KNOWLEDGE'
820217 073 NEW FEDERALISM WILL PROVE SD A LOSER (SOMMER)
820707 025 GTA FUNDS PLAZA
800910 151 FIELD HOCKEY OR NOT, THAT IS THE QUESTION
800917 146 FIELD HOCKEY DROPS THREE
810414 013 'OH, THERE AIN'T NOBODY HERE BUT US CHICKENS...'
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
810303 012 FINANCIAL AID CUTS SPUR PETITION
810303 084 STUDENT LOAN DODGERS AT SDSU NOT A PROBLEM
810916 071 LOANS--HIGHER INTEREST, DEMAND
820303 041 REAGAN'S CUT IN AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION (BUTLER)
810303 044 THE OTHER HALF (L)
820721 031 CRITICS SAY TV AND IMPATIENCE HURTS THEATER
810303 Oil DISMISSAL OF OFFICER MYSTERIOUS
810415 Oil RELAXED FIRE POLICIES BRING SAFETY CONCERNS
810902 074 FIRE CHIEF--BAR CROWDS POSE FEW HAZARDS
810408 043 GUN CONTROL--TOO EASY A TARGET...(GUARNIERI)
810408 174 SHOOTERS GRAB TOP PLACES AT MEET
810415 051 GET THE FACTS (L)
810429 101 POLL--MAJORITY FAVOR GUN CONTROL
820203 041 HANDGUNS--THE NATION'S PROBLEM (ED)
820210 051 GUNS DON'T KILL PEOPLE, PEOPLE KILL...(L)
820217 051 CONTROL, LICENSE PEOPLE-NOT GUNS (HANSON)
820331 056 GUN LAWS UNDER FIRE (L)
810303 Oil '^ELECTRICAL SHORT SPARKS YOUNG HALL FIRE
810225 134 ^MACHINE BREATHES SO FISH CAN LIVE
820127 156 WALLEYE COULD BE STATE FISH
820224 154 FISH WINTERKILL EXPECTED AT AREA LAKES
810218 161 *ICE FISHING PROVIDES CHILLS, THRILLS, FISH
820217 151 ^FISHERMEN BUILD UNIQUE ICE HOUSE
820224 051 WINTER FISHING MELTS TO SPRINGTIME WISHING
820303 181 ICE HOUSE REMOVAL FACES DEADLINE
820421 184 '^MORE TO ENJOY THAN JUST CATCHING FISH
811028 054 FOLK FESTIVALS IN GHENT FRIDAY
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SUBJECT
FOOD
FOOD STAMPS
FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL-HG SCH
FOOTBALL-PROF
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FOREIGN POLICY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
801001 036 SAGA PRICE HIKES DUE TO INFLATION
801015 151 MILITARY IDEA OPENS DOOR TO NEW MEAT RESEARCH
801026 061 •SAGA IMAGE MAY NOT BE JUST
801105 061 RESEARCHERS TESTING CONVENIENCE FOODS
810204 043 FOOD SERVICE BLUES (L)
810225 123 EVENING AT THE WALDER TASTY
810325 131 INFANT HEALTH HAZARD LEADS TO NESTLE BOYCOTT
820210 064 SAGA DISHES-NOW YOU SEE THEM...
820505 084 GUIDELINES SET FOR STUDENTS ON FOOD STAMPS
800903 131 DEFENSE IS THE KEY IN 1980 NCC GRIDIRON RACE
800903 161 '"-haENSEL IS FORCE BEHIND JACKS' OFFENSIVE LINE
800910 144 -STRENGTH OF DEFENSE IS VITAL IN 1ST SHUTOUT
800917 142 •'•SCORING OUTBURST BEATS JACKS
801001 151 --'-BLOCKED PUNT RALLIES JACKS IN 4TH QTR BLITZ OF USD
801001 171 WOMEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL PROVES TO BE INTENSE
801008 143 UNO ROMPS PAST JACKRABBITS (DUNCAN)
801015 181 -^BEARS MAUL JACKS 40-7 IN GREELEY
801015 183 NO DEPTH LEFT FOR INJURY-RIDDLED JACKRABBITS
801015 184 BISON COACH SAYS HOBO DAY NOT A FACTOR
801022 142 •'•HOBO DAY WIN ELUDES JACKS
801026 031 "IONS TAKE FIRST IN 'SUPER BOWL OF BRAINS'
801026 041 UNC BEARS ARE BAD NEWS (ED)
801026 114 THREE JACKS ON ALL-NCC TEAM
801026 121 NORTHERN COLORADO ALMOST BOOTED FROM CONFERENCE
801029 134 *JACKS FIND DEFENSE WINS GAMES (DUNCAN)
801112 131 SEIBEL BOOTS COYOTES OVER JACKS
801119 144 LOMAX RIP JACKS, SDSU ENDS YEAR 3-8
810401 151 GREG0RY--3 RECRUITS COULD BE STARTING NEXT FALL
810506 141 BLUE TEAM RALLIES IN 4TH QTR TO TAKE SPRING GAME
810901 261 *JACKRABBIT PREVIEW '81
810909 131 *JACKS NAME CAPTAINS
810916 111 SECOND HALF RALLY DOWNS JACKS (MAMMENGA)
810923 Oil *FIRED UP OVER THE JACKS' 21-20 WIN OVER USD
810923 121 *JACKS RALLY TO SQUEAK BY USD
810930 052 CROWD BEHAVIOR (L)
810930 122 *JACKS BREAK UNO WISHBONE
811007 111 ''-COLORADO 'KICKS' JACKS
811014 Oil FOOTBALL PLAYERS NABBED FOR DORM THEFT
811014 131 ''-BISON CRUSH JACKS IN 48-24 NCC BLOWOUT
811021 Oil JACKS GAME ON ABC-TV
811021 111 ^'NDSU LAYS DOWN LAW
811021 114 JACKRABBITS LOSE TO MORNINGSIDE
811028 141 '^JACKS ROLL OVER UND IN TELEVISED CONTEST
811028 161 UND PROTEST FALSE RUMOR, BAND CAUSES MINOR CONTROVER
811104 113 HIGGINS SETS RECORDS IN 34-31 LOSS
811111 Oil ••GREGORY FIRED FOLLOWING DECADE OF MEDIOCRITY
811111 101 •'•USD DUMPS JACKS IN DOME
811118 041 FOOTBALL IN PERSPECTIVE (ED)
811118 104 '''HAENSEL TAKES HELM AS NEW FOOTBALL COACH
811118 113 FAN DRINKING POSES MINIMAL PROBLEMS (DUMP)
811118 115 -'HIGGINS WINS TRIPLE CROWN (COLE)
811209 051 FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS (L)
820224 111 BUILDING FOOTBALL TEAM AROUND LINEMEN
820421 151 -'JACKRABBITS HIRE DEFENSIVE COACH
811118 041 BETTER PLAYOFF SYSTEM NEXT STEP
800924 163 FORMER NCC PLAYERS FARE WELL IN PROS
820324 141 '''HOFER SIGNS WITH WINNIPEG OF CFL
810121 104 PERSIAN CLASS OFFERED (LAUGHLIN)
820120 061 PROFS--LANGUAGE STUDY NEEDED (MCFARLANE)
810128 051 '''VOLUNTEER CRITICIZES US AID (CARLSON)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
FOREIGN POLICY 810429 033 .
820428 041 1
820505 043 1
820505 055 ]
FOREIGN STUDENTS 801008 061 :
801022 031 :
801022 034 ]
801022 065 1
801022 122 :
810401 054 ]
810408 071 ;
810415 035 1
811007 031 :
811007 031
811111 016 ;
811111 051 .
811118 052 1
811118 053 :
811118 055 1
820120 024 :
820120 051
820127 061 :
FORSYTH HARRY 810303 031 ;
FOSHEIM JON 801001 103 •
FOSTER BOB 801105 071 •
FOSTER GORDON 810415 Oil ,
FOUR-H 801015 041 :
801015 041 ,
810408 134
810429 202 •
FRANCE 810902 151 •
FRATERNITIES
810218 014 1
820421 031 •
FREEMAN MIKE 800917 094
801026 083 ;
FRENCH CLUB 820217 115 :
FRIESSEN PATTY 801015 015 .
FRISBEE 810303 061 •
FURS 820120 155 •
FUTURE FARMERS 801008 121 :
GAARDER LLOYD 810408 041
GALLAGHER RED 810325 125 :
GAMBLING 810902 041 •
820303 042
GAME FISH & PARKS
800917 133
GAMES 811118 061
GARRISON PROJECT 810429 171
GARRITY TOM 820609 101
GARVEY JOHN 800903 041 :
810121 043 '
810204 041
810211 051
810218 051
810225 051
810303 041 ,
810325 045
810401 041
810408 051
NOTATION
ACTIVIST OPPOSES US POLICY IN ISRAEL
US, BRITAIN REMAIN FRIENDS TO THE END
COLUMN MISLEADS-BRITONS ARE STRONG ALLIES
REAL-WORLD SOLUTIONS (L)
IRANIAN FEELS EFFECTS OF WAR (MURPHY)
PERUVIANS CARRY ON TRADITION
DIFFERENCES NO CONFLICT IN INTERNAT'L MARRIAGE
STUDENTS TAKE SIDES ON MIDEAST CONFLICT
FOREIGN STUDENTS LEARN TO MAP SOILS VIA SATELLITE
EXTEND THANKS (L)
FOREIGN STUDENTS SOON ADAPT TO COLLEGE LIFE
SOCCER STAR AT SDSU
SDSU 'FOREIGN' FOR INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS...
...ENGLISH 003 TEACHES 'FOREIGN' LANGUAGE
FOREIGN STUDENT ASSAULTED
ACIDIC RACISM (L)
ONE-SIDED STORY (L)
PREJUDICE RAMPANT (L)
WHY NOT A MICROBUS TO SIOUX FALLS (L)
BERG TO HOST FOREIGN STUDENTS
IRANIANS IN PREDICAMENT (BIGDELI)
KHOMEINI STOPS FUNDS TO SDSU IRANIANS
SA REVIEWS ATHLETIC BUDGET-QUESTIONS FORSYTH
'-SUPREME COURT JUSTICE OPPOSES MISSOURI PLAN
"PICKING CORN (JENSEN)
ACTING COMMISSIONER WORKS ONE DAY AT A TIME
DISAPPOINTED IN ERRONEOUS REPORT (L)
ANOTHER VIEW ON STATE 4-H OFFICE (L)
SDSU TO HOST NATIONAL 4-H'ERS
*SDSU 4-H RECEIVES HONOR
^SUMMER TOUR OF FRANCE--C'ETAIT MAGNIFIQUE...
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES
CITY, RESIDENTS COLLIDE ON FRATERNITY TAX ISSUE
-STUDENTS POSITIVE ABOUT CAMPUS GREEKS
SDSU GRAD ENJOYING CAMPAIGN GRIND
FREEMAN REVEALS ABDNOR'S TACTICS--CRITICIZES PRESS
FRENCH CHARM ENHANCED IN VINCENT'S MUSIC
JACKRABBIT CO-EDITORS SELECTED FOR '81 BOOK
"INTEGRITY RESULTS IN FRISBEE THROW-OFF
'FURS ARE IN DEMAND (CORR)
FUTURE FARMERS HARDEST HIT IN FUNDING CUTS
INCLUDE ME OUT (GAARDER)
RED GALLAGHER NOT GREEN WHEN SINGING THE BLUES
*USD FRAT BUSTED, CHARGED ON GAMBLING RAP
GAMBLING A BAD GAMBLE FOR SD (GOODMAN)
SEE ALSO WILDLIFE
SPORTSMAN'S ATLAS AIDS FISHERMEN, HUNTERS, CAMPERS
*GAMES PEOPLE PLAY (SCHNEIDER & LINDGREN)
...BUT NOT EVERYBODY WANTS IT...(MUELLER)
^HOUSING DIRECTOR WANTS TO FORM ASSOCIATION
RETIREMENT POLICY INSULT TO ELDERLY (GARVEY)
THE (DE)BASIS OF THE LIBERAL ARTS
CONFESSIONS OF A FRUSTRATED CARTOGRAPHER
'EASY LIVIN' WITHOUT TV--CAN IT BE REALIZED...
NO COMMITMENT WITH 'BOOB TUBE' (GARVEY)
APPEARNCE AND OBEDIENCE ARE ALL (GARVEY)
ANY TIME FOR A WORD ON PLAYS...(GARVEY)
THUMBING THROUGH LIFE--TALES OF A ROADSIDE POET
DANCING OVER THE HILL AND INTO THE 'WHOLE' (GARVEY)
ASK NOT WHAT THEY TEACH--ASK HOW THEY REACH (GARVEY)
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SUBJECT
GARVEY JOHN
GASOHOL
GEBHART GERALD
GELDERMAN RON
GENERAL REGISTRATI
GEOGRAPHY
GIESKE NANCY
GILBERT HOWARD
GILLESPIE DIZZY
GINZBURG ALEXANDER
GOETTE RANDY
GOLF
GOODMAN MARK
GOVERNOR'S DAY
GRADING & MARKING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810415 041 SINKING WITH THE BUREAUCRATS (GARVEY)
810429 044 AN 'AFTER-BIRTH' TASK FOR 'PRO-LIFERS' (GARVEY)
810429 055 PRESIDENT GARVEY...(L)
810506 041 TOMORROW MUST BE DIFFERENT THAN TODAY (GARVEY)
810902 .091 FOOD FOR THOUGHT/YOU ARE WHAT YOU READ (GARVEY)
810909 071 EVEN SHAKESPEARE MADE MUCH ADO ABOUT MISTAKEN ID
810909 081 "TO GARVEY--FORGET SNACKS, GET THE FACTS
810916 053 TOUR DE AURORA SEEN FROM THE REAR (GARVEY)
810923 051 ASK HOW THEY REACH, NOT HOW THEY TEACH--PART 2
810930 054 PATIENT ABOLITIONIST (L)
810930 071 CANADIAN POETS PUSH TO PUBLISH (GARVEY)
811007 041 DO NOT BE ANXIOUS ABOUT TOMORROW
811021 043 'YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BE A ZOMBIE' (GARVEY)
811028 044 FIGHT FOR DEMOCRACY CAN ONLY BEGIN AT HOME
811104 041 LET'S DO THE TIME WARP AGAIN
811111 041 AND NOW FOR A FEW WORDS ON MASONRY...
811111 052 'GARVEY'S PLATITUDES' (L)
811118 045 A HOT PEPPER AMONG COLD TURKEYS
811209 041 WATCHING THE \iHIEELS AT STRAWBERRY FIELDS
820217 041 LET ME TAKE YOU DOWN TO DARBY FIELD (GARVEY)
820331 045 NOT A TIME OF LIFE BUT A STATE OF MIND
820505 051 ALL'S WELL THAT DOESN'T END AT ALL
801105 122 ALCOHOL FROM WASTE PRODUCTS IS FEASIBLE
801112 112 ALCOHOL FUEL GAINING POLITICAL SUPPORT (JENSEN)
810916 141 *SDSU PLANT RESEARCHES FEASIBILITY OF GASOHOL USE
810303 061 "INTEGRITY RESULTS IN FRISBEE THROW-OFF
801026 101 *SOIL LAB TO TEST 14,000 DIRT SAMPLES THIS YEAR
811021 032 COLLEGE OF GR NATIONAL MODEL
810128 114 SDSU GEOGRAPHY DEPT MAPPING UNDEVELOPED COUNTRIES
801112 122 *GIESKE WINS BIG MEETS
810429 231 *ZELL WINS THREE--JACKS TAKE MEET
810429 094 STUDY SHOWS PROGRAM COSTS
811104 031 *'ROCKONOMICS'--A STRUGGLE FOR STUDENTS (BOSSMAN)
801022 104 JAZZ ARTIST GILLESPIE HIGHLIGHTS FINE ARTS WEEK
801029 072 *DIZZY...(DARR)
801001 121 SOVIET HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVIST TO LECTURE
801008 Oil '"^ONCE YOU HAVE LEARNED TO BREATHE, IT IS DIFFICULT
801008 041 AUDIENCE DISDAINS OWN DISSIDENT (SPRINGER)
801008 102 INTERPRETER TALKS FOR A LIVING (SPECK)
820217 131 ^FLASHBACKS STRIKE SDSU'S TALENTED GRAPPLER
800903 162 WOMEN'S GOLF TEAM OPTIMISTIC, MEN'S UNIT FULL OF QUE
800910 151 MEN'S TEAM FALTERS, LADIES VICTIMIZED BY USD
800917 154 -'WOMEN GOLFERS WIN OPEN--MEN FINISH SIXTH
800924 161 '"'WOMEN'S GOLF TEAM WINS IN NORTH DAKOTA
801008 145 GOLF TEAMS END SEASON (GIESE)
810408 161 FIRST GOLF ROUND OF YEAR COULD BE A DISASTER
810902 271 '"'GOLFERS COMPETE FOR LIMITED SPOTS
810916 113 GOLFERS LOOK ROUGH IN FIRST COMPETITION
810930 143 GOLFERS LOOK STRONG HEADING INTO FINALS (RIST)
811007 111 GOLFERS RETURN WI"rH SECONDS
820120 041 JANKOW UNPOPULAR, UNSCA"rHED (GOODMAN)
820203 041 PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN GOES UNDER (GOODMAN)
820210 042 COLUMNIST GOODMAN DISTORTS GOVERNOR (L)
820217 041 JANKLOW SOAKING SD WITH ETSI WATERDEAL (GOODMAN)
820303 042 GAMBLING A BAD GAMBLE FOR SD (GOODMAN)
820331 041 ERA BURIED IN ITS OWN TRIVIALITY (GOODMAN)
820428 041 US, BRITAIN REMAIN FRIENDS TO "THE END (GOODMAN)
810506 012 GOVERNOR VISITS CAMPUS IN A WHIRLWIND
810506 083 '"'PASS AND REVIEW
811111 031 LIBERAL DROP POLICY LEADS TO BETTER GPA
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SUBJECT
GRADUATION
GRAIN MARKETING
GRASSHOPPERS
GREASE
GREATER STATE FUND
GREENHOUSES
GREGORY JOHN
GRIEVANCE
GRUTER ARNOLD
GUARNIERI THOM
GUN CLUB
GUNDERSON STEVE
GUNS
GUTHRIE THEATER
GYMNASTICS
HAENSEL WAYNE
HALLOWEEN
HAMBURGERS
HAMMOND REX
HANDICAPPED
HANDICRAFTS
HANNUS LUCIEN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
811209 045 GRADUATION--THE FINAL FORM, FINAL QUESTION
820505 065 900 STUDENTS TO GRADUATE SATURDAY
820609 051 "A NUMBERS GAME
810429 211 "FARMERS TUNE IN AND TURN ON
810902 203 "SOUTH DAKOTA FARMERS BIT BY HOPPERS
820623 061 GREASE' SLIPS IN SPOTS (DUNCAN)
820331 071 'GREATER STATE FUND' KEEPS SDSU GOING
800903 114 '-GREENHOUSES SPROUTING UP AS RESEARCH DEMANDS GROW
811111 Oil '-GREGORY FIRED FOLLOWING DECADE OF MEDIOCRITY
811209 Oil '^GREGORY FILES GRIEVANCE OVER FIRING
820120 015 '-CHANCE TO RESIGN MAY HAVE BEEN OFFERED
811209 Oil "GREGORY FILES GRIEVANCE OVER FIRING
810916 104 "GRUTER, A CARVING CRAFTSMAN (DECOCK)
810923 114 *CARVING CRAFTSMAN
801105 051 '-BUDGET CUTS DISRUPTIVE, UNNEEDED (GUARNIERI)
810114 041 MIMEOGRAPHED LETTERS--A CURE-ALL
810121 041 REAGAN'S ASPIRATIONS FACE HISTORIC HURDLES
810128 043 HOSTAGE CRISIS NOT WITHOUT PRECEDENT
810204 051 PUBLIC BROADCASTING THREATENED BY THRIFT
810211 051 ''-KING JANKLOW WIELDS SCEPTOR
810218 054 MOST STUDENTS NOT BOTHERED BY 'CLEAN' BOMB'S POTENTI
810225 055 JERRY FALWELL'S MORALITY MIXES CHURCH, POLITICS
810303 041 ESSAY BY GUARNIERI
810325 052 GLAD TO SEE THE GOVERNOR AGREES
810401 041 THE MARVELS OF COMMUNICATION, YOU KNOW...(GUARNIERI)
810408 043 GUN CONTROL--TOO EASY A TARGET...(GUARNIERI)
810415 044 NEW ENGLAND SPRING--TWO TALES (GUARNIERI)
810429 041 SYSTEM STALLS FOREIGN DOCTORS (GUARNIERI)
810506 041 EXPECTANT, FIRST-TIME PARENT--LIKE CROSSING DARK
810401 135 SHOOTER TAKES STATE TITLE
820505 061 ^BUDGET CUTS HIT HOME FOR KESD TECHNICIAN
SEE FIREARMS
801001 121 GUTHRIE COSTUMES TO BE SHOWN
801210 151 WIBLEMO STARS AS WOMEN VICTORIOUS IN MEET
810114 141 TUMBLERS GET RUNNER-UP SPOT
810128 144 TUMBLERS FINISH UP SECOND IN IOWA
810204 122 '"-WHELEN, WIBLEMO PACE TO VICTORIES
810211 142 ''-GYMNASTS WIN SECOND--WIBLEMO PLACES
810225 145 TUMBLERS SWEEP DUALS
810303 125 WHELEN AND WIBLEMO LEAD JACK GYMNASTS
810408 174 WHELEN COMPETES AT NATIONALS
811118 111 ''-GYMNASTS LOOKING AHEAD TO 2ND STRAIGHT TITLE (RIST)
811209 144 ''-GYMNASTS VAULT OVER COMPETITION
820203 135 GYMNASTS PLACE 2ND, QUALIFY FOR REGIONAL
820210 131 GYMNASTS SECOND IN MANITOBA
820224 125 ^GYMNASTICS TAKE FIRST
820303 151 GYMNASTS ESTABLISH NEW SCHOOL RECORDS
820324 151 GYMNASTS PLACE FIFTH AT REGION
800903 161 *HAENSEL IS FORCE BEHIND JACKS' OFFENSIVE LINE
811118 104 ^HAENSEL TAKES HELM AS NEW FOOTBALL COACH
820224 111 BUILDING FOOTBALL TEAM AROUND LINEMEN
811111 075 THRILLS, CHILLS GATHER GOBLINS
811028 094 HAMBURGER EATING RECORD SET
811007 066 FORMER COLLEGIAN EDITOR WINS GOLDEN APPLE
800910 093 JANKLOW KEEPS BLIND SISTERS IN SCHOOL
801001 153 "NOTHING STOPS HOFER FROM GAINING SUCCESS
810121 071 ''^LIFE WITHOUT SUNSETS (CARLSON)
810325 034 SDSU MEETS HANDICAP STANDARDS
811118 091 ''-CRAFTS GALLERY GALORE (DECOCK)
810303 111 MAMMOTH SITE FOUND IN BADLANDS
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SUBJECT
HANSEN RICHARD
HANSON KEN
HARDING LECTURE
HARVESTING
HATFIELD WARREN
HAUSCHILD WAYNE
HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICES
HEER VINCE
HEGDAHL CRAIG
HEIAM JAMES
HENSLIN STEPHEN
HERITAGE MUSEUM
HEYDARY MOHAMMED
HICKS DOYLE
HIEMSTRA JEFF
HIGGINS MARTY
HISTORICAL SITES
HISTORY DEPT
HISTORY-SD
HOBBIES
HOBO DAY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810121 071 *LIFE WITHOUT SUNSETS (CARLSON)
801008 051 '"-DROPOUT RETURNS, GRADUATES--THEN FARMS
800910 101 CARTOONIST, COSMOLOGIST TO LECTURE ON CAMPUS
810325 121 ''•LEE--A MAN OF THE UNIVERSE
810325 125 HARDING LECTURE CANCELLED
811014 022 BERGLAND TO SPEAK
811028 Oil '"-BOB BERGLAND--GRASS ROOTS FARMER, STATESMAN
820217 111 PEACE IN NORTHERN IRELAND IS MAIN OBJECTIVE
820224 012 'WIOLENT RESISTANCE TO VIOLENCE
801105 071 --PICKING CORN (JENSEN)
810408 124 '̂ HATFIELD'S KEY IS SAX, OBOE, & ALL THAT JAZZ
801001 091 '"'LOCAL TEACHERS CAMPAIGN FOR LEGISLATIVE SEATS
810128 051 BROOKINGS SUFFERS 'MILD EPIDEMIC'
820217 041 HELP APPRECIATED (L)
810128 054 HEALTH SERVICE PUSHES 'WELLNESS AWARENESS'
810211 031 SA ACCEPTS NOMINATIONS, PETITION, DISCUSSES HEALTH S
810225 022 HEALTH SERVICE 'MOST COMPLETE'
820203 034 HEALTH FAIR TO INFORM STUDENTS
820428 035 HEALTH SERVICE WANTS STUDENTS' COMPLAINTS
810930 034 FEWER YOUTHS CREATE COMPETITION
820505 Oil '"'ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR DIES IN ACCIDENT
810303 091 *'CUCKOO'S NEST' CAST DELIGHTS CRITICS, CROWDS
801001 Oil '"'STUDENT KILLED IN CYCLE CRASH
801015 105 '"'SCULPTOR--TRUE ARTISTS CREATE TO EXPRESS
800910 034 '^MUSEUM MOVING TO OLD ANIMAL PAVILION
820331 123 '^POET CONDEMNS KHOMEINI
820217 063 HICKS LIKES STUDENTS' QUARTERS
810923 081 HIEMSTRA--STUDENT OPINIONS ON REGENT BOARD (RIETMAN)
811118 115 '"'HIGGINS WINS TRIPLE ?CROWN (COLE)
SEE ALSO LANDMARKS, NAMES OF SITES
800903 123 COUNTY'S HISTORICAL SmS BEING S"rUDIED
810408 035 $25,004 DONATION
810121 051 TIME TO PONDER (L)
811021 032 FRENCH INFLUENCE VISIBLE IN SD
811209 111 A PORTRAIT OF PAST AND PRESENT
810401 071 '"'OF MODEL T'S AND WOOD
800903 045 GOOD JOB, HOBOS (L)
800924 142 AG CLUBS OFFER INVOLVEMENT IN HOBO DAY "TRADITIONS
801008 033 '"'BUM BUILDERS
801008 061 CAVORTS SEEKS NEW TALENT (BLACK)
801015 041 HOBO WEEK--MOO U'S SACRED COW IS A BUM RITUAL
801015 061 COMMITTEE IDIOSYNCRASIES ARISE FROM FUN, EXHAUSTION
801015 061 HOBO DAY NOT THE END (STORM)
801015 064 '"'RENEWED TRADITION OF THE HOBO DAY BUM
801015 153 '"'APPLE CIDER PRODUCTION DOUBLES
801022 041 HOBO DAY COMMITTEE INSULTED BY LAWRENCE (L)
801022 043 JERKS TAKING OVER (L)
801022 062 -'HANSEN BEDRACES COMPETITIVE
801022 073 '"'THROUGH THE EYES OF A CHILD
801029 035 LIQUOR SALES HIT YEAR'S HIGH
801029 044 THANKS, HOBOS (L)
801029 044 NO JERKS ON HOBO DAY COMMITTEE (L)
801105 044 RESENTS REMARKS ABOUT HOBO DAY COMMITTEE (L)
810121 016 'SLUSH FUND' ROUSING ISSUE AT MEETING
810325 056 HOBOS SEEK HELP (L)
810415 014 HOBOS DENY COMMITTEE FUNDS MISUSE
810909 034 '"'HOBOMOBILES--JUNK OR GEM. . .
810916 091 '^HOBOS--NOT JUST CLOWNING AROUND
810930 Oil HAVING FUN, FRESHMEN...
811007 Oil 'VHOBO DAY--ONE OF A KIND
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
HOBO DAY 811007 041 :
811007 101
811021 041 :
811118 023
811209 061
820224 051
820505 065 :
HOCKEY 820127 131, :
HOFER QUINTEN 801001 153
810303 121 •
820324 141 •
HOHERTZ JEFF 810303 134
HOLOCAUST 820331 071
820428 111
HOME ECONOMICS 801112 066
810121 064
810204 063
810325 025
820324 182
820324 191
HOMOSEXUALITY 820203 055
HONORS PROGRAM 820224 024
HOPPONEN RAY 810909 041
HORN FLIES 811007 134
HORSEMANSHIP 811104 131
HORSES 800903 072
801105 131
810916 151
820120 Oil
820505 211
HORTICULTURE 810916 025
HOUSING 800903 Oil
800903 Oil
800917 034
800917 041
800924 081
801001 014
810121 084
810218 041
810218 112
810303 016
810325 043
810408 063
810429 013
810506 Oil
810506 053
810506 054
810506 056
810902 Oil
810902 122
810909 025
810909 062
810909 063
811021 064
811111 071
811118 Oil
820210 075
820224 061
820609 101
HUGGHINS ERNEST 810429 181
NOTATION
HOBO DAY NOT A BUM(MER) (ED)
HOBO DAY 81--WILD, WET AND WOOLLY
DON'T RAIN ON OUR PARADE (L)
HOBO COMMITTEE GETS FIRST WOMAN POOBA
'nroMAN NEW HOBO CHIEF
SENATE OK'S CHANGE IN HOBO DAY DATE
FRESHMEN MAY GET BREAK ON HOBO DAY
HOCKEY CRAZE HITS SDSU
^NOTHING STOPS HOFER FROM GAINING SUCCESS
*MEN TRACKSTERS WIN NCC--WOMEN SECOND
*HOFER SIGNS WITH WINNIPEG OF CFL
HOHERTZ WINS SECOND TITLE
CONCENTRATION CAMP SURVIVOR TO SPEAK
SURVIVOR NOT BITTER ABOUT ORDEALS
GRAD STUDENTS WRITE BOOKS
SDSU TEXTILES ALUMNI 'FASHIONS' CAREER
'•STUDENTS LEARN THE ECONOMICS OF HOMELIFE
STYLE SHOW, EXHIBITS, TOURS SCHEDULED FOR EXPOSITION
EXPO STYLE SHOW TERMED 'MAIN EVENT'
EXPO ADVISER WORKS WITHOUT ASSISTANT
GAY GUIDELINES (L)
HONOR SCHOLARS WORK ON NEW PROBLEMS
'•HOPPONEN TAKES A HOP
NEW EAR TAGS CONTROL HORN FLIES
HORSEMANSHIP LAB SADDLES UP STUDENTS
BREAKING HORSES BREAKS TRADITION
''•HORSEMANSHIP PROVES POPULAR WITH FEMALES
USE SOME HORSE SENSE AND VACCINATE (WENCK)
'•HORSE SENSE SHOWN BY THIEVES. . .
''•VOLGA RESIDENT BUYS WILD HORSE
NEW HORT FACILITIES
'SELECTIVE' LANDLORDS--BIAS HARD TO PINPOINT
HOUSING GO-ROUND HAS SOME STILL DIZZY
CHANGE-MAKING STOPPED
TALK NOW OR PAY CONSEQUENCES LATER (L)
NOISE ORDINANCE DISCOURAGES LOUD PARTIES
HOUSING SEARCH STILL ON
STUDENT-BACKED BILLS FILED
STUDENTS AT MERCY OF LANDLORDS (LAWRENCE)
TENANT BILL JUMPS FIRST HURDLE
PARTIES PROVOKE CITY RESIDENTS
OFF-CAMPUS HORRORS
HOUSING 'TIGHT' FOR RETURNING STUDENTS
'''THE PARTY'S OVER--BINNEWIES RESIDENTS EVICTED
EVICTIONS CREATE HOUSING HASSLES
UNFAIR TO FRESHMEN (L)
END OF GOOD TIMES (L)
WANETA SHAFTED TOO (L)
HOUSING 'CRISIS' DISSIPATES
BINNEWIES FILLED WITH FROSH
HOUSING, PARKING MEANS WORK FOR SA OFFICIALS
BROOKINGS POLICE GET DRIVEWAY DEFINITION
SAFETY CHECK STARTED ON RENTALS
PARTY COSTS 'HIGH'
LANDLORDS STRUGGLE TO CURB HOUSING COSTS
LANDLORD-TENANT CONFLICTS RESULTING IN COURT CASES
PROPERTY OWNERS SAY ORDINANCES UNFAIR
BETTER HOUSING GOES 'BY WORD OF MOUTH'
'•HOUSING DIRECTOR WANTS TO FORM ASSOCIATION
ANIMAL SCI, BIOLOGY NAME DEPT HEADS
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SUBJECT
HUGHES ROBERT
HUMAN RIGHTS
HUMANITIES
HUNGER
HUNT JIM
HUNT MIKE
HUNTING
HUTCHENSON H L
HUU HAU
ICE & SNOW REMVL
IDENTIFICATION
IMMIGRANTS
INAUGURAL EVENTS
INDIANS-SD
INDUSTRIES-AR
INSECTS
INSURANCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
820428 105 ALL ART SEEN IN POLITICAL SENSE
810218 062 HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY QUESTIONED
811021 024 OUTREACH GETS FUNDS
820428 103 NEW HUMANITIES WORKSHOP MORE FLEXIBLE
801022 121 ^HUNGER--FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY, REPRESSION, APATHY
801022 124 HUNGER FAST SCHEDULED FOR THIS WEEKEND
801029 051 HUNGER STRIKE DEEMED 'SMORGASBORD' OF EXPERIENCES
810916 024 HUNGER WALK
811021 051 THANKS COLLEGIAN (L)
810225. 091 *TRUE GRIT IN YOUNG ACTOR (WENCK)
811028 164 *EX-PACKER DOING COLOR FOR KESD
800903 123 OBTAINING A HUNTING LICENSE
800917 121 *DOVE HUNTING ARGUMENT CENTERS ON MORAL QUESTION
800924 043 JOG, DON'T HUNT (L.)
800924 053 HUNTING IS MORE THAN SHOOTING (L)
800924 141 *MORE BIRDS, LESS COVER MEANS 63 DAY SEASON
801001 052 DOVE DEBATE NEEDED (L)
801001 054 PIGEONS, NOT DOVES (L)
801001 143 STEEL SHOT REQUIREMENTS
801008 081 REE HILLS PROVIDE HISTORY AND HUNTING (NACHTIGAL)
801015 051 EMOTIONS OR NOT, THE BUCK STOPS AT DOVE HUNTING
801015 161 CANADIAN GEESE POPULATION INCREASING-SEASON CLOSED
801015 161 PROTECTED FOX IDENTIFIED BY ORANGE TAPE
801026 051 NON-HUNTER PROVIDES DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
801105 125 LICENSE DELAY ANGERS MCGOVERN
801105 125 LEGAL WAYS TO SPOTLIGHT GAME
801112 063 DOVE HUNTING RECEIVES APPROVAL
801112 111 ''«latE SEASON HUNTS ARE MORE FUN
801210 042 GUN-TOTER'S VIEW (L)
810902 211 GAME SAME BUT RULES CHANGE
810916 151 DUCKS DOWN, OVERALL HUNTING LOOKS GOOD (GIESE)
810923 045 GET THE FACTS (L)
811021 141 ^PHEASANT SEASON OPENS, RESULTS FAIR (WENCK)
811021 151 DUCK HUNTING NOTHING TO QUACK ABOUT (GIESE)
811118 131 BETTER PHEASANT HUNTING AHEAD
820127 155 GFP PROPOSES CHANGES IN STEEL SHOT REGS
810121 111 SDSU PROFS HEADED TO BOTSWANA
801112 051 '̂ SDSU'S INCREDIBLE HULK (DUNCAN)
811209 081 POLICE CHIEF--SNOW REMOVAL SYSTEM NOT WORKING
820120 091 CAMPUS SNOW REMOVAL ON CALL 24 HOURS
801001 023 SENATE LESSENS ID MISUSE PENALTY
820120 065 STUDENTS HAVE NAMES BUT NUMBERS EASIER (LARSON)
810325 141 ALIENS TRY TO ESCAPE POVERTY
810128 Oil INAUGURATION MEMORABLE FOR THE 'PRIDE'
810204 025 INAUGURAL PARADE TO BE SHOWN
800903 061 SIOUX DON'T OWN HILLS AFTER ALL (NACHTIGAL)
800910 053 COLUMN UNFAIR (L)
800910 055 ROBERTS RACIST...(L)
800917 043 SIOUX DO OWN HILLS (L)
800917 061 MORE THAN ONE SIDE TO INDIAN LAND (NACHTIGAL)
800924 051 ANSWERS DON'T COME IN BLACK & WHITE (L)
801001 044 CONSULT LAKOTA ON INDIAN ISSUES (L)
801001 055 RACIST SENTIMENT (L)
810429 151 '-STAKING THEIR CLAIM
810916 041 AVOID A CONFLICT (ED)
810923 051 LET'S NOT MAKE BLACK HILLS A WOUNDED KNEE REPEAT
820324 101 BRIEF LOOK AT AN UNDERWEAR FACTORY (UKEN)
810909 151 ''-INSECTS DON'T BUG SDSU EXTENSION ENTOMOLOGIST
800903 014 INSURING POLICY QUESTIONED BY SA LAWYER
800924 035 STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE--BARGAIN AND BENEFIT
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SUBJECT
INSURANCE
INTERNSHIPS
INTRAMURALS
IRAN
IRANIANS
IRRIGATION
IVERS JULIE
JACKRABBIT YEARBK
JAMES JERRY
JANKLOW WILLIAM
DATE PAPER
801001 051 ;
801029 063 1
801210 Oil 1
810429 031 1
810930 161 •
810415 083 1
820331 081 1
800903 131 :
800910 141 :
801008 141 :
801015 196 1
801022 151 :
801029 123 ]
801029 124 •
801029 131 :
801105 151 1
810114 051 '
810916 041 1
811028 155 :
810128 042 :
810128 043 ]
810128 044 :
810211 064 ]
820120 045
820120 051 :
820421 051 ]
(
810121 Oil 1
810930 031 •
820127 061 ]
820331 123 •
810121 112
810121 064 :
800903 041 .
800917 044 •
801015 015 .
801026 016 "
801026 035 :
801119 041 •
810325 Oil
810325 041 :
810401 Oil ,
810408 012
810415 051 ,
810415 052 •
810429 061 ,
810506 012 ;
810902 111
810923 014 .
811028 031
820505 032 •
800910 071 •
800910 023 1
800910 093 ,
800917 Oil •
801105 051 •
801210 104 ,
810114 041 i
810128 083
810204 Oil :
NOTATION
BETTER SYSTEM FOR HEALTH INSURANCE (L)
STUDENT QUESTIONS SDSU INSURANCE PLAN
STATE VEHICLES STILL COVERED BY LIABILITY INSURANCE
STUDENT CLAIM REFUSED
•HEDGING--A CATTLEMAN'S INSURANCE POLICY (WENCK)
STUDENTS TO INTERN WITH STATE GOVERNMENT
STATE GOV'T EMPLOYS STUDENTS FOR SUMMER
INTRAMURALS INFORMATION
INTRAMURALS
INTRAMURAL GAME OF WEEK HAS CONTROVERSY (DUNCAN)
GOLF-TENNIS-HORSESHOES-SOFTBALL RATINGS
FOOTBALL, SOFTBALL RATINGS
RATINGS FOR MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL
^-SONIC SLUGGERS CLUB HICKORIES IN SOFTBALL
INTRAMURAL REFEREES MAY BE TOMORROW'S ZEBRAS
WONDER BOYS WIN IN OVERTIME--FOOTBALL
THANK YOU TRAINERS (L)
STOP PLAYING GAMES WITH INTRAMURAL FEES (LAWRENCE)
INTRAMURALS CAUSE OF RELATIVELY FEW INJURIES (LUND)
IRAN--WHO CARES...(L)
HOSTAGE CRISIS NOT WITHOUT PRECEDENT
20-20 HINDSIGHT (L)
HOSTAGE HOOPLA ANNOYS VIETNAM VETS
IRANIAN HORRORS (DAILEY)
IRANIANS IN PREDICAMENT (BIGDELI)
REVOLUTION CHANGED IRAN FOR WORSE (ALAVY)
SEE ALSO FOREIGN STUDENTS
SDSU IRANIANS EAGER FOR HOSTAGES' RETURN (SPRINGER)
^IRANIANS ATTACK REGIME
KHOMEINI STOPS FUNDS TO SDSU IRANIANS
'•POET CONDEMNS KHOMEINI
IRRIGATION PAYS WITH GOOD MANAGEMENT
SDSU TEXTILES ALUMNI 'FASHIONS' CAREER
ANNNUAL PROBLEMS BESET YEARBOOK (ED)
YEARBOOK NEEDS EDITOR (L)
JACKRABBIT CO-EDITORS SELECTED FOR '81 BOOK
YEARBOOK COMPLETED, LAWSUIT AVOIDED
EDITORS EXPECTING NO PROBLEMS
YEARBK ALMOST DONE AT LAST--BETTER LUCK NEXT YEAR
1980 YEARBOOK ARRIVES WITH AN EXPENSIVE SURPRISE
LET'S NOT REPEAT 1980
JACKRABBIT WOES PERSIST-STUDENTS LEFT PICTURELESS
1980 YEARBOOK DEEPER IN DEBT
A LOT TO LEARN (L)
YEARBOOK DEFENSE (L)
JACKRABBIT'S DILEMMA COMMON
SENATE APPROVES PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
'80 JACKRABBIT SURPLUS, '81 ON THE WAY
JACKRABBIT YEARBOOKS TO ARRIVE
'82 JACKRABBIT WANTS TO FOCUS ON YOUR SMILING FACE
JACKRABBIT SHOULD ARRIVE ON TIME
'•TOUGH AS NAILS
GOVERNOR TO ANNOUNCE BUDGET CUTBACKS ON TV
JANKLOW KEEPS BLIND SISTERS IN SCHOOL
^GOVERNOR TIGHTENS BUDGET REINS
'̂ BUDGET CUTS DISRUPTIVE, UNNEEDED (GUARNIERI)
JANKLOW PROPOSES NO GROWTH BUDGET--1 NEW PROG ADDED
OUSTER PROVES INSIGHTFUL (ED)
STUDENTS TO HEAR JANKLOW
NO BACK SET IN EDUCATION FOR JANKLOW
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SUBJECT
JANKLOW WILLIAM
JENSEN DONNA
JENSEN KEVIN
JOHNSON CORLISS
JOHNSON JAMES
JOHNSON JENNI
JOURNALISM
JUDGING TEAMS
JURY
KANTACK BEN
KARATE
KAROLEVITZ BOB
KEDL PAMELA
KELLY CINDY
KELLY EMMETT
KENEFICK DONALD
KERR SHERRY
KESD
KESD-FM
KING LARRY
KIRSCHENMANN L F
KLINE CARL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810211
810325
810325
810325
810506
810909
811014
820120
820210
820217
820324
820324
820505
820505
820623
820505
800917
800910
810218
811111
820210
810506
810909
810916
810923
811007
811014
811014
811021
811209
820505
801001
801008
801029
801210
810225
810902
811014
811104
811209
820331
820303
810909
800903
800924
800924
820303
801015
800924
811028
811021
801029
810303
810408
800924
801210
810218
820707
810303
820331
051
051
052
081
012
061
041
041
042
041
046
051
035
081
041
211
121
111
Oil
083
132
102
031
024
063
066
022
031
024
051
023
135
121
114
144
131
201
161
135
191
194
094
151
031
171
111
121
051
013
035
074
091
093
121
125
081
126
051
056
064
''•KING JANKLOW WIELDS SCEPTOR
JANKLOW--COLUMN LACED WITH DISTORTIONS
GLAD TO SEE THE. GOVERNOR AGREES
JANKLOW POURS BEER BILLS DOWN THE DRAIN
GOVERNOR VISITS CAMPUS IN A WHIRLWIND
JANKLOW OPPOSES EDUCATION GRANTS-FAVORS STATE LOANS
STRANGE BEDFELLOWS OF JANKLOW, MEANS (SPRINGER)
JANKOW UNPOPULAR, UNSCATHED (GOODMAN)
COLUMNIST GOODMAN DISTORTS GOVERNOR (L)
JANKLOW SOAKING SD WITH ETSI WATERDEAL
JANKLOW NOT RE-ELECTED YET (BROCKELSBY)
NO MORE JANKLOW (L)
'•'JANKLOW-SOME STATE SALARIES ARE NOT FAIR
STUDENT FEDERAL LOAN CUTS A 'MISTAKE'
JANKLOW'S HYPOCRISY (LAWRENCE)
*VOLGA RESIDENT BUYS WILD HORSE
•DOVE HUNTING ARGUMENT CENTERS ON MORAL. QUESTION
RECITAL TO OFFER JAZZ, BRAHMS
RENOVATION, NEW COMPLEX SUGGESTED FOR FINE ARTS
NEW IDEAS IN MARKETING ARTS
SDSU'S JOHNSON A CENTER OF ATTENTION
'•i-NEUHARTH--JOURNALISTS' CREDIBILITY THREATENED
'^CLINE CRUSADER FOR MEDIA
BROADCASTER'S DAY
HIGH SCHOOL PRESS CONVENTION
FORMER COLLEGIAN EDITOR WINS GOLDEN APPLE
NEWSPAPER HALL OF DAY
-'AP HEAD SAYS US IS BEST (CURRY)
MEDIA FORUM
THE SENTIMENTAL REFLECTIONS OF ONE JOURNALIST
JOURNALISM GETS GOOD NEWS
LIVESTOCK JUDGES WIN
AG JUDGING TEAMS MAKE NATIONALS
ANDERSON LEADS DAIRY TEAM TO 8TH NATIONAL TITLE
AG TEAM IN TOP 10 AT NATIONAL MEET
JUDGING TEAM BEGINS COMPETITION
•'JUDGING TEAMS BEGIN WORKOUTS
LIVESTOCK TEAM FIRST...MEATS TEAM SECOND
MEATS TEAM PLACE THIRD
SDSU JUDGING TEAMS HAVE SUCCESSFUL YEAR
JUDGING TEAM PLACES FIRST
STUDENTS NOT EXCUSED FROM JURY DUTY
•'INSECTS DON'T BUG SDSU EXTENSION ENTOMOLOGIST
•'FOR A BLACK BELT, IT'S ONLY THE BEGINNING
YOUNG AND OLD COMPETE IN KARATE MEET
BENEFACTOR'S BIOGRAPHY AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORE
'̂ CRAFTSWOMEN DAUBLE IN 'FUNCTIONAL ART'
'^WEEKENDS SPENT WATCHING WILD KINGDOM
*KELLEY'S KIDS
KENEFICK TO GIVE LECTURE
'•'KENNEL OWNER LEADS DOG'S LIFE
^'MCGOVERN-PETERSON DEBATE
KESD AIRS FESTIVAL '81
...BUDGET AX TO SLASH KESD
LOCAL RADIO DRAMA TO BE AIRED
WINDS KNOCK KESD-FM OFF AIR
NINE-PART CENTENNIAL SERIES TO BE BROADCAST
THE LARRY KING SHOW--A CROWNING SUCCESS (DUNCAN)
A TIME TO BEGIN
ANTI-NUCLEAR EASTER VIGIL PLANNED
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
KLINE CARL 820421 Oil
KOEPSELL PAUL 810930 Oil
810930 081
811007 041 :
811007 046
811007 065 :
811104 013 •
811111 Oil
811118 Oil
811118 041
811118 051 :
820210 043
820217 051
820324 012
820324 041
820505 091
820623 023
KOHLER PAUL 811007 134
KRAMER TOMMY 810415 131
KRATOCHVIL ANN 810325 056
811118 023
811209 061
KULL BART 801015 082
801022 081
801022 081
KUNDERT ALICE 801022 021
LABOR UNIONS 800917 015
801001 014
810429 105
LAKES-SD 801015 151
810225 134
810902 211
820224 154
LANDLORDS
810218 041
810325 043
LANDMARKS
801001 024
801001 081
LARSEN JAY 810303 012
LARSON COMMONS 810415 013
LARSON GARY 810121 111
LARSON MARA 820324 051
LAUNDRY 800910 043
LAW MIKE 811021 111
LAW SCHOOL 800924 093
LAWRENCE TOM 800910 043
800917 051
801001 041
801001 051
801008 041
801008 051
801015 041
801022 041
801022 041
801026 041
801029 041
801105 041
801112 044
801119 041
NOTATION
4 ARRESTED DURING PROTEST
REGENTS FIRE 2 OFFICIALS
REASONS SHOULD ACCOMPANY DISMISSALS
FIRINGS ILLEGAL...(ED)
SPEAK SOFTLY, REGENTS CARRY BIG STICK (LAWRENCE)
HAZY DETAILS OF FIRINGS CLOUD ISSUE
ACADEMIC SENATE ASKS FOR INFORMATION ON FIRINGS
SRSTKA DENIES ORDERING DISMISSALS
BERG--SRSTKA 'SPLITTING HAIRS' ON FIRINGS
REGENTS PLAYING WORD GAMES (ED)
FOR THE RECORD ON THE KOEPSELL & SPINAR CASE (RECKAR
KEOPSELL WRONG, TOO (L)
KOEPSELL RESPONDS (L)
KOEPSELL, SPINAR OFFERED TEACHING
PARTIAL VICTORY GAINED FOR KOEPSELL (ED)
SEMESTER ENDS WITH UNFINISHED NEWS
KOEPSELL, SPINAR TAKE JOBS
NEW EAR TAGS CONTROL HORN FLIES
''KRAMER--I CAN PLAY PRO FOOTBALL FOR VIKINGS
HOBOS SEEK HELP (L)
HOBO COMMITTEE GETS FIRST WOMAN POOBA
WOMAN NEW HOBO CHIEF
•KULL CRITICIZES NATIONAL POLICIES
^DASCHLE PUSHES RECORD--KULL CALLS FOR A CHANGE
INFLATION ISSUE HOTTEST IN DASCHLE-KULL DEBATE
REGISTRATION DRIVE IS HARD HITTING
COLLEGE WORKERS STEP TOWARDS UNIONIZATION
UNION TO PETITION OVER REGENTS' HEADS
REGENTS POSTPONE APPROVAL OF UNION
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON OAKWOOD WINTER AERATION SYSTE
^MACHINE BREATHES SO FISH CAN LIVE
'•'FOUR AREA LAKES OFFER FINE FISHING
FISH WINTERKILL EXPECTED AT AREA LAKES
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT
STUDENTS AT MERCY OF LANDLORDS (LAWRENCE)
OFF-CAMPUS HORRORS
SEE ALSO HISTORICAL SITES, NAMES OF LANDMARKS
SITES EARN LANDMARK STATUS
LANDMARKS STUDIED IN RURAL BROOKINGS (BORDEWYK)
FINANCIAL AID CUTS SPUR PETITION
'OH, THERE AIN'T NOBODY HERE BUT US CHICKENS...'
SDSU PROFS HEADED TO BOTSWANA
FORMER TEACHER SALUTES SA PRESIDENT (L)
LAUNDRY AND THE SINGLE STUDENT (LAWRENCE)
*NDSU LAYS DOWN LAW
USD LAW GRADS TO BE TESTED
LAUNDRY AND THE SINGLE STUDENT (LAWRENCE)
DINING AT THE UNION CAFETERIA (LAWRENCE)
THINK BEFORE YOU DRINK (LAWRENCE)
GOOD WINNERS, LOSERS HARD TO FIND
TOO MANY CHANCES UNFORTUNATE (LAWRENCE)
DIAL 'W,' FOR WRONG NUMBER (LAWRENCE)
HOBO WEEK--MOO U'S SACRED COW IS A BUM RITUAL
LIBERAL CANDIDATES MAY BE IN TROUBLE IN SD
HOBO DAY COMMITTEE INSULTED BY LAWRENCE (L)
MUSIC--MEMORIES OF GOOD-BAD PLAYS IN HEART, MIND...
NAME-CALLING REPLACES ISSUES IN BUDGET CUTS
REAGAN PRESIDENCY COULD BE NATIONAL DISASTER
'•TIRED FEET, DEFEAT MARK CAMPAIGN
YEARBK ALMOST DONE AT LAST--BETTER LUCK NEXT YEAR
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SUBJECT
LAWRENCE TOM
LEASE & RENT
LECTURES
LEE GENTRY
LEE J 0
LEEDY JIM
LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATURE-SD 81
DATE PAPER
801210 044 '
810114 041 (
810121 043 '
810128 041 1
810204 053 (
810211 041 (
810218 043 i
810225 041 1
810225 042 1
810303 046 '
810325 041 1
810401 045 '
810408 043 ]
810429 041 j
810506 043 :
810902 082 1
810916 043 ]
810923 041 (
810930 041 ]
811014 043 1
811028 041 '
811104 041 1
811111 044 ]
811111 055 ;
811118 041 ]
811209 041 i
820120 045 1
820127 044 ]
820127 045 :
820127 051 ]
820203 046 i
820210 045 i
820210 051 1
820224 041 ]
820324 043 ]
820421 045 -
820428 041 I
820428 044 :
820505 053 :
820609 041 ]
820707 041 ]
801015 075 :
801119 081 ^
810909 063 1
811111 071 :
811118 Oil :
820609 101 •
811104 041 :
811111 046 1
810325 121 •
810902 134 :
811007 093 •
811014 114 •
801008 092 ;
820331 021 .
801026 082 :
810114 045
810114 071 •
810121 084
NOTATION
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS VENT FRUSTRATIONS OF US BUSIN
GUN FIGHT AT DRAW DESPITE LENNON TRAGEDY
THE POLITICS OF TELEVIION VIEWING
WHITMAN YODELS FOR THE MASSES
OBNOXIOUS FANS' RACIAL SLURS NOT WELCOME
ODYSSEY TO PIERRE IS FRAUGHT WITH PERIL
A PRODUCT OF THE SYSTEM (LAWRENCE)
SILENT MAJORITY WILL WIN SA ELECTION--AGAIN
UPSETTING ANALYSIS BY LAWRENCE (L).
THAT'S THE WAY IT'S GOT TO BE NOW (LAWRENCE)
STUDENTS SHOULD ENDORSE (LAWRENCE)
THINGS WON'T EVER HAPPEN FOR THOSE WHO LOOK TO LOSE
PREDICTIONS OF LARRY PRESSRELEASE (LAWRENCE)
ATLANTA SLAYINGS--ANSWER RESTS WITH PREVENTION (LAWR
IT'S A NEWSPAPER, NOT A NEWSLETTER (LAWRENCE)
SOME ARE LESS FREE THAN OTHERS (LAWRENCE)
REAGAN TOUGHNESS--WASTING LIVES AND WORLD PATIENCE
CAROL HARDY, DENNIS HOOEY--TRIVIA STARS
FALWELL--AT MY HOUSE...(LAWRENCE)
SADAT--PUZZLING LIKE THE SPHYNX (LA\^RENCE)
THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT
WHERE DID ALL THE PHEASANTS GO...
REBATIN' AND SKATIN' TO A COOL MILLION
LAWRENCE BLASTED (L)
HEY YOU...GET SCROOGED EARLY...
AN UNTOUCHABLE CASE ONLY HE COULD SOLVE
MILITARY, ANTHEM OUT OF LINE AT GAME
RAG-TAG WRITER (HELGESON)
LAt^RENCE OFF-BASE (MAHONEY)
READERS--LAWRENCE MISUNDERSTANDS
A LOT OF RESPONSE ON LAWRENCE'S COLUMN
ABSENCE OF ALICE ,
MORE ON LAWRENCE, PATRIOTISM...(L)
DRUG BUST MORE HYPE THAN DRUG ABUSE HELP
REAGAN UNRESPONSIVE TO PUBLIC (LAWRENCE)
A CONTRAST IN STYLES
COLUMN ON DEBATE IRRESPONSIBLE (L)
TERS INSPIRE COLUMNIST
FINDING MATURITY, A CIVIL TONGUE
REGENTS WRONG ON BEER BAN (ED)
ERA RIP IN CIVIL RIGHTS FIGHT (ED)
PROFESSOR RENTS TRAILOR TO SDSU STUDENTS
'^PROPOSED TENANT-LANDLORD BILL (BUTLER)
SAFETY CHECK STARTED ON RENTALS
LANDLORDS STRUGGLE TO CURB HOUSING COSTS
LANDLORD-TENANT CONFLICTS RESULTING IN COURT CASES
'^HOUSING DIRECTOR WANTS TO FORM ASSOCIATION
LECTURES, PERFORMANCES ENHANCE CLASSROOM WORK (ED)
WORTH THE PRICE (L)
*LEE--A MAN OF THE UNIVERSE
LEE ENDOWMENT FUND
^ARTIST DIRECTS SCULPTING PROJECT
'•^SCULPTOR DIRECTED COMPOSITION OF HUGE SD MAP
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATORS OPPOSE PROPOSALS WHICH LIMIT THEIR POWER
27 VIE FOR OPEN SENATE POSITIONS
LEGISLATURE PLANS BEGIN
SESSION STARTS SLOW, TEMPO SURE TO PICK UP (SPECK)
'^ON THE HILL (SPECK)
STUDENT-BACKED BILLS FILED
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SUBJECT
LEGISLATURE-SD 81
LEGISLATURE-SD 82
LEIN CHARLES
LEOPOLD PERRY
LEUTENEGGER SEPT
LIBRARIANS
LIBRARY
LIFESTYLES
LINANDER TERRY
LINGENFELTER STEVE
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LITTER (TRASH)
LITTLE I
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810121 085 CAPITOL 'STUDY-IN' REJECTED
810128 016 SPRINGFIELD ISSUE SPARKS CONTROVERSY
810128 046 LEADERSHIP STYLES VARY ON THE HILL (SPECK)
810204 084 'PHONE BILL' WOULD SAVE MONEY
810211 081 REGENT VOTE NOT DEAD, REVIVAL NOW UNDERWAY
810218 105 STUDENT REGENT BILL FALTERING
810218 112 TENANT BILL JUMPS FIRST HURDLE
810303 081 HIGHER ED SURVIVES LEGISLATURE
810303 084 COMMITTEE KILLS TESTING BILL
810325 094 '81--'CRISIS SESSION'
820203 Oil FRATS TURN TO LEGISLATURE ON TAX QUESTION
820203 095 KEEP EXCESS TUITION REVENUE ON CAMPUS
820210 015 COLLEGES LOSE IN LEGISLATURE
820217 Oil '''IMPORTANT BILLS AFFECTING SDSU
820224 075 LEGISLATURE RAISES TUITION
810429 092 USD'S LEIN RESIGNS
810506 081 LEIN RESIGNATION--A QUESTION OF STYLE
801008 111 *DREAMS COME TRUE FOR SONGWRITER (DARR)
810204 101 '''NURSING MAJOR WINS MISS SDSU TITLE
810923 083 SEX BIAS SUIT WON BY LIBRARIAN
810930 023 BANG JA KIM NAMED SDLA 'LIBRARIAN OF THE YEAR'
800903 071 ^PEOPLE-COUNTER CLICKED OFF 1 MILLIONTH PERSON
800917 053 '^OF LIBRARIES, HISTORY, AND WOODY ALLEN (MILLER)
810303 Oil DISMISSAL OF OFFICER MYSTERIOUS
820421 085 IT'S NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
SEE ALSO STUDENTS
801015 Oil FOUR'S COMPANY, BUT NOT A CROWD (SPECK)
801022 034 DIFFERENCES NO CONFLICT IN INTERNAT'L MARRIAGE
801029 063 PARENTS FIND KIDS, COLLEGE A ROUGH MIX
801105 061 GOOD OLD DAYS TO BE REVIVED
810204 044 WE HAVE A CHOICE (L)
810401 144 LINANDER RESIGNS COACHING JOB-PLANS TO ENTER BUSINES
810303 024 LINGENFELTER TO PLAY PRO BALL
SEE ALSO BEER
800910 051 FOOTBALL BOOZERS BEWARE
801029 031 BEER ORDINANCE PETITIONED
801029 035 LIQUOR SALES HIT YEAR'S HIGH
801105 121 -'HOME BREWING REBORN FROM PROHIBITION DAYS
810225 071 "HORATIO'S CLOSES AFTER 21 YEARS
810303 064 COMMISSION REVOKES CORE AREA
811014 013 '''DRIVE UNDERWAY FOR SUNDAY BEER SALES
811014 041 SUNDAY BEER NOT ONLY ISSUE (ED)
811021 013 BUSY BARS BOTHER BEER DRINKERS
811118 074 BEER LICENSES DOUBLE SINCE CORE BROKEN
811209 091 SUNDAY DRINKING BID FAILS... STUDENTS VARIED STANDS
820127 031 '^480 GALLONS OF BEER ON THE WALL
820324 Oil REGENTS REJECT COMPUTER DEGREES
820324 081 DRINKING STAYS IN DORMS ONLY (WIEDERICH)
820331 054 BAR'S AD BAD NEWS (L)
820331 085 FRIDAYS APPLIES FOR LIQUOR LICENSE
820505 056 BULLIES SHOW BIG INSECURITY (L)
820609 Oil REGENTS BAN BEER IN DORMITORIES
820609 041 REGENTS WRONG ON BEER BAN (ED)
820707 071 '^SKY'S THE LIMIT FOR JIM'S TAP OWNER
801001 141 '''NATURE'S GIFTS END UP AS LITTER
810930 053 LITTER A PROBLEM (L)
810211 115 COUNCIL NOMINATES AGRICULTURAL QUEENS
810325 024 LITTLE I ANIMAL EXHIBITORS INCREASE
810325 064 LITTLE INTERNATIONAL TAKING SHAPE
810401 012 '^CHAMP'S HEIFER STAYED CALM
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SUBJECT
LITTLE I
LIVESTOCK
LOBBYISTS
LOEWEN CHUCK
LORENZ STAN
LUNG ASSOCIATION
LUPU MICHAEL
LUSH JERRY
LUTEY MARK & JOAN
LUTHER RICHARD
LYONS PAT
MACKAY ELDREDGE
MADSON RICHARD
MAGIC
MALAYSIANS
MALO DOUG
MAMMOTH
MARCHING BAND
MARIJUANA
MARKEN JACK
MARKETING
MARRIAGE
MARSH RAVAE
MARSHALL STAN
MATEER CHARLES
MATHEMATICS
MATTHEES DUANE
MAULDIN BILL
MCCARTY J WALTERS
MCCONE BILL
MCCRORY GARDENS
MCDONALD PAUL
MCFADDEN JOSEPH
MCFARLANE LAURIE
MCGOVERN GEORGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810401 091 "LITTLE I--THE BIGGEST SHOW IN TOWN
820217 151 LITTLE I PREPARATIONS UNDERWAY
820324 016 BIGGEST TWO-DAY EVENT IN DAKOTAS
820324 181 LITTLE I MORE THAN ANIMAL SHOW (GULLICKSON)
820324 184 -LITTE I ADVISER TO BE HONORED
820324 191 "SUPERINTENDENTS PREPARE FOR LITTLE I
820331 012 "EVERYONE IS A WINNER AT 59TH LITTLE I (WELSH)
810429 211 ^FARMERS' TUNE IN AND TURN ON
810902 081 SURVIVING THE FINANCE STORM (WENCK)
811111 131 ELECTRONIC MARKETING--IT WORKS (WENCK)
811209 191 *WOMAN MOONLIGHTS TESTING PREGNANT COWS
820127 151 COLD WEATHER KILLS FEW LIVESTOCK
820210 145 GENUINE RISK NOT A GAMBLE
820421 181 ELECTRONIC MARKETING MAY BECOME TOOL
820428 171 SD NOT READY FOR ELECTRONIC MARKETING
SEE. ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
811104 061 STUDENT LOBBYIST TO VOICE CONCERNS IN PIERRE (RIETMA
800903 165 "LOEWEN MAKES A MARK IN CHARGER TRAINING CAMP
820303 194 ^TAXIDERMY-'BEGINNING TO BE A LOST ART'
800924 031 LUNG RUN SCHEDULED
820721 031 CRITICS SAY TV AND IMPATIENCE HURTS THEATER
801105 122 ALCOHOL FROM WASTE PRODUCTS IS FEASIBLE
820609 Oil SDSU'S COUPLE'S HOSPITAL BILLS PAID BY COUNTY
810401 093 TEST COW TRANSMITTING ON LOCAL RADIO WAVES
800903 014 INSURING POLICY QUESTIONED BY SA LAWYER
811014 022 NEWSPAPER HALL OF DAY
810429 171 ...BUT NOT EVERYBODY WANTS IT...(MUELLER)
801026 061 ''-MAGIC MEANS FOOLS PARADISE
810401 104 MAGICIAN PROVES SLEIGHT OF HAND BETTER THAN WORD OF
820224 061 MAGIC IS SAMP'S BAG (RIST)
820303 131 OMODT'S MAGIC MORE THAN HOCUS POCUS
820707 021 MALAYSIANS LEARNING ENGLISH AT SDSU (SCHLIESSMAN)
811014 065 ACADEMIC SENATE INTERACTS WITH REGENTS (SCHNEIDER)
810303 111 MAMMOTH SITE FOUND IN BADLANDS
SEE BAND MARCHING
820127 012 BUT PROBLEMS STILL SPROUTING
800917 043 SIOUX DO OWN HILLS (L)
801210 111 ENGLISH PROF EDITS INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY
811111 131 ELECTRONIC MARKETING--IT WORKS (WENCK)
801022 034 DIFFERENCES NO CONFLICT IN INTERNAT'L MARRIAGE
810401 Oil MARRIAGE PLANNER, VOL 1, NO 1 (A SPECIAL SECTION)
810303 091 LEGS SHOWN AT EXHIBITION
810401 151 SDSU GRADS INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
820120 025 AWARD TO HONOR SDSU ALUMNUS
820203 031 WORKSHOP TO HELP MATH ANXIETY
801022 134 '-INTENSE RESEARCH USED IN FEED TOXIN MYSTERY
800910 101 CARTOONIST, COSMOLOGIST TO LECTURE ON CAMPUS
800924 111 '-MILK COW, LOAN SPUR MAULDIN'S CAREER
810429 181 ANIMAL SCI, BIOLOGY NAME DEPT HEADS
820324 184 '^LITTE I ADVISER TO BE HONORED
801008 133 GARDEN FOR ALL SEASONS AT ITS BEST
810923 062 GARDEN FUND STARTED
810204 144 MCDONALD LEARNS SKILLS FROM 'FATHER-COACH'
820324 085 MCFADDEN USD PRESIDENT (DANIEL)
820120 061 PROFS--LANGUAGE STUDY NEEDED (MCFARLANE)
800910 Oil "MCGOVERN--RACE IS ON
800917 081 "FORD VOICES SUPPORT OF ABDNOR
801008 092 '^LOCAL POLL SHOWS MCGOVERN, ABDNOR IN TIGHT RACE
801015 142 ^MONDALE SLAMS REAGAN (JENSEN)
801029 045 RATE ON RECORD (L)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MCGOVERN GEORGE 801029 091
801029 093
801105 085
801105 125
801112 014 :
801112 041 :
801210 041
820505 053 :
MEANS RUSSELL 811014 041
MEAT LABORATORY 810923 152 •
820224 151
MEDICAL SERVICES 810128 054 :
810225 022
820210 071
820609 Oil
820609 043 :
MEIER MIKE 820303 155 '
MELVIN MARTY 820428 121
MEMORIAL ART CTR 801210 111 :
810114 101
810128 094
811118 082 :
MENNING ARNOLD 810408 051 '
MESSINA CEDRIC 801105 101
MEXICO 810325 141
MEYER JEFF 801008 041
MEYERS GERALD 810121 051 '
810204 115 :
MIGRATION 810121 063
MILITARY SERVICES 810429 191
820505 Oil
820623 042
820721 072
MILK 820331 171
MILLER JOHN 800917 053
810506 051
MINYARD JOE 810204 115
MONDALE WALTER 801015 142
MONKS 820331 Oil
820331 091
MORAL MAJORITY 810225 055
MORGAN HELEN 800924 121
MORGAN WALTER 810902 131
MORTAR BOARD 820505 074
MOTORCYCLES 820303 181
MOUNTAINEERING 820331 183
MOV PICT REV
810225 115
810923 101
810923 111
810930 113
811014 111
811021 083
811104 081
811111 095
811118 081
820120 101
820203 114
820210 093
820217 101
NOTATION
MCGOVERN-PETERSON DEBATE
MCGOVERN CRITICIZES LACK OF DEBATES
MCGOVERN-ABDNOR RACE WAS BEST IN SD
LICENSE DELAY ANGERS MCGOVERN
DEFEAT NOT SURPRISE TO MCGOVERN'S AIDS
NAME MAY BE MISNOMER (ED)
SPRINGER'S CRITICISM OF COALITION FOR COMMON SENSE
MCGOVERN JUST NOT A TIMELY POLITICIAN
STRANGE BEDFELLOWS OF JANKLOW, MEANS (SPRINGER)
'^-STUDENTS TAKE TO CUTTING CLASS
'••SDSU MEAT LAB SELLS PRODUCTS TO PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE PUSHES 'WELLNESS AWARENESS'
HEALTH SERVICE 'MOST COMPLETE'
^STUDENT EMTS FULL-TIME DEDICATION (WIEDERICH)
SDSU COUPLE'S HOSPITAL BILLS PAID BY COUNTY
MEDICAL EXPENSE UNHEALTHY
"BODY BUILDING CHAMPION PROVIDES SECURITY
MARTY MELVIN OPTIMISTIC ABOUT STAMPEDE
NORWEGIAN DOLLS, CHURCH PHOTOS SHOWN AT CENTER
3 NEW EXHIBITS AT ART CENTER
ART CENTER FILMS ARTISTIC
DUDECK NATIVE INDIAN COLLECTION EXHIBITED
THE BEST ARE THOSE WHO DIRECT TOWARD SELF-DEPENDENCE
BRITISH NETWORK SHAKESPEAREAN SHARES PRODUCTION SECR
ALIENS TRY TO ESCAPE POVERTY
OUNCE OF PREVENTION NEEDED WHEN CHASE ENDANGERS
TEACHER EVALUATIONS IN EYES OF AN ADMINISTRATOR
DEPARTMENT HEAD WANTS REASSIGNMENT
HALF OF SDSU GRADS LEAVE STATE
ROTC FIELD DAY
MOST STUDENTS SUPPORT DRAFT REGISTRATION
ARMY SHOWS A HUMAN SIDE (GOODMAN)
SOUTH DAKOTA'S BOYS REGISTER
COW MILK TESTING PROGRAM GIVES INFO
"OF LIBRARIES, HISTORY, AND WOODY ALLEN (MILLER)
LET'S BURY THE SDSU CENTENNIAL (L)
ILLNESS FORCES HEAD TO RESIGN POSITION
*MONDALE SLAMS REAGAN (JENSEN)
MONKS ARE 'ORDINARY PEOPLE' AT SD MONASTERY
LIFE OF A MONK 'NOT PERFECT*
JERRY FALWELL'S MORALITY MIXES CHURCH, POLITICS
PROFESSOR'S ART SELECTED FOR MISSOURI DISPLAY
MORGAN SCHOLARSHIPS
MORTAR BOARD MORE THAN HONOR
'^MOTORCYCLE RACER TAKES TO THE ICE
CLIMBING MT RAINER
SEE ALSO FILM FESTIVAL
'ELEPHANT MAN' SAD YET POIGNANT DRAMA (DUNCAN)
BROOKS 'HISTORICAL' HUMOR OFFENSIVE IN NEW MOVIE (LO
'ARTHUR'--REFRESHING MOVIE HUMOR (LOVITT)
'BLOW OUT' CHARGED WITH AUTHENTIC SUSPENSE (LOVITT)
'ENDLESS LOVE' LACKS (LOVITT)
••3-D MOVIES BRING SCREEN TO LIFE (ROE)
'HEAVY METAL'--LIGHT ON PLOT (LOVITT)
NEW NEIL SIMON MOVIE MORE THAN JUST LAUGHS
'RAIDERS' IS BACK (LOVITT)
FILM LINE-UP SPECKLED WITH FLOPS AND FANCY
'NEIGHBORS,' 'PROBLEMS' LAUGHLESS
GAMBLE PAYS OFF BIG IN EPIC 'REDS' (LOVITT)
"'TAPS' PROVES BURDENSOME, CHEERWORTHY (LOVITT)
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SUBJECT DATE
MOV PICT REV 820324
820331
820421
820505
820505
820623
820707
820721
MUELLER TAMARA. 811209
MURPHY'S LAW 800917
MURRA GENE 801022
810429
MUSEUM
MUSIC 801022
810211
810218
810408
810909
810909
820428
820505
MUSIC BAND 800917
800924
810204
810218
810218
820217
820303
820623
MUSIC CONCERTS 801001
801026
801026
801026
801112
801119
801119
801210
810114
810211
810218
810225
810902
810930
811021
811028
811209
MUSIC EVENTS 801029
801105
801119
810325
811028
820210
MUSIC OPERA 820120
MUSIC ORCHESTRA 820120
MUSIC QUARTET 801022
810114
MUSIC RECITALS 801112
801119
810121
810204
PAPER NOTATION
124 'PORKY'S A REAL PORKER (LOVITT)
131 'GOLDEN POND' FLOATS ABOVE STEREOTYPES
133 'CHARIOTS OF FIRE;' A CINEMA SUCCESS
121 .GUIDELINES HELPFUL, NOT ALWAYS ACCURATE
131 DEATHTRAP-DISARMING FUN
081 SPIELBERG OFFERS REEL. SUMMER FUN (LOVITT)
061.- 'ANNIE' MORE HYPE THAN HOPE
031 ROCKY, A,,WINNER AGAIN IN ROUND III (DUNCAN)
191. --WOMAN MOONLIGHTS TESTING PREGNANT COWS
101 MURPHY'S LAW--ALIVE AND KICKING
051 *COW COLLEGE A BONAFIDE UNIVERSITY
211 ''-FARMERS TUNE IN AND TURN ON
SEE AG MUSEUM
113 SD MUSIC TEACHERS CONVENTION INCLUDES PERFORMANCE
071 *M TODD, MAKER OF GUITARS
126 SD MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOC CONFERENCE
124 *HATFIELD'S KEY IS SAX, OBOE, & ALL THAT JAZZ
105 MUSIC DEPT KEYED FOR FRESH SEASON
111 1876 MUSICAL TO BE PERFORMED ON CAMPUS
111 HARMONIOUS EVENTS HIGHLIGHT WEEK
124 CHOIR DIRECTOR TO LEAVE DEPARTMENT
101 FAST EDDIE'S SWITCH FROM CONVENTIONAL TO 'NEW WAVE'
121 "-BAND HAS COME A LONG WAY (G EMERY)
091 HOLM PERFORMS BETTER ON STAGE THAN IN STUDIO
125 *SDSU SYMPHONY BAND PERFORMED
125 SYMPHONIC BAND ON TOUR
104 *STARR SLOWLY FADES INTO GREY (LA\ifRENCE)
144 '"-RED WILLOW TO PLAY FOR LAST TIME. . .AGAIN
082 TALKING HEADS RETAIN FRESHNESS (PENGRA)
114 UPCOMING EVENTS TO FEATURE SAXAPHONIST, PUPPETS, QUI
091 "THE RETURN OF SPCO
092 JAZZ BANDS, MALLET GROUP TO PERFORM
093 '^STATESMEN, CHORUS TO JOIN IN SONG
092 CONCERTS DIFFICULT TO SCHEDULE AT SDSU
Oil '''WEISBERG SHOW--'A PARTY OF ONE'
041 IF ROCK CONCERTS DRAW ANSWERS, MORE POWER TO PLANNER
051 SO YOU WANT A ROCK AND ROLL CONCERT, DO YOU...
094 HATFIELD GIVES RECITAL
101 BAND, CHOIR CONCERTS HIGHLIGHT CONFERENCE
121 --CONCERT CHOIR, CHAMBER CHOIR PERFORM
111 FLUTIST TRILLS, CAPTIVATES HER AUDIENCE
171 --DR HOOK'S ROCK'N'ROLL ANTICS
111 CONCERT TALENT EXPENSIVE (LOVITT)
084 CLASSICAL CELLO, PIANO CONCERT PREMIERES GUEST ARTIS
121 WORLD-TRAVELED GUITARIST, LIONA BOYD TO PERFORM
035 SENATE--TRY FOR TUCKER
101 SDSU CONCERT CHOIR TO GIVE FREE CONCERT
092 *ART, TECHNOLOGY BLEND AT CONCERT (DARR)
013 SENATE SCRUTINIZES MUSIC BUDGET
125 SDSU-CIVIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA WILL PERFORM
061 SENATE BACKS BIG-NAME CONCERT
091 CHOIRS, SYMPHONIES TO HIGHLIGHT CONVENTION
101 *VENSAND EMPHASIZES FUN OF OPERA (DECOCK)
105 SDSU WELCOMES UNO ORCHESTRA
104 SD STRING QUARTET TO PERFORM
091 BARBERSHOP MUSIC A NOVELTY
091 SENIOR RECITALS SET...PERCUSSION GROUP PERFORMS
105 BRASS QUINTET TO PERFORM AT DOUBLE SENIOR RECITAL
091 SOPRANO VENSAND TO GIVE FIRST FACULTY RECITAL
106 SCOTT OLSON, DAWN SEELEY TO GIVE SENIOR RECITALS
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NOTATION
INSTRUMENTALISTS OLSON, SEELEY PERFORM RECITALS
SPENCER, BERBERIAN GIVE RECITALS
MUSIC PERFORMANCES ARE 'KEY' FOR PROFS
RECITALS TRIGGER SWEAT AND NERVES
MUSIC PRIMAVERA, SYMPHONY TO PERFORM
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA TO FEATURE POP CONCERTS
VARDI MAKES VIOLA 'A PART OF LIVING' (DECOCK)
BIOETHICS--SEND IN THE CLONES
MORE THAN ONE SIDE TO INDIAN LAND (NACHTIGAL)
YOU'RE BETTER OFF WITHOUT BOLOGNA
EMOTIONS OR NOT, THE BUCK STOPS AT DOVE HUNTING
•JACKS LOSE HOME OPENER
''NAUTILUS IS GREAT WAY TO GET IN SHAPE
4-H STUDENT WINS NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
FEMINIST PASTOR PREACHES EQUALITY (UKEN)
"A BRIEF LOOK AT AN UNDERWEAR FACTORY (UKEN)
TALK NOW OR PAY CONSEQUENCES LATER
PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN GOES UNDER
NITRATES--POTENTIAL KILLER
NOISE ORDINANCE DISCOURAGES LOUD PARTIES
SHED NO TEARS (L)
'''NON-TRADITIONALS ON THE INCREASE
NON-TRADITIONALS--BACK TO SCHOOL (BOSSMAN)
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS OFTEN LACK FUNDS
NORLIN APPOINTED PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION HEAD
SDSU WINS THIRD STRAIGHT NCC CROWN
NCC PREVIEW--DEFENSE, INJURIES KEY TO CROWN
BAD CARTOON (L)
'•'SDSU LAB ANALYZES FARMERS' FEEDS (FISCHER)
^COALITION CONCERNED WITH USE OF RESOURCES
SEE ENERGY NUCLEAR
NURSERY SCHOOL BENEFITS KIDS, SDSU STUDENTS
HELP WORKSHOP SET
"SHORTAGE A BOOSTER TO NURSING STUDENTS
NURSES TO GET ADVICE
MASTER'S PROGRAM STATE FUNDED
NURSING DEP'T SEES OVERFLOW (BOSSMAN)
'•'MIKE O'CONNOR BEGINS CAMPAIGN (SOMMER)
'"'O'CONNOR WINS IN LOW TURNOUT
O'CONNOR A SYMBOL FOR FEMINISTS (SPECK)
OAKWOOD FOCUS HISTORICAL
OAKWOOD TO BE RELEASED IN LATE APRIL
4 COMPANIES TO INTERVIEW GRADUATING SENIORS ON CAMPU
FIRMS TO BE ON CAMPUS TO INTERVIEW SENIORS
DO COLLEGE STUDENTS LOOK FOR JOBS OR CAREERS...
JOBS--STEPPING INTO THE REAL WORLD
CAREER CENTER--BRIDGING THE GAP (GRAVES)
ARTS & SCIENCE FAIR TO JOIN STUDENTS, EMPLOYERS
HEALTH CAREER FAIR
AG CAREERS DAY SET
SDSU WOMAN ENJOYS JOB AS MORTICIAN (UKEN)
JOB MARKET TIGHT FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
-'MAN OF FEW WORDS CROONS IN COFFEEHOUSE
OMODT'S MAGIC MORE THAN HOCUS POCUS
'"'STUDENT'S OPERA WORK CHALLENGES
ORAL INTERPRETERS PLACE HIGH AT U OF WISC, RIVER FAL
NOISE ORDINANCE DISCOURAGES LOUD PARTIES
ORDINANCE REFERENDUM COULD CREATE SPLIT
ODD/EVEN PARKING DECISION REVERSED
COMMISSION REVOKES CORE AREA
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
MUSIC RECITALS 810211 094 :
810218 146 :
811111 083 1
820224 091 ]
MUSIC SYMPHONY 801112 101 1
811014 111 ;
820120 111 "
MYERS GERALD 810902 122 :
NACHTIGAL JERRY 800917 061 ]
801001 083 "
801015 051 ]
NASH DAVE 810325 151 ^
NAUTILUS 820331 163 ^
NELSON DARLA 820120 025 '
NELSON LINDA 820217 071 ^
NESSEIM PAUL 820324 101 ^
NEUMANN SHERRY 800917 041 '
NEWSPAPERS 820203 041 :
NITRATES 800903 111 1
NOISE 800924 081 1
NON-TRADITIONALS 801022 054 !
810218 071 •
810916 061 1
820303 073 1
NORLIN DENNIS 810902 132 1
NORTH CENTRAL CONF 810902 282 ;
810909 141 1
NORTHERN STATE COL 820428 053 :
NOVOTNY LAWRENCE 810930 151 •
820331 183 •
NUCLEAR ENERGY
NURSERY SCHOOL 820721 021 1
NURSES 800910 061 :
810930 062 •
811118 025 i
820303 085 ;
NURSING DEPT 820210 Oil ;
O'CONNOR MIKE 820324 091 •
820609 144 •
O'CONNOR SANDRA 811007 043
OAKWOOD 810114 094
810415 106
OCCUPATIONS 800910 023
800917 064 :
810408 Oil :
810408 081
810923 062
811014 031
811021 025
811028 183
820303 015
820428 Oil
OLSEN KARL 801210 112
OMODT GREG 820303 131
OPERA 820331 131
ORAL INTERPRETERS 811104 081
ORDINANCES 800924 081
801001 012
801008 031
810303 064
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SUBJECT DATE pap:
ORDINANCES 810325 034
810909 062
810916 Oil
811021 061
820127 085
820203 091
820210 "075
ORGAN 810506 111
OUTING CENTER 820127 152
PALMER LUIS 810415 035
PARENT & CHILD 801112 041
PARKER DALLAS 801022 131
PARKER FLOYD W 820217 021
PARKS Sc. RECREATION 811209 081
820505 213
PATHWAYS 810325 041
PATRICK ROBERT 801112 092
PATRIOTISM 820224 053
PATTERSON BILL 800903 063
PEACE 820331 064
PEACE CORPS 801001 033
811111 071
820324 031
PEARSON DAVID 800910 043
PENGRA ROBERT 810916 024
PENGRA RUTH 820303 121
PETERS C BROOKS 820210 086
820217 Oil
PETERSON RAY 810415 092
PETERSON WARREN 811014 016
PETERSON WAYNE 801029 084
801029 091
PETS 810218 175
PHARMACY 810114 061
PHEASANTS 801015 161
801029 111
810114 114
820120 151
PHI KAPPA PHI 810429 021
PHYSICAL FITNESS 810121 124
PHYSICAL PLANT 801105 012
801210 071
810121 013
810325 Oil
810401 062
810429 072
820127 031
820127 085
PHYSICIANS
810429 041
PHYSICS 820217 021
PIEPEL MIKE 801210 051
PIERSEL DAVID 801026 094
PILOTS 810408 035
PIPELINES 801001 131
810506 072
PIZZA 820303 091
PLACEMENT
820428 Oil
PLAGIARISM 810325 064
J NOTATION
PEACE ORDINANCE CLAUSE APPROVED
BROOKINGS POLICE GET DRIVEWAY DEFINITION
^STUDENTS DISTURBED BY PEACE ORDINANCES
CITY TO LEVY STRICT PENALTIES FOR ORDINANCE INFRACTI
SNOW ORDINANCE BURIES COMMUNITY IN TICKETS
PROPERTY OWNERS VS CITY. ON ZONING
PROPERTY OWNERS SAY ORDINANCES UNFAIR
ORGAN- TALENT IS ONLY A BUTTON AWAY
SPORTING GOODS AVAILABLE
SOCCER STAR AT SDSU
NO SUPER-PARENT (L)
RUSSIAN LIQUID FERTILIZER SECRET DISCOVERED BY GRAD
PARKER'S EXPERIMENTS 'ATTENTION GETTERS'
LARSON park INDOOR ICE ARENA SHELTERED FROM SNOW, SU
FEW COMPLAINTS ACCOMPANY PARK PARTIES
STAY OFF THE GRASS (WELLS)
PLAYWRIGHT ON SDSU CAMPUS WORKING WITH DRAMA CLASSES
KENNEDY PATRIOTISM (JACKSON)
*CLASS PROJECT LANDS JOB FOR SAGA'S NEW IMAGE-MAKER
ANTI-NUCLEAR EASTER VIGIL PLANNED .
"PEACE CORPS STINT ALTERS VIEWS (D BLACK)
PEACE CORPS AIMS AT SDSU (GARVEY)
PEACE CORPS OFFERS CHALLENGES, REWARDS
THANKS TO A FINE ADMINISTRATOR
PENGRA NAMED HEAD OF MICROBIOLOGY DEPT
*CRAFTSWOMEN DAUBLE IN 'FUNCTIONAL ART'
PETERS TO SPEAK ON NAZI HORRORS
'•-PETERS RECOUNTS NAZI HORRORS
'•'PETERSON IS 'SET' IN HIS WAYS
SDSU EMPLOYEE CHARGED WITH GRAND THEFT
PETERSON FOCUSES CAMPAIGN ON PARITY"
'•'MCGOVERN-PETERSON DEBATE
PROBLEM PETS NEED RESPONSIBLE OWNERS
SHEPARD ADDITION IMPROVES PHARMACY DEPARTMENT
STUDENTS HELP RESTORE PHEASANTS (MUELLER)
1981 PHEASANT STAMP CONTEST
RETURNED BANDS AID PHEASANT RESTORATION
'•'PHEASANTS SURVIVE THE COLD
FACULTY LECTURESHIP CREATED
SHEEHAN--KEEPING BODY IN MOTION DEVELOPS ENERGY
SIX WILL LOSE JOBS IN $720,000 BUDGET CUTS (MEYER)
'•'GRAVEYARD SHIFT KEEPS CAMPUS WARM
'•'HEATING PLANT WARNED--EPA TO CONDUCT TESTS
PHYSICAL PLANT WITHIN OUR QUALITY STANDARDS
CONSERVATION EFFORTS PAY OFF
SOME ANTAGONIZED BY MAINTENANCE POLICIES
SDSU HEATING BILL TURNED ON HIGH
EPA TO TEST PLANT EMISSIONS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHYSICIANS
SYSTEM STALLS FOREIGN DOCTORS (GUARNIERI)
PARKER'S EXPERIMENTS 'ATTENTION GETTERS'
SO YOU WANT A ROCK AND ROLL CONCERT, DO YOU...
MUSIC PROF ELECTED SDMTA PRESIDENT
FLIGHT EXAMS OFFERED
NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE STUDY--FINDING ARTIFACTS
ARCHEOLOGISTS PAVE WAY FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
'"'PIZZA POPULARITY PROFITS PIZZA PLACES
SEE ALSO OCCUPATIONS
JOB MARKET TIGHT FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
LITERARY THEFT RARELY GOES UNNOTICED (BLACK)
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SUBJECT
PLANTS POTTED
PLAYS
POACHING
POETRY
POLICE •
POLICE CAMPUS
POLITICS & GOVT-SD
POLITICS & GOVT-US
POLLUTION
POTTERY
POVERTY
POWERLIFTING
•pOWERLINES
PRICE VINCENT
PRINTING
PRISONERS
PROPERTY TAX
PROTSCH VINCENT
PRUNTY ROGER
PUBLIC MEETINGS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUBLIC UTIL-SD
PULSCHER CALVIN
QUINN GORDON
RABBITS
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810128 115 PLANTS ADD 'LITTLE EXTRA' TO HOME ENVIRONMENT
820127 012 BUT PROBLEMS STILL SPROUTING
SEE DRAMA
801112 114 '-POACHER SUSPECTED IN DEER KILLING (JENSEN)
801105 104- ^POETRY READINGS ATTRACT CROWDS
811111 091 ^EMOTIONAL POETRY ENCOUNTER WITH BRECHT
801008 041 OUNCE OF PREVENTION NEEDED WHEN CHASE ENDANGERS
820428 045 RIGHTS IGNORED BY LOCAL POLICE
820505 041 CRITICISM OF LOCAL POLICE UNFAIR (L)
801008 Oil CHASE POLICY A NO-WIN DECISION
801022 012 PARKING TICKETS ARE A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS
801029 012 CAMPUS DRUG BUST NUMBER 4 A WEEK (LAWRENCE)
801105 Oil SDSU COPS KEPT BUSY
801105 032 SALARY DOESN'T MAKE CAMPUS JOB ATTRACTIVE (LAWRENCE)
801112 016 COPS WOULD RATHER WARN THAN TICKET
801119 034 POLICE RETRIEVING STOLEN SIGNS
810902 111 ''-NEW CHIEF SEEKS NEW IMAGE
810916 031 CAMPUS POLICE SEEK TO EDUCATE PUBLIC, RECOVER GOODS
800924 Oil NO DEBATE, BUT THAT WAS MAIN ISSUE (BUTLER)
801105 015 CAMPUS NOT IMMUNE TO CHURCH, STATE CLASH (SPRINGER)
801112 044 -'-TIRED FEET, DEFEAT MARK CAMPAIGN
801210 041 PROMISES ARE NOT YET MET (ED)
810128 041 IT'S BEEN A HECKUVA WEEK (ED)
820324 091 THIS YEAR CLAIMED DEMOCRAT'S YEAR (LAWRENCE)
820421 013 PRESIDENT'S MAN VS SD DEMO'S HOPE
820421 045 A CONTRAST IN STYLES
820428 041 COLUMN ON DEBATE IRRESPONSIBLE (L)
820721 043 STRANGE POLITICAL BEDFELLOWS (DUNCAN)
801112 043 EXAGGERATED (L)
810325 Oil PHYSICAL PLANT WITHIN OUR QUALITY STANDARDS
820127 085 EPA TO TEST PLANT EMISSIONS
810408 131 POTTERY CLASSES OPEN TO INTERESTED
810923 031 HOME ECON STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT BIG-CITY POVERTY
820303 161 *SDSU POWERLIFTERS SHOW THEIR STRENGTH
800924 133 STUDENT FIGHTS MANDAN POWERLINES CITING HEALTH
811028 121 ''-PRICE TO FLAUNT VILLAIN'S EXPERTISE (LOVITT)
811104 Oil '"fPRICELESS LECTURE NOT 'HORRORBLE'
810128 Oil IDLE PRINT EQUIPMENT PROMPTS COMPLAINTS
810204 012 SDSU PRINTING GRADUATES LACK 'WORKING KNOWLEDGE'
810211 041 PRINTING PROGRAM CAN MAKE IT--HARD WORK NEEDED
810211 043 DISCOURAGING ARTICLE BY COLLEGIAN (L)
811028 031 ''-PRINTERS STAMP OUT 'NEGATIVISM' (BOSSMAN)
810506 161 '^THE PEN
820203 Oil FRATS TURN TO LEGISLATURE ON TAX QUESTION
820217 051 KOEPSELL RESPONDS (L)
810506 092 '•'•PROTSCH TO RESIGN--TIME FOR A CHANGE
810930 091 MAYOR PRUNTY DEFENDS STUDENT INTERESTS
820210 042 MEALY-MOUTH MAYOR (L)
801022 041 OPEN MEETINGS ARE BEST (ED)
801029 Oil SESSION MAY VIOLATE OPEN MEETING LAW (COLE)
810225 061 FORUMS VOTED ON AT BRIEF SA MEETING
810225 075 'APATHY' MARKS SA CANDIDATES FORUMS
800903 063 *CLASS PROJECT LANDS JOB FOR SAGA'S NEW IMAGE-MAKER
801026 012 SDSU, CITY DEEMED GOOD FRIENDS
810218 051 PROPOSAL COULD SEND 'PR SIX' TO UNEMPLOYMENT LINE
801026 081 COURT ORDERS STATE TO REPAY MILLIONS
820303 181 '-MOTORCYCLE RACER TAKES TO THE ICE
810401 091 '^LITTLE I--THE BIGGEST SHOW IN TOWN
810909 151 RABBIT CYGLES--FOOD FOR THOUGHT
820721 072 RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL AT SDSU
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
RAILROADS, 801015 033 1
810114 051 ]
RAPE 800910 01:1 1
800910 041 : ]
800917 OIT 1
801026 064 ]
810114 053 ]
RAVENBERG SHARRIE 810325, 071 1
REAGAN RONALD. 801015 142 ^
801022 091 •
801105 041 ]
810916 043 ]
811021 043. 1
820324 043 ]
RECIPROCITY 801015 Oil ]
810408 101 ]
811028 015 ]
RECKARD WAYNE 801026 012 1
810225 Oil •
810303 012 .
810303 031 :
810303 044 1
810909 081 •
811209 Oil ]
820203 041 ]
RECORDINGS 811111 081
811118 083 :
820127 101 1
RECREATION 801112 042 1
RECREATION CLUB 820331 026 1
REDBONE LEON 810218 043 :
REE HILLS 801008 081 ]
REFEREES 801029 131
REGENTS (
800910 014 1
800917 084 :
800924 oil ]
801001 014 1
801008 Oil 1
801022 Oil ]
801026 Oil ]
801112 071 ]
• 801210 093 :
801210 106 ]
810114 Oil ]
810114 041 (
810114 081 1
810114 083 ]
810121 Oil ]
810121 081 :
810211 081 1
810218 041 ]
810218 105 1
810218 112 1
810325 013 1
810401 085 ;
810429 091 •
810506 083 1
810506 091 •
810902 041 ;
NOTATION
S DAKOTANS MAY: PAY FOR RAILROADS (SPRINGER) , ,
RAIL-PROPOSAL (L)
GAG ORDER CHOKES RAPE DETAILS
DISCRETION, YES--GAG ORDERS, NO
CHARGES'ARE DISMISSED IN RAPE. CASE
RAPE VICTIM USUALLY KNOWS HER ATTACKER'
...CD
SDSU COEDS AMONG FIRST TO WIN PILOT SLOTS
MONDALE SLAMS REAGAN (JENSEN).
REAGAN SKIMS SD (SPRINGER)
REAGAN PRESIDENCY COULD BE NATIONAL DISASTER
REAGAN TOUGHNESS--WASTING LIVES AND WORLD PATIENCE
ONLY REAGAN MAY BE LAUGHING (LAWRENCE)
REAGAN UNRESPONSIVE TO PUBLIC (LAWRENCE)
RECIPROCITY DOLLARS EXITING STATE (MEYER)
RUMORS FALSE--SD-MN RECIPROCITY SAFE
REGENTS RENEW RECIPROCITY WITH MINNESOTA
OFFICIAL CLAIMS HE'S OVERPD--PITCHFORD NEW GRAND POO
INCUMBENTS, CHALLENGERS WIND UP CAMPAIGN WEEK
AGRICULTURE VOTE SWINGS ELECTION
BUSY VACATION AHEAD OF RECKARD
MADE A DIFFERENCE
TO GARVEY--FORGET SNACKS, GET THE FACTS
RECKARD, CENSKY RATE HIGH MARKS SO FAR
HIGHER ADMISSIONS STANDARDS
'NINE TONIGHT' ALBUM PRIME SEGER TALENT (LOVITT)
FOGELBERG--CHILDHOOD RELIVED (ROE)
NEW ALBUMS SUBJECTED TO EXPERT SCRUTINY
NO FUN AND GAMES (L)
SDSU REC CLUB ESTABLISHED
LEON (WHITE)BONE...(L)
REE HILLS PROVIDE HISTORY AND HUNTING (NACHTIGAL)
INTRAMURAL REFEREES MAY BE TOMORROW'S ZEBRAS
SEE ALSO NAMES-OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
NEW STUDENT REGENT REIGNS 2 DAYS AFTER APPOINTMENT
FORMER STUDENT REGENTS REFLECT ON ROLES, ACCOMPLISHM
REGENTS DISCARD FEE INCREASE, REDUCE AID REQUEST
UNION TO PETITION OVER REGENTS' HEADS
STUDENT REGENT SEEKS TO TRIM FAT
REGENTS PRESCRIBE EXTRA MONEY FOR HEALING CUTS
REGENTS AGREE, FORM COMMITTEE (BUTLER)
REGENTS RALLY ANNOUNCED
PE BUILDING PLANS AXED
REGENTS TO MEET AT SDSU
REGENT REPLACED IN SURPRISE MOVE
OUSTER PROVES INSIGHTFUL (ED)
REGENTS MEET--PRESENT BUDGET REQUEST
RESIDENCY RULE 'DISCRIMINATORY'
REGENTS TRIM BUDGET, REDUCE 'FRILL' FUNDING (SPECK)
BOARD DELAYS HIRING OF HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSIONER
REGENT VOTE NOT DEAD, REVIVAL NOW UNDERWAY
MISLEADING ARTICLE (L)
CASE TO DETERMINE REGENTS' AUTHORITY
NEW SYSTEM GETS MIXED REVIEWS
REGENTS RAISE TUITION, REVERT FUNDS
SD REGENTS DON'T WORK NINE TO FIVE
*'BIG TICKET' ITEMS DELAYED (CURRY)
NEIGHBOR STATES ELECT, NOMINATE REGENTS
HIGHER EDUCATION'S SCHOOL BOARD
REGENTS BEGIN LENGTHY BUDGET PROCESS FOR SCHOOLS
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SUBJECT
REGENTS
RELIGION
REMOTE SENSING
RESEARCH
RESIDENCE HALLS
DATE PAPER
810923 014 ]
810923 041 ]
810923 081 ]
810930 Oil. •
810930 041 ]
810930 044 1
81.0930 081 •
811007 041 :
811007 046 1
811021 041 ]
811021 051
811021 071 :
811028 041 ]
811028 091 ]
811028 111 :
811104 oil ]
811209 016 ]
820127 041 :
820127 081 1
820324 064 ;
820428 031 :
820609 041 ]
820623 014 •
820623 041. 1
820721 oil ]
801008 051 ]
801105 015 1
810506 032 1
810930 052 1
811111 121 ,
811111 125 ;
811118 053 ,
820421 052 ,
810916 022 :
811007 063 ,
811104 071 :
801015 151 1
801022 131 :
801022 134 •
801105 061 :
801210 084 •
810211 111 1
810218 171 •
810401 093 •
811028 101 :
801210 081 :
810204 061
810325 031
810902 144 :
810909 042 :
810930 094
811104 053 '
811209 071
811209 111 :
820127 oil
820127 oil
820217 063
820217 063
820324 015
NOTATION
REGENTS APPROVE TUITION HIKE OF AT LEAST 7 PERCENT
REGENTS--STOP BEING BULLIES (ED)
HIEMSTRA--STUDENT OPINIONS ON REGENT BOARD (RIETMAN)
'•REGENTS FIRE 2 OFFICIALS.
REGENTS FLEX MUSCLES (ED)
SRSTKA RETORTS (L)
''^REASONS SHOULD ACCOMPANY DISMISSALS
BIG BROTHER (L)
SPEAK SOFTLY, REGENTS CARRY BIG STICK (LAWRENCE)
HISTORICAL PRECEDENCE FOR REGENTS' FIRING
...SRSTKA, REGENTS WON'T ANSWER ISSUES
BOARD OF REGENTS MEETS IN RAPID CITY
REGENTS OFFER TRICKS, FEW TREATS (ED)
REGENTS ADOPT GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATION (RIETMAN)
SA OFFICIALS OPPOSE KEY REGENT MEETING ISSUES
REGENTS MAY BE WITHHOLDING MONEY
REGENTS OKAY SPENDING OF EXCESS MONEY
LOSS OF MED SCHOOL WAIVER PLAN SICKENING
REGENTS REQUEST STUDY ON DUPLICATE PROGRAM
SENATORS UNHAPPY WITH REGENTS
PRIORITY LIST RANKS PROGRAMS
REGENTS WRONG ON BEER BAN (ED)
'••REGENTS SET UP AG COMMITTEE, DELAY HOUSEMOMS
REGENTS' MORAL CODE (ED)
REGENTS APPROVE SPECIAL PAY RAISE
REFUTES CHRISTENSEN, THE URANIUM INITIATIVE
CAMPUS NOT IMMUNE TO CHURCH, STATE CLASH (SPRINGER)
MINISTER--CULT MISLEADS UNWARY
GOD DEFAMED (L)
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES PUSH CREATIONISM (SUMMER)
DARWINISM CREATED EVOLVING CONTROVERSY (LAWRENCE)
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES (L)
AMERICAN KHOMEINIS (L)
REMOTE SENSING EARNS MILLIONS IN GRANTS (SCHNEIDER)
ABSENT VOTERS DELAY RSI FUNDING
FINAL FUNDING APPROVAL GIVEN TO RSI
MILITARY IDEA OPENS DOOR TO NEW MEAT RESEARCH
RUSSIAN LIQUID FERTILIZER SECRET DISCOVERED BY GRAD
'••INTENSE RESEARCH USED IN FEED TOXIN MYSTERY
RESEARCHERS TESTING CONVENIENCE FOODS
'•'STEERS AID BIOLOGY STUDY
OZONE RESEARCH PROVIDES CLEANER WATER
'•'RESEARCH ANIMALS ENJOY 'GOOD LIFE'
TEST COW TRANSMITTING ON LOCAL RADIO WAVES
RESEARCH 'SOLUTION' MAY CAUSE PROBLEM (POWERS)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF HALLS
KEGS, DAMAGES RELATED
BINNEWIES RESIDENTS PAY MOST FOR DORM DAMAGES
BEER PRIVILEGES REVOKED BY IRHC
HALL DIRECTORS SURPRISED BY SDSU AND S DAKOTA
NIGHT SECURITY--A WOMAN'S JOB
COMPUTER SEEKS COMPATIBLE MATES
WECOTA HALL--NOT JUST ANOTHER DORM
'•fUNISEX DORMS--PLEASANT SHIFT OF ATTITUDE
DECK THE HALL WITH A MURAL
BINNEWIES 'EXPERIMENT' LABELED SUCCESS
HOUSING--DRUG USE IN DORMS DOWN
HICKS LIKES STUDENTS' QUARTERS
HOW TO DECORATE A SHOW BOX
BROWN, WANETA HALLS CONSIDER GOING COED
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
RESIDENCE HALLS 820428 021 •
820428 064 :
820505 016 1
820505 031 ^
820609 Oil ]
820707 Oil :
RESIDENT ASSISTANT 811209 031 ]
RESOURCE COALITION 820331 183 •
RESOURCES 810408 046 :
RESTAURANTS 811104 071 •
RETAIL TRADES (
810902 071 •
RETIREMENT 801112 031 :
810303 035 :
810902 061 ]
810916 012 •
820331 085 :
RETTIG JEANIE 810401. 141 •
RICHARDSON MARILYN 820324 131 •
RIES DAN 811209 111 ]
RIFLE CLUB 810325 155 ]
RITCHIES FRANK 801008 071 ^
ROADS 810415 081 :
ROBERTS CLINT 800903 061 1
801015 091 •
801015 094 ]
801119 081 ]
820127 081 ]
820203 044 1
820331 016 ]
820331 041 ]
820421 013 :
820421 041 :
ROBERTS GAWAIN 810121 034 •
ROBERTS LARRY 800910 053 1
800910 055 1
RODEO 801022 141 1
810325 171 1
810401 151 1
810401 •155 1
810408 171 •
810429 235 ;
810506 131 ^
810916 121 ^
810930 143 ;
811014 145 ;
811021 133 I
811111 111 :
820210 131 •
820421 143 •
820421 145 :
820428 051 ,
820428 121 :
820428 141 •
820505 075 •
820505 201 •
ROMANS JOHN 810909 156 •
ROSS JAMES 820331 025 :
820505 071 •
ROTC 800924 071 •
NOTATION
APPLICATIONS FOR DORM ROOMS OPENED
BROWN, WANETA EVERCHANGING
SDSU DORMS COULD LOSE CABLE TV
*'SHOW STEALERS' MAY GET CAUGHT
REGENTS BAN BEER IN DORMITORIES
BEER REACTION VARIED (WIEDERICH)
MIDTERM RA'S GET FEWER INTERVIEWS
COALITION CONCERNED WITH USE OF RESOURCES
BREAK OUT OF TRAP (WELLS)
'"FOREIGN COOKS' SPECIALTY--INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
SEE ALSO BUSINESS
BROOKINGS GREETS RETURNING STUDENTS--AND MONEY
BERRY CONTINUES TO BUCK SYSTEM
BERRY'S JOB APPEAL GETS FED'S SUPPORT
EX-PROF FIGHTING RETIREMENT POLICY
TEACHERS' GROUP AIDS BERRY FIGHT
BERRY'S LAWSUIT PARTIALLY DISMISSED
JACKRABBIT GUARD NAMED TO AIAW ALL-REGION HONOR TEA
THE DANCE AT SDSU
DECK THE HALL WITH A MURAL
RIFLE CLUB SHOOTS WELL AT HOME
'"NOT MANY FRANK RITCHIE S LEFT
FEDERAL CUTS PAVE WAY FOR GRAVEL ROADS
SIOUX DON'T OWN HILLS AFTER ALL (NACHTIGAL)
'"STOFFERAHN PUSHES HIS 'QUALIFICATIONS' (BLAIR)
ROBERTS MEETS STUDENTS (CURRY)
ROBERTS ANTICS HIGHLIGHT CAPITOL BASH (BUTLER)
ROBERTS SHOWS OPTIMISM (SOMMER)
CLINT ROBERTS WRONG (L)
DASCHLE, ROBERTS SCHEDULE DEBATE
REAGANOMICS HURTING ROBERTS (BUTLER)
PRESIDENT'S MAN VS SD DEMO'S HOPE
FAULTY REASONING BEHIND CUTS (ED)
'•^EX-STUDENT SOLVES HIS JOB PROBLEM
COLUMN UNFAIR (L)
ROBERTS RACIST...(L)
MORE MEMBERS IMPROVE THIS YEAR'S TEAM (GERLACH)
RODEO CLUB RIDES TO BIG VICTORY
COWBOYS FORCED TO WIN JUST TO AFFORD RODEO TRIPS
RODEO TEAM TAKES LEAD
^RIDER GOING FOR BIG TITLE
STAMPEDE--BIG RODEO TO 4 SDSU TITLE-CONTENDERS
'"SUTTON CLAIMS ALL-AROUND--SDSU WINS TEAM TITLE
"RODEO TEAM LOOKING FOR 6TH TITLE
RODEO TEAM LEADS REGION FOLLOWING VICTORIES (WENCK)
RODEO TEAM CAPTURES SECOND WIN OF YEAR
COWGIRLS TAKE ALL-AROUND, WIN 1ST STAMPEDE
RODEO TEAM FINISHES SECOND AT NDSU
RODEO TEAM RIDES TO FIRST
RODEO TEAMS NATIONALLY RANKED
RODEO QUEEN TO BE HERE
JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE NEEDS SUPPORT (L)
RODEO TEAM PREPARES FOR STAMPEDE
SDSU'S ROBIN BAIL REIGNS OVER RODEO
DIANE MACKABEN-ON CAMPUS FOR THE STAMPEDE
SDSU WINS STAMPEDE
SDSU GRAD NEW HEAD OF ANIMAL SCIENCE
REGENTS HONOR SDSU PROFESSOR
'^REGENTS HONOR PROFESSORS
"ANNUAL ROTC RAPPELLING CLINIC
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SUBJECT
ROTC
ROYER PAUL
RUNNING
RUSSELL GEORGE
SA
SA-ADMINISTRATION
SA-BUDGET
SA-ELECTIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
801119 065 ROTC FORMAL WILL FEATURE AIR FORCE STAGE BAND
810325 071 "CHURCH, MILITARY CLASH OVER EXTENSION BID AT AUGIE
810325 071 SDSU COEDS AMONG FIRST TO WIN PILOT SLOTS
810429 191 "ROTC FIELD DAY
810916 073 "WOBBLE WALK'N
810930 114 CHINA MAKING MUSICAL GAINS
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
800903 133 RUNNERS FACE 10,000 METER RUN WEDNESDAY
801008 151 "CAMPBELL ENDURES DISTANCE FOR REWARD
810401 135 BEARDSLEY TIES FOR WIN IN A 'STRANGE' FINISH
810902 271 RUNNERS PICKED TO REPEAT TITLES
820210 141 WEATHER TO RUN OR NOT-WINTER JOGGING
820609 091 *IOWA RUNNER WINS JACKRABBIT 15
810204 091 '«YOU NAME IT, RUSSELL SINGS IT
801022 041 OPEN MEETINGS ARE BEST (ED)
801029 Oil SESSION MAY VIOLATE OPEN MEETING LAW (COLE)
801210 Oil ROAD TO ACHIEVEMENT PAVED WITH RED TAPE
810204 061 SA PETITIONS DUE NEXT \ffiEK
810225 061 FORUMS VOTED ON AT BRIEF SA MEETING
810225 075 'APATHY' MARKS SA CANDIDATES FORUMS
810429 065 SA EYES ROLL AT BOD MEETING
810902 135 SENATE WON'T OPPOSE TAX
810909 025 HOUSING, PARKING MEANS WORK FOR SA OFFICIALS
811111 041 PRESS VS GOVT ALIVE WITH COLLEGIAN SENATE (SPECK)
811209 Oil RECKARD, CENSKY RATE HIGH MARKS SO FAR
811209 064 SA PREPARES CAMPUS PARTY PROPOSAL...
820331 065 NO SUPPORT TO EASTER LILY PROJECT
800910 031 SA ADMINISTRATOR SCHATZ RESIGNS
820324 053 STUDENT GOVERNMENT COMMANDS RESPECT
820324 064 STUDENT SENATE SELECTS ADVISER
820421 025 *laRSON, HUETHER NAME 4 TO SA COMMITTEES
820428 061 RECKARD, CENSKY STILL HAVE SOME DUTIES
820428 065 SENATE APPROVES CURRY AS EDITOR
801015 031 BUDGET HEARINGS COULD PUT STUDENT SENATE TO TEST
801015 041 FEE FORUM WOULD INVITE GREATER STUDENT FEE-BUDGET PA
801022 Oil FINANCE COMMITTEE BARS PUBLIC FROM MEETING
801022 016 SENATE CUTS, TABLES SUC FUNDS
801022 052 SUC BUDGET (L)
801026 044 DISAPPOINTMENT REGARDING MUSIC COUNCIL BUDGET (L)
801026 044 STUDENT ACTIVITY FEES ARE SPENT PROMOTING SDSU (L)
801105 044 MORE CUTS REQUIRED TO HOLD FEES DOWN (WILSON)
801105 061 STUDENT FEE SYSTEM MAY BECOME PROPORTIONAL TO CREDIT
801119 061 BUDGET PROPOSALS ALTERED DURING PROCESS (COLE)
810121 016 'SLUSH FUND' ROUSING ISSUE AT MEETING
810128 032 SA CUTS INTO UNION REQUEST
810303 031 SA REVIEWS ATHLETIC BUDGET-QUESTIONS FORSYTH
810401 Oil FEES SURPLUS TO SPUR FUNDING INCREASE
810408 016 DELETION CONFUSES SENATE
810408 041 THE $43,000 PUZZLE (ED)
810923 023 SENATE CHANGES BUDGETING PROCEDURE
811021 015 SENATE EXAMINES ATHLETIC BUDGET
811111 031 EXPENSIVE CONCERTS REJECTED
801105 065 SENATE DISPLAYS VOTING PATTERNS
810211 031 1981 SA ELECTIONS HAVE INTERESTING TWISTS
810211 031 SA ACCEPTS NOMINATIONS, PETITION, DISCUSSES HEALTH S
810218 Oil CAMPAIGNS--LATE NIGHTS AND NERVES
810218 041 NO VOTE BETTER THAN IGNORANT VOTE (LAWRENCE)
810218 081 *1981-82 SA ELECTION CANDIDATES
810225 • Oil ^INCUMBENTS, CHALLENGERS WIND UP CAMPAIGN WEEK
810225 041 TIME FOR ACTIONS, NOT SLOGANS (ED)
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SUBJECT
SA-ELECTIONS
SA-LAWS
SA-LAWYER
SA-PRESIDENT
SA-SENATE
SA-YEARBOOK
SADAT ANWAR
SAGA
SAILING
SALARIES
SALES TAX
SAMP TIM
SANDER DUANE
SAXENA SATISH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810225 041 OLD 'FRESH IDEAS(L)
810225 041 SILENT MAJORITY WILL WIN SA ELECTION--AGAIN
810225 042 UPSETTING ANALYSIS BY LAWRENCE (L)
810225 043 MUDSLINGING TACTICS (L)
810225 044 THE CHOICE IS CLEAR (L)
810225 051 APPEARANCE AND OBEDIENCE ARE ALL (GARVEY)
810303 012 AGRICULTURE VOTE SWINGS ELECTION
810303 066 RECKARD WIN ENDS TREND
820224 Oil 3 SLATES PREPARE FOR SA ELECTION
820224 043 BUCKLEY--PAGE (L)
820303 012 ^CANDIDATES STRESS INVOLVEMENT
820303 024 CANDIDATES EXPRESS VIEWS AT DEBATE (SOMMER)
820303 041 ELECTION BEGINS ON CLEAN SLATES (ED)
820303 042 STUDENTS SHOULD DEFINE SA ROLE (LAWRENCE)
820303 046 STUDENT LEADERSHIP (RECKARD)
820303 051 ONE REAL CHOICE (L)
820324 Oil EXPERIENCE WINS FOR LARSON IN ELECTION
820324 052 ALLOW WRITE-INS (L)
820331 053 WRITE-INS WORK (L)
800917 075 BY-LAW REVISION UNNEEDED (SPECK)
800924 044 BYLAWS WON'T MAKE BEST SELLER LIST (SPRINGER)
801026 035 BYLAWS AWAIT BERG'S FINAL APPROVAL
810211 041 EDITORS SHOULD RETAIN THEIR PUB COUNCIL VOTING RIGHT
810401 121 STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION BY-LAWS (1980-81)
810128 035 SA OFFERS FREE LEGAL AID
810303 031 BUSY VACATION AHEAD OF RECKARD
810303 041 THANKS TO WILSON AND BARKER (ED)
800910 Oil SENATE DECISION RETAINS PRESS INDEPENDENCE
800910 041 BYLAWS DISPUTES SETTLED
801015 Oil SENATE AXES REQUESTS
801026 012 OFFICIAL CLAIMS HE'S OVERPD--PITCHFORD NEW GRAND POO
801029 031 SENATE OPPOSES DIFFERENTIAL FEES
801105 032 SENATE COMPROMISES ON BUDGET
801119 013 SENATE SCRUTINIZES MUSIC BUDGET
801210 014 BURNOUT BLAMED FOR SENATE DISINTEREST
810916 065 SENATE WON'T FUND FRAT ALCOHOL PROJECT (YEAGER)
811104 035 SENATE BOOSTS FORUM (YEAGER)
820217 041 FEW SENATE CANDIDATES DUE TO LATE ENTRIES (ED)
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
811014 043 SADAT--PUZZLING LIKE THE SPHYNX (LAWRENCE)
801001 036 SAGA PRICE HIKES DUE TO INFLATION
801026 061 SAGA IMAGE MAY NOT BE JUST
810902 012 ^SMOOTH SAILING BY ROB DUMP
801022 051 NOT OVERPAID (L)
810211 Oil 'SCANTY' PAY RAISE HAS FACULTY DISGRUNTLED
810401 016 FORMER PROFESSOR LOSES CASE
820210 Oil SDSU TEACHERS-INCREASE NOT ENOUGH (DANIEL)
820505 035 -JANKLOW-SOME STATE SALARIES ARE NOT FAIR
820623 111 CAREER SERVICE--LOW PAY, LITTLE ADVANCEMENT
820721 Oil REGENTS APPROVE SPECIAL PAY RAISE
810902 051 VOTERS EXPECTED TO DECIDE MUNICIPAL TAX ISSUE
810902 135 SENATE WON'T OPPOSE TAX
810930 012 SENATE OPPOSES SALES
810930 094 VOTERS TO DECIDE SALES TAX ISSUE
811111 073 STUDENTS MISS MARK IN SALES TAX ELECTION
811118 054 CAMPUS VOTES (L)
801026 061 *MAGIC MEANS FOOLS PARADISE
820224 061 MAGIC IS SAMP'S BAG (RIST)
810401 093 TEST COW TRANSMITTING ON LOCAL RADIO WAVES
810429 041 SYSTEM STALLS FOREIGN DOCTORS (GUARNIERI)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER
SCHAUNAMAN PEARL 800903 072
SCHEEVEL KEN 810408 134
SCHLIESSMANN MIKE 800924 051 '
SCHOLARSHIPS 810128 085
810218 111 :
810902 131
.810902 133 :
810902 134
811007 024 :
811014 024
820120 025 ,
820120 025
820303 196 ,
820331 024 ,
820331 026
SCHOOL BOARD 820609 014
820623 051
SCHULTZ ALVIN 811014 083
SCHULTZ THEODORE 810916 025
810923 014
SCHWAB ELEANOR 800910 082
SCHWADER KATHY 810919 042 :
SCIENCE FICTION 800917 025
SCULPTURE 811007 093
811014 114 '
820324 124
SD EDUC ASSOC 801022 055
SD SCHOOL OF MINES 811028 111 :
SD STATE UNIV
SDSU 801015 153 :
801022 051
801026 024
801029 Oil
810128 Oil
810204 031
810211 061
810218 121
810218 131
810225 061
810225 064
810902 013
810930 013
811014 Oil '
SECURITY OFFICER 810303 Oil
810909 042
SEEDS 811014 163
SERRANO JORGE DIAZ 810325 125
SEWAGE DISPOSAL 810204 111
SEX DISCRIMINATION
810114 052
810909 072
810923 083
SEXUAL HARASSMENT 820303 066
820428 015
SEXUALITY 810218 061
SHAHEEN ERNEST 811007 091
SHEEHAN GEORGE 810121 124
SHEEP 820217 151
SHELTERBELTS 810325 143
SHOPPING 820707 031
NOTATION
BREAKING HORSES BREAKS TRADITION
ENGINEERS BUILD GAS-SAVING CART
WHAT'S IN A WORD—VOTERS SHOULD DECIDE
DIRECTOR--ALUMNI CUTS WILL SHORT STUDENTS
DOGS RUN FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
MORGAN SCHOLARSHIPS
HUMANITIES SCHOLARSHIPS
LEE ENDOWMENT FUND
RODEO SCHOLARSHIPS
CATHY WRIGHT WINS GRAPHICS AWARD
AWARD TO HONOR SDSU ALUMNUS
4-H STUDENT WINS NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
AUDUBON SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
APPLICATIONS FOR FUNERAL HOME SCHOLARSHIPS
GENETICS SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE
BURNS TO PLEAD CASE AT SUPREME COURT
BURNS TO APPEAL ELECTION (DANIEL)
'-MORE STUDENTS CHOOSING TO VOTE HERE
SYMPOSIUM TO FEATURE SDSU NOBEL LAUREATE
"NOBEL WINNER RETURNS TO SDSU (ROE)
PROFESSOR ATTENDS DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
NIGHT SECURITY--A WOMAN'S JOB
DON'T NEED TO BE SPACEY TO JOIN SCI-FI CLUB
'''ARTIST DIRECTS SCULPTING PROJECT
''SCULPTOR DIRECTED COMPOSITION OF HUGE SD MAP
MARCHESCHI SCULPTURESAURAS OF LIGHT (SOGGE)
ABDNOR VS SDEA...(L)
MINES TO TEST DIFFERENTIAL TUITION (RIETMANN)
SEE SDSU
DASCHLE TO HEAD WORLD HUNGER PANEL
COW COLLEGE A BONAFIDE UNIVERSITY
SDSU, BROOKINGS ENDORSE MUTUAL SOUNDING BOARD
FEDERATION PRESERVED, SDSU LOSES A VOTE (BUTLER)
POLITICAL ROAD PAVED WAY FOR SDSU'S BEGINNINGS
EARLY SDSU STUDENTS HAD STRONG MORALS, HARSH DISCIPL
CAMPUS A MLITARY CAMP AS SDSU CONTRIBUTED TO WAR EFF
BIRTHDAY BASH BEGINS CENTENNIAL
SDSU ALBUM
SDSU'S 100-YEAR BIRTHDAY PARTY
SDSU CAMPUS PRIDE--HAS IT FALLEN BY THE WAYSIDE...
RECORD ENROLLMENT EXPECTED
SDSU--100 YEARS AND HOW RICH...
WHERE DO SDSU STUDENTS COME FROM...
DISMISSAL OF OFFICER MYSTERIOUS
NIGHT SECURITY--A WOMAN'S JOB
'''STUDENTS GIVE TESTS TO SEEDS
HARDING LECTURE CANCELLED
'''TREATMENT PLANT BUILT FOR THE FUTURE
SEE ALSO EQUAL RIGHTS AMEND
SEXIST CARTOON IN COLLEGIAN (L)
TITLE IX CUTBACKS INSULT TO WOMEN (SPECK)
SEX BIAS SUIT WON BY LIBRARIAN
MORTAR BOARD DOES SURVEY
SEXUAL HARASSMENT FOUND THROUGH SURVEY
SEXUALITY CENTER HELPS SHAPE ATTITUDES, VALUES
THEATER WORKSHOP FEATURES SHAHEEN
SHEEHAN--KEEPING BODY IN MOTION DEVELOPS ENERGY
SHEEP STUDIES ESTABLISHED AT SDSU
CATTLE CAN RUIN SHELTERBELTS
SHARP SHOPPERS SEEK SPECIALS
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SUBJECT
SIEBEL KURT
SINGERS
SKIING
SMALL BUSINESS
SNOW
SNOWMOBILES
SOAP OPERAS
SOCCER CLUB
SOCIAL SERVICES
SOFTBALL
SOGN ART
SOIL
SOLAR ENERGY
SORENSON ALVILDA
SORORITIES
SOUTH AMERICA
SOUTH DAKOTA
SPANTON GREG
SPECK SUE
SPEED LIMIT
SPENCER MARY ALICE
SPINAR LEO
DATE PAP]
801112 131
801008 111
801022 111
820127 141
820203 151
820210 143
820217 143
820303 184
801210 064
820224 151
820203 151
800903 101
801001 164
801022 143
801105 142
810916 131
810930 131
811007 123
811014 141
811021 111
811028 151
811104 104
811111 105
820324 154
820331 051
810401 155
810408 151
810415 124
820331 151
820421 171
820428 153
820505 171
820505 184
810429 211
801026 101
810114 111
811118 131
801008 033
810121 031
820224 142
820421
800917
801029
810923
811007
811021
811111
811209
811021
810218
810930
810930
811007
811007
811007
811104
811111
Oil
075
063
051
043
041
041
051
061
146
Oil
081
041
046
065
013
Oil
R NOTATION
SIEBEL BOOTS COYOTES OVER JACKS
•'DREAMS COME TRUE FOR SONGWRITER (DARR)
STUDENT TO PLAY, SING WITH GOSPEL GROUP
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING IS GOOD EXERCISE
INDIAN HILLS SKI RACE BACK
"BENTON LURES SNOW LOVERS
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING ENJOYABLE TO ALL
DOWNHILL SKIING CAN BE ENJOYABLE
SMALL SHOPS PROVIDE HEADACHES
SNOW, VALUABLE ASSET TO LAKES & STREAMS
SNOWMOBILES PREPARE FOR WEEKEND RACE
*SOAPS AREN'T JUST FOR HOUSEWIVES (D DARR)
"SOCCER CLUB DESTROYS USD, AUGUSTANA
SOCCER CLUB DEFEATS DORDT 4-3
SOCCER CLUB ENDS SEASON 9-5, 2ND IN CONFERENCE
*SOCCER CLUB WINS TOURNEY
"SOCCER CLUB WINS THREE
SOCCER CLUB LOSES CLOSE HOBO DAY MATCH
KHAZAI AND DEFENSE LEAD JACKS OVER DORDT 3-2
SOCCER CLUB FALLS TO FIGHTING IRISH
SOCCER CLUB UPS RECORD TO 6-1 BY DOWNING USD
SOCCER CLUB CAN SECURE CROWN
SOCCER TEAM NORTHERN STATES CONFERENCE CHAMPS
"SOCCER GROWING AT SDSU (VORTHERMS)
STUDENTS GAIN SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE (L)
PITCHING NEEDED TO ROUND OUT SDSU SOFTBALL TEAM
"RABBITS QUIET BATS COME TO LIFE IN HOME VICTORY
NCC TOURNEY SUCCESSFUL FOR RABBITS
COACH LIKES SOFTBALL PROGRESS
SOFTBALL TEAM SWEEPS NORTHERN
SOFTBALL TEAM ENDS BUSY WEEK WITH LOSS
SOFTBALL TEAM IMPROVED STEADILY
SOFTBALL FEVER BECOMING AN EPIDEMIC
•^FARMERS TUNE IN AND TURN ON
"SOIL LAB TO TEST 14,000 DIRT SAMPLES THIS YEAR
SDSU HELPING STOP SANDS FROM COVERING AFRICAN NATION
THE INCREASING COST OF ERODING SOIL (GIESE)
SEE ENERGY SOLAR
GIFT TO HELP FUND HOME CENTER
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES
SORORITY DELAYS ZONING REQUEST
"AROUND THE WORLD WITH THE COLLEGIAN
SEE SD
4 ARRESTED DURING PROTEST
BY-LAW REVISION UNNEEDED (SPECK)
PARENTS FIND KIDS, COLLEGE A ROUGH MIX
LET'S NOT MAKE BLACK HILLS A WOUNDED KNEE REPEAT
O'CONNOR A SYMBOL FOR FEMINISTS (SPECK)
HISTORICAL PRECEDENCE FOR REGENTS' FIRING
PRESS VS GOVT ALIVE WITH COLLEGIAN SENATE (SPECK)
THE SENTIMENTAL REFLECTIONS OF ONE JOURNALIST
CITY TO LEVY STRICT PENALTIES FOR ORDINANCE INFRACTI
SPENCER, BERBERIAN GIVE RECITALS
'•REGENTS FIRE 2 OFFICIALS
'•REASONS SHOULD ACCOMPANY DISMISSALS
FIRINGS ILLEGAL...(ED)
SPEAK SOFTLY, REGENTS CARRY BIG STICK (LAWRENCE)
HAZY DETAILS OF FIRINGS CLOUD ISSUE
ACADEMIC SENATE ASKS FOR INFORMATION ON FIRINGS
SRSTKA DENIES ORDERING DISMISSALS
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SUBJECT
SPINAR LEO
SPORTS
SPRING
SPRINGER PAT
SRSTKA WILLIAM
STAMPE SCOTT
STATESMEN
STOFFERAHN KEN
STORER CAROLINE
STUART JOSEPH
STUDENT AID
DATE PAPER
811118 Oil :
811118 041 ]
811118 051 ;
820324 012 ]
820324 041 :
820505 091 1
820623 023 ]
(
810401 151 1
820210 141 1
820224 043 1
801001 041 1
801008 041 i
801015 041 j
801022 041 1
801026 041 1
801029 041 1
801112 041 1
801119 041 :
801210 041 :
801210 041 1
810114 041 1
810128 041 :
810204 041 1
810211 041 ]
810225 041 '
810325 041 :
810401 041 :
810429 041 1
810506 041 '
810923 041 i
811104 045 '
811209 045 1
810204 Oil ]
810204 082 •
810930 044 ;
811021 052 1
811028 Oil •
811028 046 ;
811028 051 1
811028 053 ]
811028 055 ]
811104 045 •
811104 075 ]
811111 Oil ;
811111 041 ;
811118 oil :
811118 041 :
820324 051 !
820505 041 !
810916 141 •
810429 131 ;
801015 091 •
820721 113 :
810211 104 ;
810218 124 ;
810401 051 :
801112 oil :
801119 031 1
NOTATION
BERG--SRSTKA 'SPLITTING HAIRS' ON FIRINGS
REGENTS PLAYING WORD GAMES (ED)
FOR THE RECORD ON THE KOEPSELL & SPINAR CASE (RECKAR
KOEPELL, SPINAR OFFERED TEACHING
PARTIAL VICTORY GAINED FOR KOEPSELL (ED)
SEMESTER ENDS WITH UNFINISHED NEWS
KOEPSELL, SPINAR TAKE JOBS
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
SDSU GRADS INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
WINTER SPORTS THRIVING IN SD
SPRING'S HOPES ETERNAL (BROCKELSBY)
NEWLY FORMED ASSOCIATION MAY MEAN END TO STUDENT FED
AUDIENCE DISDAINS OWN DISSIDENT (SPRINGER)
FEE FORUM WOULD INVITE GREATER STUDENT FEE-BUDGET PA
OPEN MEETINGS ARE BEST (ED)
UNO BEARS ARE BAD NEWS (ED)
STUDENTS' VOTES COUNT (ED)
NAME MAY BE MISNOMER (ED)
IF ROCK CONCERTS DRAW ANSWERS, MORE POWER TO PLANNER
PROMISES ARE NOT YET MET (ED)
SPRINGER'S CRITICISM OF COALITION FOR COMMON SENSE
OUSTER PROVES INSIGHTFUL (ED)
IT'S BEEN A HECKUVA WEEK (ED)
CO-OP'S PROBLEMS PERSIST (ED)
EDITORS SHOULD RETAIN THEIR PUB COUNCIL VOTING-RIGHT
TIME FOR ACTIONS, NOT SLOGANS (ED)
LET'S NOT REPEAT 1980
STATE LOAN PROGRAM WOULD HELP MORE STUDENTS (SPRINGE
GUILT BY ASSOCIATION
TIME FOR CREATIVE THINKERS (SPRINGER)
ACADEMIC FREEDOM IS ON TRIAL (SPRINGER)
TIME FOR SOME ANSWERS, SRSTKA (SPRINGER)
GRADUATION--THE FINAL FORM, FINAL QUESTION
REGENT--IT'S TIME TO STOP FEUDING
''•COLLEGE SUPPORT IS STRONG--REALLY
SRSTKA RETORTS (L)
CRITISIZE ME ON ISSUES, NOT MY NAME...(L)
"THE STATE OF HIGHER ED--IN THE REGENTS' HANDS
SRSTKA IMMATURE (L)
SRSTKA INSULTING (L)
DUTCH TREAT (L)
NAMELY SRSTKA (L)
TIME FOR SOME ANSWERS, SRSTKA (SPRINGER)
REGENT BOARD PRESIDENT APPEARING ON TELEVISION
SRSTKA DENIES ORDERING DISMISSALS
SRSTKA--THE ARTFUL DODGER (ED)
BERG--SRSTKA 'SPLITTING HAIRS' ON FIRINGS
REGENTS PLAYING WORD GAMES (ED)
SRSTKA--IGNORANT ON EXCESS TUITION
SRSTKA ANTI-EDUCATION (L)
*SDSU PLANT RESEARCHES FEASIBILITY OF GASOHOL USE
SDSU'S MEN'S GROUP A 'THRIVING DINOSAUR'
-'̂ STOFFERAHN PUSHES HIS 'QUALIFICATIONS' (BLAIR)
BRITON--FALKLANDS A LESSON
STUART EXHIBIT HEADS LIST OF ART ON DISPLAY
STUART EXHIBITION CLOSED
READERS--CRITIC DOES NOT UNDERSTAND MODERN ART (L)
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
PARENTS MAY QUALIFY FOR STUDENT AID DEAL
WAGE HIKE WON'T CUT AID (MEYER)
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SUBJECT
STUDENT AID
STUDENT CONDUCT
STUDENT EXCHANGE
STUDENT FEDERATION
STUDENT FEES
STUDENT UNION
STUDENTS
DATE PAPER
801210 Oil ,
810225 101 ]
810325 083 1
810401 041 i
810408 105 1
811014 091 ]
811021 071 1
811104 024 :
820203 095 1
820224 071 1
820324 031 :
820421 023 :
820421 041 :
820428 031 i
820505 081 1
810429 oil
810506 055 '
810506 063 1
820505 043 1
820505 213 :
811118 031 •
800917 021 1
800917 091 :
801001 041 1
801022 094 :
801029 oil :
801029 031 1
801105 016 :
801105 081 1
801112 071 :
801119 024 :
801210 051 :
801210 091 :
801210 101 •
810204 081 1
810401 082 •
810415 081 •
811209 041 1
820120 031 1
820303 081 •
820324 085 ;
820428 Oil •
(
810211 083 :
810218 051 ,
810225 045 1
810121 013 1
810121 094 1
810128 031 1
810128 032 ;
810204 014 1
810909 113 1
820505 012 1
820623 031 1
800917 051 :
810114 024 :
810121 063 :
811014 oil '
811014 081 •
NOTATION
AID, TUITION INCREASE PLAN CONSIDERED FAIR
REAGAN'S CUTS COULD AFFECT LOANS, GRANTS
STUDENT AID GETS CONGRESSIONAL SCRUTINY
STATE LOAN PROGRAM WOULD HELP MORE STUDENTS (SPRINGE
STUDENTS TO RECEIVE INCENTIVE GRANTS LATE
RECORD AMOUNT OF STUDENTS TURN TO LOANS (SOMMER)
WITH WORK STUDY AVAILABLE, STUDENTS SEEK EMPLOYMENT
FINANCIAL AID AND FAYE HAVE COME A LONG WAY
US CONGRESS RATES SDSU STUDENTS GOOD RISK
STUDENT LOANS TO SUFFER IN REAGAN'S CUTS
BUDGET CUTS MAY AFFECT SDSU STUDENTS
FINANCIAL AID CUTS HEAD SENATE AGENDA
FAULTY REASONING BEHIND CUTS (ED)
AID CUTS 'DISASTROUS' TO GRADUATE STUDENTS
STUDENT FEDERAL LOAN CUTS A 'MISTAKE'
'TYPICAL' SDSU JUSTICE--INFORMAL, HEATED, BRIEF
THE SAME MEETING...(L)
COLLEGIAN DENIED RECORDS IN CONDUCT CASE
STUDENT SUFFERS TKO WITH CAMPUS JUSTICE
FEW COMPLAINTS ACCOMPANY PARK PARTIES
FOR EXCHANGE STUDENTS, SDSU'S A CHANGE OF PLACE
SENATE CALLS FOR NEW GROUP
FEDERATION PROPOSES CHANGES
NEWLY FORMED ASSOCIATION MAY MEAN END TO STUDENT FED
BLACK HILLS TO BOYCOTT FEDERATION
FEDERATION PRESERVED, SDSU LOSES A VOTE (BUTLER)
SENATE OPPOSES DIFFERENTIAL FEES
FEDERATION SEEKS ORDER TO HALT CUTS (SPECK)
STUDENT FEDERATION STRUGGLES TO SURVIVE
FEDERATION TO ENTER NEW DECADE OF TRIAL
FEDERATION NOT TO SEEK COURT ORDER
FEDERATION ELECTS HEAD, CONSIDERS VOTING CHANGE
BARKER ENJOYS ACTIVE STUDENT GOV'T VOTE
'••BORCHARD NEW FEDERATION SPOKESMAN
UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION FLOUNDERS
"FEDERATION--KEEP LOANS
"BARKER FINDS A NEW JOB
STUDENT FEDERATION A STUDENT VOICE (ED)
SENATE OPPOSES ADMISSION BILL (RUDNICK)
"STUDENT FEDERATION PRESIDENT LOBBIES
FEDERATION MAY SUE STATE (WIEDERICH)
''•WILSON NAMED FEDERATION HEAD
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY CARDS
PROGRAM FEE BILL JUGGLED
A MODEST PROPOSAL (L )
CAN'T THEY WAIT...(L)
WILL THE REAL UNION BOSS STAND UP
NAKED SNAKE CINEMA SCOOPED BY SHOWTIME
UNION FUNDING, OPERATIONS AT STANDSTILL
SA CUTS INTO UNION REQUEST
UNION--FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE...
UNION ACTIVITIES COORDINATED BY SUC
UNION STAFF TO UNDERGO REORGANIZATION
UNION JOBS RESTRUCTURED
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
DINING AT THE UNION CAFETERIA (LAWRENCE)
PLANNING GRANT COULD RESULT IN REDUCTION OF DROPOUTS
HALF OF SDSU GRADS LEAVE STATE
WHERE DO SDSU STUDENTS COME FROM...
''^STUDENTS, FACULTY FACE ENROLLMENT HARDSHIPS DAILY
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SUBJECT
STUDENTS
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS HG SCH
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT
SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER SESSION
SUTTON STEVE
SVEC HARRY
SWENSON JOE
SWIMMING
SWORD CHRISTOPHER
TAXATION-BR
TAXIDERMY
TEACHING
TELEPHONES
TELEVISION
TELEVISION CABLE
TELEVISION PUBLIC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
811111
811209
820421
056
031
035
810408 061
820331
810429
820224
820331
820609
820623
820707
810506
820505
811028
801026
801210
810121
810128
810211
810218
810303
810415
811118
811209
820120
820127
820203
820210
820217
820224
820324
820428
820428
810218
820120
820120
820217
820303
810114
810121
801112
820210
820210
820331
820331
801105
810121
810211
810218
820303
820609
810211
810225
820505
820505
801001
820120
820127
031
064
065
031
031
101
012
131
071
094
113
174
131
131
124
191
131
131
103
141
125
134
123
101
121
121
161
081
031
014
031
083
051
194
041
051
036
033
033
011
041
101
043
051
051
061
111
101
012
016
031
101
Oil
016
RESPECT NEEDED (L)
DROPPING OUT--A DETAILED PROCESS
STUDY METHODS VARY AMONG TOP STUDENTS
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TAKE COLLEGE COURSES
SEE SA
WHEN SUMMER JOBS MAY BE DIFFICULT TO FIND
4-DAY WEEK PLANNED FOR SUMMER SESSION
STATE WILL NOT SUPPORT SDSU SUMMER TERM
SUMMER SCHOOL COULD BE POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE
SUMMER SCHOOL COSTS NEAR $40/CREDIT
CUTS IN SUMMER SCHOOL SALARIES UPSET FACULTY
SUMMER CLASSES ADD FIVE MINUTES
*SUTTON CLAIMS ALL-AROUND--SDSU WINS TEAM TITLE
^REGENTS HONOR PROFESSORS
HAMBURGER EATING RECORD SET
SWIM TEAMS LOSE THREE IN DOUBLE-DUAL
SWIMMERS HAVE CONTRASTING RESULTS
SWIMMING TEAMS SWEEP ALL WEEKEND MEETS
''-NDSU, UND FALL PREY TO SDSU SWIMMERS
DIVING POINTS PROVE COSTLY FOR SDSU SWIMMERS
SWIMMERS BREAK RECORDS--TROUNCE COYOTES
WOMEN EARN NCC SWIM TITLE--MEN GET THIRD PLACE
WATER BALLET GROUP PREPARING PROGRAM
SWIM TEAMS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT SEASON
MEN SWIMMERS DEFEAT NDSU IN RABBIT RELAYS
JACKRABBIT SWIMMERS LAP USD
SWIMMING TEAMS DROP MEETS TO KEARNEY & UNC
WOMEN SWIMMERS SPLIT, MEN DROP PAIR TO NCC
SWIMMERS DUNK COYOTES IN DAKOTA DOME
SWIM TEAMS NEAR TOP
-'^WEBER NAMED BEST NCC MALE SWIMMER
'''TONSILITIS SLOWS PAUL WEBER IN NATIONALS
'•SWIM CLASS AIDS SPECIAL CHILDREN
AID CUTS 'DISASTROUS' TO GRADUATE STUDENTS
CITY, RESIDENTS COLLIDE. ON FRATERNITY TAX ISSUE
'••FRATS ASK FOR TAX REDUCTION (WEIDERICH)
TAX BOOSTS STUDENT FUNDING (SUMMER)
KOEPSELL RESPONDS (L)
'•TAXIDERMY-'BEGINNING TO BE A LOST ART'
TEACHER EVALUATION FORMS--FAIR DEPICTION...(L)
TEACHER EVALUATIONS IN EYES OF AN ADMINISTRATOR
PHONE CHANGES
BUSY LINES SHOULD END SOON (MURPHY)
LOCAL PHONE RATES TO INCREASE (DANIEL)
5 CAMPUS PHONES REMOVED (RUDNICK)
PHONE CO LACKS COMMUNICATION (ED)
BRITISH NETWORK SHAKESPEAREAN SHARES PRODUCTION SECR
THE POLITICS OF TELEVIION VIEWING
'EASY LIVIN' WITHOUT TV--CAN IT BE REALIZED...
NO COMMITMENT WITH 'BOOB TUBE' (GARVEY)
'"'SOAPS HAVE 'LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON' (LARSON)
TV COMEDY NOT A LAUGHING MATTER (LAWRENCE)
CABLE TV COMMERCIALS 'REAL WINNERS' (DUNCAN)
ILLEGAL CABLE TV HOOKUPS NUMEROUS AT SDSU
SDSU DORMS COULD LOSE CABLE TV
*'SHOW STEALERS' MAY GET CAUGHT
PUBLIC TV TO AIR CANDIDATES, ISSUES
KESD, KUSD-TV MAY BE CONSOLIDATED
KESD-TV PRESERVED IN COMMITTEE
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NOTATION
THE CASE FOR KESD-TV (ED)
PUBLIC TV LOOKS FOR NEW 'FRIENDS'
"WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM STANDS CHANCE OF TAKING STATE T
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
TELEVISION PUBLIC 820127 041 '
820324 064
TENNIS 800903 151
801001 171 '
801008 151 '
801015 194
801022 141
810325 163 '
810401 131
810408 151 '
810415 121
810429 243
820331 175
820421 171
820421 175
820428 131
820505 171
TESTS EDUCATIONAL 810204 041
820421 035
TETZLAFF MARK 820217 143
THEATER
801026 071
810506 113 :
811007 091 '
811104 091
811209 104
820721 031
THEFTS 800910 014
800910 041
801119 034
810114 013
810429 021
810506 061
810909 Oil
811014 Oil
811014 016
811021 Oil '
811021 041 '
811028 051
811111 026
820120 Oil
820127 031
THIBODEAU GARY 810506 141
THIEX NANCY 810930 151
TIME ALLOCATION 810225 046
TODD MARVIN 810211 071
TOLLE GORDON 820721 103
TOURISM-SD 810415 085
820428 075
TRACK TEAM
810128 144
810204 144
810211 121
810218 201
810225 145
810303 121
810325 151
810325 175
810408 154
810408 165
TENNIS TEAM WINS 2 OF 6, PREPARES FOR STATE
NETTERS PREP FOR STATE TOURNAMENT
WOMEN'S TENNIS ENDS AFTER AUGIE LOSS
TENNIS SQUAD HAS BRIGHT SPOTS IN LOSSES
''•SDSU TENNIS TEAM BEATS THE 'U'
TENNIS TEAM EXPLODES FOR 1 WIN, JUST SCRATCHES ANOTH
TENNIS SQUAD TAKES WINS OVER CHIEFS, COYOTES
JACKS END SEASON 3RD AT NCC TOURNEY
WOMEN'S TENNIS SQUAD RETURNING 5 MEMBERS
OLD AND NEW TALENT WINS FOR WOMEN'S TENNIS
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM RECORDS FIRST WIN
'••WOMEN'S TENNIS SQUAD THIRD AT USD TOURNEY
SDSU WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM THIRD
CLEP TESTS NEGLECT SUBSTANCE (GARVEY)
STUDY METHODS VARY AMONG TOP STUDENTS
'•fJACKS' TOP FRESHMAN SEES PLENTY OF ACTION
SEE ALSO DRAMA
'••'THE KING AND I'--SIAMESE SPLENDOR
REPERTORY THEATRE JUST A PLAYFUL SUMMER
THEATER WORKSHOP FEATURES SHAHEEN
BRITISH ACTORS, POETRY, PROSE HIGHLIGHTS NEXT READER
STUDIO PRESENTATION NOT SMALL ON DRAMATIC TALENT
CRITICS SAY TV AND IMPATIENCE HURTS THEATER
BASKETBALL PLAYER ADMITS THEFT
BETTER SCOOPED THAN INACCURATE
POLICE RETRIEVING STOLEN SIGNS
INCREASING SAGA THEFTS SPUR RISE IN STUDENT FEES
SIX SDSU STUDENTS JAILED
JUDGE SETS PRECEDENT--SIX ARRESTED FOR THEFT
PETTY THEFTS TOP SDSU CRIME LIST
FOOTBALL PLAYERS NABBED FOR DORM THEFT
SDSU EMPLOYEE CHARGED WITH GRAND THEFT
THEFT CHARGES AGAINST FOUR FOOTBALL PLAYERS
THE SPOTLIGHT CAN BE REVEALING (DUNCAN)
PHONY $ INCIDENT IRKS STUDENT (LAWRENCE)
PETERSON SENTENCED
HORSE SENSE SHOWN BY THIEVES...
CONVICTED FOOTBALL PLAYERS DON'T RETURN
TRAINER JUMPS FROM HURTS TO BOOKS
'•SDSU LAB ANALYZES FARMERS' FEEDS (FISCHER)
IT DOESN'T PAY TO PUT THINGS OFF
'̂ M TODD, MAKER OF GUITARS
POLITICAL SCIENCE PROF'S BOOK AVAILABLE
SD STUDENTS IN SCHOOL--OUT-OF-STATERS GET JOBS
TOURISM TO INCREASE, BUT SPENDING MAY FALL
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
NEW MARKS SET IN MANKATO TRACK MEET
INDOOR TRACK TEAM MAKING PROGRESS
'^MEN ROMP AT HOME--WOMEN HAVE GOOD ROAD EFFORT
RUNNERS SET FIVE RECORDS--NCC MEET NEXT
TRACKSTERS STOMP FOES, COLLECT 8 FIRST PLACES
MEN TRACKSTERS WIN NCC--WOMEN SECOND
RECORD CHALLENGED IN IOWA MEET
WOMEN RUNNERS WIN BIG IN SDSU INVITATIONAL
JACKS HAUL TITLE OUT OF BLACK HILLS MEET
ZELL CLEANS DAKOTADOME IN LENNON INVITATIONAL
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SUBJECT
TRACK TEAM
TRAFFIC VIOLATION
TRAPPING
TRAVEL
TREES
TREUMANN BEVERLY
TRIATHLON
TUEBERT DICK
TUITION
TURTLE CLUB
TUTTLE DON
UGUARTE AND &
ULMER DON
UNITED WAY
ANT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810415 121 RECORDS SHATTERED AT WEEKEND TRACK MEETS
810415 123 RUNNERS NOSED OUT OF DUAL WIN AT HOME
810429 231 *zelL WINS THREE--JACKS TAKE MEET
810506 131 WIND MAJOR FACTOR IN RABBITS WIN AT AIAW STATE MEET
820203 131 INDOOR TRACK TEAMS BEGIN SEASON
820210 123 MEN'S TRACK TEAM WINS 5 EVENTS AT MANKATO
820217 123 WOMEN'S TRACK TEAM OVERPOWERS SCSU
820224 131 WOMEN'S TRACK TEAM BREAKS RECORDS
820303 151 JACKRABBIT WOMEN RUN BY COMPETITON
820303 151 SHOT PUT PENALTY LEAVES MEN THIRD
820421 141 *MEN'S TRACK TEAM CAPTURES 5 FIRSTS
820421 143 "WOMEN TRACKSTERS DOMINATE OWN INVITE
820428 151 WOMEN'S TRACKSTERS DEFEAT COMPETITION
820505 151 NCC'S TOP TRACK ATHLETES TO BE AT SDSU
820505 184 MENS TRACK TEAM SETS RECORDS
820609 061 ''-NINE WOMEN WIN ALL-AMERICAN
801008 041 OUNCE OF PREVENTION NEEDED WHEN CHASE ENDANGERS
801105 Oil OVERDUE FINE LIST RELEASED
801105 041 NOT PAYING IS HYPOCRITICAL (ED)
820721 103 STUDENT TRAPS WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
801210 131 VISIT FLORIDA VIA OUTING CENTER
800917 133 WATERING HELPS TREES FIGHT 'OLD MAN WINTER'
810121 031 NICARAGUA REVISITED
810128 051 ^VOLUNTEER CRITICIZES US AID (CARLSON)
820505 151 TRIATHLON REQUIRES MAXIMUM EFFORT
800910 034 '"-MUSEUM MOVING TO OLD ANIMAL PAVILION
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
800917 041 TUITION INCREASE IS NOT BUDGET SOLUTION (ED)
801008 041 FEE STRUCTURE REQUIRES SOME REMODELING (WILSON)
801015 Oil RECIPROCITY DOLLARS EXITING STATE (MEYER)
801022 021 DIFFERENTIAL TUITION FEE PLAN NOT POPULAR HERE
801026 Oil REGENTS AGREE, FORM COMMITTEE (BUTLER)
801210 Oil AID, TUITION INCREASE PLAN CONSIDERED FAIR
810218 014 PROPOSED TUITION HIKE PASSES LEGISLATIVE TEST
810218 041 'IMPROVEMENT FEE' IS A RAW DEAL (ED)
810218 101 STUDENTS TO PAY FOR MATERIALS
810325 013 REGENTS RAISE TUITION, REVERT FUNDS
810401 Oil HIGH TUITION DIMS FUTURE OF EDUCATION
810408 101 RUMORS FALSE--SD-MN RECIPROCITY SAFE
810916 084 DIFFERENTIAL TUITION TO BE CONSIDERED
810923 014 REGENTS APPROVE TUITION HIKE OF AT LEAST 7 PERCENT
810923 031 FOLLOWING THE MONEY TRAIL--ELEMENTARY MY DEAR (BOSSM
811028 111 MINES TO TEST DIFFERENTIAL TUITION (RIETMAN)
811104 051 SA VICE PRESIDENT CLARIFIES POSITION ON PIF
811118 Oil EXTRA TUITION ON REGENTS' SDSU AGENDA
811209 016 REGENTS OKAY SPENDING OF EXCESS MONEY
820120 095 TUITION FUNDS STOPPED (SUNNICUTT)
820127 041 LOSS OF MED SCHOOL WAIVER PLAN SICKENING
820203 095 KEEP EXCESS TUITION REVENUE ON CAMPUS
820217 016 9 PERCENT TUITION HIKE PROPOSED AGAIN
820224 075 LEGISLATURE RAISES TUITION
820324 051 SRSTKA--IGNORANT ON EXCESS TUITION
820324 091 INCREASED TUITION FOR ENGINEERS (HUMMICUTT)
820428 Oil REGENTS RAISE TUITION--AGAIN
820609 031 SUMMER SCHOOL COSTS NEAR $40/CREDIT
811209 064 '"^ARE YOU A TURTLE, OR JUST SLOW...
800917 115 TROMBONIST TO GIVE RECITAL
801022 031 PERUVIANS CARRY ON TRADITION
810303 094 ALUMNUS RETURNS AS A PERFORMER
811028 101 UNITED WAY WORKS WONDERS THROUGHOUT BROOKINGS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPE
UNIVERSITY OF SD
URANIUM 801001 054
801008 051
801015 044
801015 141
801029 013
801029 046
801112 111
810930 065
URMAN STEVE 820721 103
US CONGRESS 820331 055
USD 800924 093
810429 092
810506 081
810902 041
820324 085
USD-SPRINGFIELD 810128 016
VALENTINE'S DAY 820210 012
VANDALISM 810121 024
810401 031
811028 035
820303 074
820428 024
VARDI EMANUEL 820120 111
VARSITY SPORTS 810916 131
VEGLAHN NANCY 811209 101
VENSAND KRISTI 810121 091
VERILEK ELVERN 820421 085
VETERANS 810211 064
VETERINARY SCHOOL 801112 033
810211 111
810325 095
VINCENT ERIC 820224 081
VOLLEYBALL 800917 142
800924 161
801001 164
801022 151
801029 125
801112 125
810909 134
810930 135
811014 133
811021 121
811028 151
811104 101
811111 111
811209 165
VOLUNTEERS 810429 051
VOTERS 800924 042
800924 051
800924 102
801001 043
801112 016
811014 083
WAGES 801119 031
WAGNER MARY 801001 091
WAGNER ROBERT 810916 032
820303 071
WALKER DARWIN 800903 091
WALKER ELIZABETH 810916 101
I NOTATION
SEE USD
SD HAS LESS URANIUM THAN YOU THINK
REFUTES CHRISTENSEN, THE URANIUM INITIATIVE
SUPPORT INITIATIVE (L)
CRUX OF URANIUM VOTE--SAFEGUARDS
URANIUM MINING ETHICS DEBATED
ILL EFFECTS (L)
MINING COMPANIES ACTIVE FOLLOWING ELECTION VICTORY
THEY SAID IT (L)
STUDENT TRAPS WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
LEADERS NEEDED (L)
USD LAW GRADS TO BE TESTED
USD'S LIEN RESIGNS
LIEN RESIGNATION--A QUESTION OF STYLE
*USD FRAT BUSTED, CHARGED ON GAMBLING RAP
MCFADDEN USD PRESIDENT (DANIEL)
SPRINGFIELD ISSUE SPARKS CONTROVERSY
COST OF FLOWERS NOT A ROSY PICTURE
EX-STUDENT CHARGED WITH VANDALISM
'••CRIME INCREASES AT SDSU
VANDAL RANSACKS BROWN HALL
DRUNKENNESS, MAJOR REASON FOR VANDALISM (RIST)
COLLEGE PROPERTY SAFE WITH STUDENTS
VARDI MAKES VIOLA 'A PART OF LIVING' (DECOCK)
FIELD HOCKEY, MEN'S GYMNASTICS DROPPED
SHE WRITES CHILDREN'S BOOKS
SOPRANO VENSAND TO GIVE FIRST FACULTY RECITAL
*VERILEK PURSUES JOB AS GOVERNOR
HOSTAGE HOOPLA ANNOYS VIETNAM VETS
VETERINARY SLOTS LIMITED BY FUNDING CUTS
FUTURE OF VETERINARY SLOTS FACING LEGISLATIVE BATTLE
VET SLOTS TO BE FUNDED
VINCENT'S PERFORMANCE LEAPS BARRIER
SPIKERS NEED CONSISTENCY TO WIN THIS YEAR
VOLLEYBALL TEAM EARNS SPLIT IN TOURNAMENT
VOLLEYBALL TEAM EVENS RECORD IN NORTH DAKOTA
VOLLEYBALL TEAM HAS GOOD WEEK
SPIKERS HAVE DISMAL NCC TOURNEY
SPIKERS ELIMINATED IN STATE TOURNAMENT
VOLLEYBALL COACH PLEASED WITH PRE-SEASON PRACTICES
VOLLEYBALL RESERVES GAIN EXPERIENCE IN TOURNEY
VOLLEYBALL TEAM FALTERS, LOSES 4 STRAIGHT MATCHES
'••NETTERS REVERSE LOSING STREAK
VOLLEYBALL TEAM HOSTS TOURNAMENT (RIST)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM STRUGGLES IN TOURNEY
VOLLEYBALL TEAM ADVANCES IN REGIONALS
DE DEYN ENDS 1ST YEAR--LOOKING FORWARD TO '82
PEOPLE-NOT MONEY-OFFER CURE TO SOCIETY'S AILMENTS
REGISTER AND VOTE (KUNDERT)
WHAT'S IN A WORD--VOTERS SHOULD DECIDE
'•=• ABSENTEE VOTES--A BREEZE
WILSON--STUDENTS SHOULD VOTE LOCALLY
ON-CAMPUS VOTING MAY BE REALITY
'^MORE STUDENTS CHOOSING TO VOTE HERE
WAGE HIKE WON'T CUT AID (MEYER)
'•LOCAL TEACHERS CAMPAIGN FOR LEGISLATIVE SEATS
*WHEN R T WAGNER TALKS, PEOPLE LISTEN (MURPHY)
'•'COMPUTER SCIENCE DEGREE TO HELP MAJORS
'^...AND THE PRIDE MARCHES ON
INDIAN AUTHOR TO OPEN CONFERENCE
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SUBJECT
WALSH BILL
WAND
WANETA HALii
WATER PROJECTS-SD
WATER QUALITY
WATERFOWL
WEATHER STATIONS
WEATHER-BR
WEATHER-SD
WEAVING
WEBBENHURST STEVE
WEBER MERIBETH
WEBER PAUL
WECOTA HALL
WEELBORG DEANNA
WEIGHT CONTROL
WEISBERG TIM
WELCH JAMES
WELLS DARRELL
WENCK MAX
WENONA HALL
WEST GEORGE
WETLANDS
WIEDERHOLT PAUL
WILCOX DON
WILDLIFE
WILLIAMS BETTY
WILLIAMS LOUIS
WILLIAMS TODD
WILSON MIKE
WIND ENERGY
WINTER
WINZENBURG BOB
WITTICH INA
WNAX RADIO
WOMEN
DATE
811118
800910
801119
810429
820217
820324
801119
810211
811014
800903
820127
801210
810121
810325
810429
820421
800903
810225
820224
820324
811104
810325
820421
801119
801119
810930
810930
810325
810408
810902
810303
811209
811209
810408
810401
810128
811104
811209
820217
820224
810930
810121
801008
801112
801119
801210
801210
810225
810303
810303
820428
820127
800910
800910
811104
801026
810218
810909
PAPER NOTATION
073
111
171
041
041
013
111
171
083
073
061
113
131
174
191
104
046
121
161
053
071
091
011
091
041
071
041
046
081
064
016
181
171
071
111
131
181
111
012
103
013
041
041
041
Oil
051
011
012
041
Oil
014
041
091
123
126
072
''-DEMOCRAT BLASTS REPUBLICAN ADMINISTRATION
SEE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
WANETA RESIDENTS LIVING UNEASILY
MANAGING OAHE RESEVOIR KEY IN STATE WATER PLAN
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE...(BERTSCH)
JANKLOW SOAKING SD WITH ETSI WATERDEAL
AIDE TO JANKLOW RAILS AGAINST COLLEGIAN
"BIG SIOUX WATER TO BE STUDIED FOR CANCER LINK
OZONE RESEARCH PROVIDES CLEANER WATER
'•-ENDRIN NOT FOUND IN SD FOWL (GIESE)
FARMERS GET SPECIAL WEATHER
"BROOKINGS SET A NEW DAILY SNOWFALL RECORD
WEATHER SAVES FUEL...WITH STUDENTS' HELP
"WINTER--FIGMENT OF PAST OR PLAYING HIDE & SEEK
SOUTH DAKOTAN WOULD 'LOVE A RAINY NIGHT'
SIGNS OF DROUGHT LOOM FOR THIS SUMMER (DUNCAN)
RECENT MOISTURE DELAYS SPRING PLANTING
WEAVERS TO EXHIBIT 33 WORKS AT SD MEMORIAL ARTS CTR
IT DOESN'T PAY TO PUT THINGS OFF
*WEBER NAMED BEST NCC MALE SWIMMER
*TONSILITIS SLOWS PAUL WEBER IN NATIONALS
WECOTA HALL--NOT JUST ANOTHER DORM
SDSU COEDS AMONG FIRST TO WIN PILOT SLOTS
•'SPRING--BIKINIS, SHORTS, AND DIETS
'••WEISBERG SHOW--'A PARTY OF ONE'
*...JUST A TIP OF THE WEISBERG
'•'WELCH TELLS US TO THINK, NOT WHAT TO THINK (GARVEY)
CANADIAN POETS PUSH TO PUBLISH (GARVEY)
STAY OFF THE GRASS (WELLS)
BREAK OUT OF TRAP (WELLS)
SURVIVING THE FINANCE STORM (WENCK)
BID ACCEPTED FOR WENONA REMODELING
PROF SUFFERS HEART ATTACK
SD WETLANDS ARE WINTER HOME FOR WILDLIFE
RIDER GOING FOR BIG TITLE
OF MODEL T'S AND WOOD
PROFESSOR LEADS A WILDLIFE LIFE
WILDLIFE UNIT GIVES STUDENTS EXPERIENCE
'•'SD WETLANDS ARE WINTER HOME FOR WILDLIFE
PEACE IN NORTHERN IRELAND IS MAIN OBJECTIVE
'•'VIOLENT RESISTANCE TO VIOLENCE
^ENGLISH PROF WRITES DETECTIVE THRILLER (DECOCK)
WILL THE REAL UNION BOSS STAND UP
FEE STRUCTURE REQUIRES SOME REMODELING (WILSON)
STUDENTS' APPEALS FOR SUPPORT NOT EMPTY PLEAS
FEE CONTROL STUDENTS' JOB
ROAD TO ACHIEVEMENT PAVED WITH RED TAPE
FEDERATION ELECTS HEAD, CONSIDERS VOTING CHANGE
'^'INCUMBENTS, CHALLENGERS WIND UP CAMPAIGN WEEK
AGRICULTURE VOTE SWINGS ELECTION
THANKS TO WILSON AND BARKER (ED)
•^WILSON NAMED FEDERATION HEAD
SEE ENERGY WIND
'I COULD SIT & FREEZE TO DEATH, OR WALK'
BASKETBALL PLAYER ADMITS THEFT
BETTER SCOOPED THAN INACCURATE
'•'GERMAN ACTRESS SINGS POETRY
ECONOMY TO DETERMINE FUTURE OF JACKS' WNAX BROADCAST
NINE-PART CENTENNIAL SERIES TO BE BROADCAST
TITLE IX CUTBACKS INSULT TO WOMEN (SPECK)
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SUBJECT
WOOL JUDGING
WRESTLING
WRIGHT ROBERT
WRITERS
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
YOUNG HALL
YVART JACQUES
ZELL ELAINE
ZILVERBERG LUCINDA
ZONING
ZULK GENE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
810325 023 WOOL JUDGERS FINISH FIFTH AT STOCK SHOW
801026 111 WRESTLERS TRAVEL WEST TO WIN SEASON OPENER
801119 142 WRESTLING YOUNG BUT COMPETITIVE
801210 154 *ZASTROW & KAHNKE ONLY JACKS TO PLACE AT UNI
810114 133 EARLY DEFICIT TOO BIG FOR RABBIT WRESTLERS
810121 121 HURON BRINGING RATED TEAM TO DUAL
810121 135 JACKS END LOSING STREAK
810128 123 ZASTROW PULLS DUAL OUT OF FIRE FOR JACKS
810204 124 WRESTLING IS AN INDIVIDUAL SPORT
810204 131 THE NEW, THE COLD TRIP WRESTLERS
810211 131 SDSU FALLS IN YEAR'S HARD DUALS
810218 195 TIGHT NCC MEET EXPECTED
810218 201 • JACKS PUT DRAW, LOSS ON RECORD
810225 141 ''-HOHERTZ WINS TITLE, TEAM 5TH IN TOURNEY
810303 134 HOHERTZ WINS SECOND TITLE
810401 143 WRESTLING WINNERS
810401 144 LINANDER RESIGNS COACHING JOB-PLANS TO ENTER BUSINES
811118 121 ^WRESTLERS' INEXPERIENCE SHOW IN SEASON OPENER
820120 141 --WRESTLERS WIN TVVO KEY MATCHES
820127 123 WRESTLERS CONTINUE WINNING WAYS
820203 141 WRESTLERS WHIP UND
820210 124 -'-WRESTLERS END DUAL SEASON WITH LOSSES
820217 123 WRESTLERS TO BATTLE TOP NCAA COMPETITION
820217 131 ^FLASHBACKS STRIKE SDSU'S TALENTED GRAPPLER
820224 111 FOUR SDSU WRESTLERS QUALIFY FOR NATIONALS
820303 161 THREE WRESTLERS EARN ALL-AMERICA
820505 124 CHOIR DIRECTOR TO LEAVE DEPARTMENT
801015 115 ^READINGS, WORKSHOPS TO HIGHLIGHT CONFERENCES
801029 103 MIDWEST WRITERS GATHER AT CONFERENCE
810128 131 WRITERS CAN HELP PUT LID ON CRITICISM OF REFS
810909 021 WRITER'S CONFERENCE TO FEATURE WRITERS' VIEWS OF PLA
810916 094 WRITER'S CONFERENCE COMES TO BROOKINGS
810916 101 INDIAN AUTHOR TO OPEN CONFERENCE
810930 054 PATIENT ABOLITIONIST (L)
810930 071 CANADIAN POETS PUSH TO PUBLISH (GARVEY)
810930 103 '"-ENGLISH PROF WRITES DETECTIVE THRILLER (DECOCK)
801022 021 REGISTRATION DRIVE IS HARD HITTING
810303 Oil ''-ELECTRICAL SHORT SPARKS YOUNG HALL FIRE
811014 101 '"'FRENCH SINGER TO VISIT SDSU AGAIN
810408 165 ZELL CLEANS DAKOTADOME IN LENNON INVITATIONAL
810429 231 '^ZELL WINS THREE--JACKS TAKE MEET
820120 121 ZELL NAMED FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
801022 101 '"'ARTIST CAPTURES LOVE FOR ANIMALS (DARR)
810121 031 SORORITY DELAYS ZONING REQUEST
810415 061 RESIDENTIAL REZONING SPAWNS CONTROVERSY
811118 121 '̂ ZULK OPTIMISTIC ABOUT YOUTHFUL SQUAD
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